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Sends Out Supplemental Brief Giving Reasons W hy Can­
adian Apple Producers Should Continue To Enjoy 
Preference On Old Country Market— Every Cabinet 
Minister In Canada Gets Copy
A-
Laboiir Of Love ”
CO N T IN U IN G  the fight started last summer for retention of the Imperial preference enjoyed by Canadian exporters of apples to 
Great Britain, the British Columbia Fruit Growers’ Association has 
issued a supplement to its previous brief, re-iterating in part the 
stand it previously took and adding new features and reasons why 
Canadian apples should have a protected market in Great Britain.
Besides this step, L. F. Burrows, Canadian Horticultural Coun­
cil secretary, has been despatched to Washington to hold a watch­
ing brief at the United States capital on negotiations being carried 
on by American and Old Country interests.
IJif; Distribution '
The B.C.F.G.A.’s supplemental brief 
has gone forward to cabinet ministers 
and leaders of organizations interested 
throughout Canada, and a formidable 
mailing list has been devised. Previ­
ously, the B.C.F.G.A. had pointed out
that with the Ottawa Agreements of 
1932 the Old Country markets tifmed 
from the United States to-Canada and 
the percentage of importations from | coffers, 
this country increased.
In order to ensure that as high a 
percentage of desirable fruit as pos­
sible bo made available for the Old 
Country, the British Columbia fruit 
industry changed methods of cultiva­
tion and production to such an extent 
that forty-five per cent of the 1936 
crop was exported, and 95 per cent of 
that export deal went to Great .Britain.
In the marketing of the 1937 crop, 
the present brief indicates, the bene­
fits derived have been emphasized to 
a greater extent than in any previous 
year. The B.C. crop has exceeded
5.250.000 boxes and the percentage of
export has increased to over 50 per 
cent, and 90 per cent of this 50 per 
cent has been maintained. ,
Difficult Season
“In spite of the benefits under the 
Ottawa A^eements, the British Co- 
^lumbia fruit grower is experiencing a 
most difficult season, with assurance 
at the present time that returns will 
not bring cost of producion. Quoting 
from thg report of the Canadian Fruit 
Trade Commissioner in Great Britain,
W. B. Gornall. as of April 7, 1038, we 
find that from September 7, 1937, to 
April 7, 1938, the total movement of 
apples from Canada to the United 
Kingdom increased as follows: In bar­
rels, 87 per cent; in box grades, 34 per 
cent; as compared with the corres­
ponding period of the preceding export 
season.
“The total movement of barrels was
1.263.000 and of boxes, 2,271,000.
“These figures represent the barrel
shipments from Nova Scotia and On­
tario and the box shipments fro.m Brit­
ish Columbia. During the same per : Jd 
-the United States, in spite of adverse 
tariff, recorded an increase in barrel 
shipnients of 130 per cent and in boxes 
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PLAY REALIZED Jt!315.58
S. M. Gore reported on Wednesady 
that the play “Twin Beds,” staged at 
the auditorium on April 6 and 7 by 
W. B. Bredin and Bert Johnston, for 
the Gordon Campbell Px-eventorium, 
was a splendid financial venture, con­
tributing $315.58 to the Preventorium
P u b l i c  W o r k s  H e a d  
S e e s  N o  P o i n t  I n  
F e r r y  D i s c u s s i o n
Announcement States Ferry To Be Built When Funds 
Available— Hon. F. M. MaePherson Fails To Set Date 
To Meet Valley Trade Boards
ATTEND TEACHERS’ CONVENTION
James Logie and Miss Norma 
SchrOeder, of the Kelowna teaching 
staff, are in Victoria this week attend­
ing the annual'convention of the B.C. 
Teachers’ Federation. More than 600 
teachers are taking part in the dis­
cussions.
Scenes simppcd on the Nara- 
inata Road a few days ago when 
the Jun|or Board was contribut­
ing its “statute labour”. Above 
is seen a. group of the workers 
appeasing their hunger while at 
the right Harry Witt is paying- 
off a group of the fair damsels 
who were present to lend inspir­
ation to the boys. Those receiv­
ing the “Naramata Road shekels” 
are, left to right; Percy Harding, 
Marguerite McLcllan, Mrs. Geo. 
Sproulc, Miss Winnie Simmons, 
Harry Witt, Miss Jean Schooley, 
Miss Winnie Cather, Miss Jennie 
Reid and Miss Lily Simmons.
BOARD OF IMMIGRATION
REVIEW TO SIT IN KELOWNA
With H. L. Kenlcyside as chairman, 
the Board of Immigi’ation Review will 
meet in Kelowna on April 28, accord­
ing to a letter I'eceived by Mayor O. 
L. Jones. Pi-imarily, the Board is in­
terested in the illegal enti-y of aliens 
into the country, but is also interesting 
itself in the matter of economic com­
petition and any other aspects of the 
relations between Orientals and other 
residents of the community.
K e l o w n a  C a n n o t  H a v e  A c c r e d i t e d  
H i g h  S c h o o l  W i t h o u t  P r o v i d i n g  
M o d e r n  P l a n t  w i t h  P r o p e r  L i b r a r y
J. B. deLong, School Inspector, W arns Board That Ke­
lowna Cannot Reach H igh Standing Without Alter­
ations— Teaching Staff Receives Praise
W e e k ’ s W e a t h e r
April Max. Min,
13 62 31
14 59 34
15 58 40
16 52 42
17 61 43
18 61 46
T9 57 33
Means ........ .. 58.55 38.42
RELATIVE OF LOCAL 
MEN TO BROADCAST
WIT H O U T  additional library facilities and auditorium space the Kelowna High School cannot be placed in the accredited high 
schools class in this province, the trustees were informed by Chair­
man Dave Chapman last week at the April session.
J. B. deLong Report 
This information had been elicited 
from J. B. deLong, Inspector, when in 
Kelowna on Max’ch, 30 and 31 for his 
annual inspection of the school and 
staff.
Although Mr. deLong reported highly 
of the staff of the Senior High, he was 
not so commending in his statements 
concerning the plant in which the 
teachers must carry but their daily 
teaching routine.
An accredited high school allows the 
pupils of Grade 12 to be given junior 
matriculation standing on the recom­
mendations of the teachers and prin­
cipal, without the formality of writing 
the set governmental examinations. 
This principle is followed in passing 
students from Grade 9 to 10 in all 
accredited Junior High schools in B.C.
The accredited school system will be 
carried out in Kelowna to some extent 
this year, Chairman Chapman had been 
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Ralph Staples, Young Ontario 
Farmer To Talk Over Network
Ralph Staples, thirty-year-old Ontar­
io farmer, and a distant relative of R. 
B. Staples and J. J. Staples, of Kelow­
na, will speak over the Canadian net­
work t^his evening from 8.15 to 8.30 
o’clock on the “Youth Intervenes” pro­
gramme, giving his impressions and 
stating his beliefs in this series of 
broadcasts devoted to the point of view 
of Canadian youth.
Young Mr. Staples is working the 
land deeded by the Crown to his great 
grandfather 120 years ago, near Cavan, 
Ontario. He loves his farm and would 
not trade the life for greater luxury 
and less endeavour, but he does deplore 
the conditions which ai'e making it in­
creasingly diffulty to make a living.
F R U I T  B O A R D  
. C O S T S  L O W E S T  
'  ■ I N  F O U R  Y E A R S
Combined Board And Grower 
Company Operating Expendi­
tures Are Set At $28,794 For 
Year
SU R PLU S  OF $10,000
D u b  T h e  T u b  C o n t e s t  C l o s e s
A n o t h e r  B i g  B a t c h  O f  S u g g e s t i o n s
Great Interest Has Been Shown 
In Contest Started By The 
Courier—  Winners Announced 
Next Week
We have dubbed the last tub. The 
Dub the Tub contest is closed, after 
three weeks of fun and names by the 
fiozeii from all parts of the Okanagan, 
and even into Alberta. The replies 
have been numerous and varied and 
nearly everyone has caught the spirit 
of the contest.
In the past two weeks there liave 
been so many letters that there was 
-not sufficient space in which to pub­
lish them, but in this, column arc given 
■numerous letters which wore received 
up to the end of last week. It has 
created a groat deal of intei-est in the 
Valley, has caused many a laugh, and 
has brought out the public i-eaction to 
the inadequacy of the ferry and its 
service.
Wednesday, April 20. was the last 
day of the contest and the entires have 
b e ^  taken to the judges today for the 
awarding of the three prizes of three 
dollars, two dollars and one dollar. 
The two judges are W. A. C. Bennett, 
Board of Ti'ade president, and D. C. 
Fillmore, Junior Board prexy. The 
results of the contest will be announc­
ed in next week’s issue of TTie Courier.
M.S. Inadequate was the name The 
Courier chose to start the contest, but 
that is only one of the many names 
which have been submitted or could 
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COMMITTEE MAKES 
RAMPS SUGGESTION
W O U L D  C O N F I N E  
B O X E D  G R A D E S  
T O  A P P L E  B O X
Grades Committee Of B.C.F.G.A. 
Re-Affirms Stand At Session 
In Kelowna
M IN IM U M  PE A R  SIZES
Suggests Changes In  B y -Law  T o  
Facilitate Truck Loadings
A  recommendation regarding ramps 
was handed to the city council on Mon­
day, April 11, by Aldermen Gibb, Pet­
tigrew and Sutherland, who had previ­
ously been appointed a committee to 
investigate the.zoning of sidewalks. As 
the committee, suggested that by-law 
,514 was obsolete and should be revised, 
the recommendation was i-eferred to 
committee for detailed investigation.
The committee recommended the 
removal of all ratnps to the level of 
the road in the following ai'oa: north 
side of Smith Avenue, west side ,of 
Ellis from Smith to the DePfyffer pack- 
ixxg house, Water St. from Smith to 
include the old Roweliffe cannery, 
Cawston Ave. from Water to the lane 
between Ellis and St. Paul streets. 
Loading and unloading to be allowed 
in this area by using the ordinary 
sidewalk allowance. Any new building 
being built hereafter outside the area 
shall provide own space for loading 
and imloading. No track exceeding 
fourteen feet in length shall be parked 
on Bernaixl Ave. from St. Paul to the 
park, on Pendozi from Bernard to Eli, 
on Mill from Bernard to ferry wharf. 
'The committee expressed itself as of 
the opinion that by-law 514 is obsolete 
and should either be rewritten or 
brought up to date.
Suggest More Peach Pickings and 
More Standardization Of Grow­
er Operations In Orchards
The Grades Committee , of the B.C. 
F.G.A., meeting in Kelowna on Tues­
day morning, reaffirmed its stand on 
confining boxed grades to the standard 
apple box, and will inform Col. R. L. 
Wheeler, Fruit Branch Commissioner, 
that it will not approve any attempt 
to "have boxed grades: introduced into 
the Quebec crate.
This was the decision after a lengthy 
consideration of various items con­
tained in a letter from Col. Wheeler. 
It was the opinion of those present 
that the west cannot uso bari-el grades 
in boxes, so why should the eastern 
apple growers be allowed to use a west­
ern boxed grade in the eastern Quebec 
crates?
Restrict No. 3 Grade
In consideration of' the No. 3 grade, 
on which recommendations were pass­
ed at the preceding grades’ committee 
session, it was decided that No. 3 would 
be stepped up to Cee grade in most 
cases, except in the case of small ap­
ples better than Cee gi’ade and large 
apples poorer than Cee, In the matter 
of codling moth stings, and punctures, 
the inspection department will be as 
strict as ever on extra fancy and fancy, 
but will allow latitude on Cee grade.
There followed a discussion, arising 
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First Of Annual Meetings Held 
In Kelowna District— Con­
tracts Are Being Signed
Total operating cost of the combined 
B.C. Fruit Board and B.C. Tree Fruits 
Ltd., was $28,794.96, while the total col­
lections, made up almost entirely of 
levies, were $66,601.97, according to the 
figures issued by the Board this week, 
the auditors having completed their 
annual collection of figures.
Together with the near $29,000 cost of 
the Board and grower company, is 
coupled the payment to the B.C.F.G.A. 
of $9,813 and an amount of $17,859.36 
for advertising and market extension 
campaigns, making a total of $56,467.32, 
and leaving a combined operating sur­
plus of $10,134.65.
Advertising Cost High
This is the smallest cost of operation 
in the Board’s history, although the ex­
tra advertising expenses have swelled 
the total expense, considerably. Board 
salaries are the same at $9,000, while 
travelling expenses of the members 
were $3,358.55. Staff salaries amounted 
to $8,422.18 and staff travelling expen­
ses were $855.48.
Another big item is the growers’ del­
egates expenses, amounting to. $884.30.
This advertising and market exten­
sion expense is divided into the follow­
ing groups: Alice Stevens service, $1,- 
095.86; Alberta campaign share, $1,- 
562.50; California extension, $1,684.43; 
Board travelling, $286.68; . Manitoba 
campaign, $1,000; miscellaneous, $159.
Start Annual Meeting
The first of the annual meetings of 
the Fruit Board were held at Winfield, 
Oyama and Ellison on Tuesday evening. 
T. D. Shaw-Maclaren was. nominated 
as the grower delegate from Oyama 
and W. J. Coe from Winfeild and J. J. 
Conroy from Ellison.
All three meetings passed off without 
any ado, few questions being asked the 
Fruit Board membbers. . A  number of 
the standard contracts were signed at 
the meetings, the growers showing a 
general willingness to come into the 
new deal.
More complete reports of the Fruit 
Board’s yeai'ly activities will appear in 
The Courier at a later date.
P r i n c i p l e  O f  S c h o o l - b o y  T r a f f i c  
P a t r o l  Is  A p p r o v e d  B y  T r u s t e e s  
A f t e r  T e a c h e r s  A g r e e  T o  S c h e m e
Feel That Instruction In Traffic Regulations And Dis­
cipline Resulting F^rom Patrol Operations W ill W a r ­
rant Trouble—Chairman Chapman Reports Sessions 
W ith Junior Board
Ap p r o v a l  of the principle of a school boy traffic patrol system, properly supervised, was given by the Kelowna School Board 
last week, at the April monthly meeting, following a report by Prin­
cipal Roy Stibbs, that the teachers had gone on record as favouring 
the plan.
Instiruction And Discipline "S'-— ------ ------———-— -— — -----—   —
It was not the feeling of the Board 
that the patrol system would be of any 
great value from a traffic standpoint, 
but its main value would be derived 
from the instruction given the pupils 
in traffic regulations and in discip­
line. The pupils would receive in­
structions on the rules of the road, 
which would be. of great benefit to 
them in later life, it was felt.
The teachers in the Kelowna high 
schools have agreed to the plan, but 
wish it made part of the curricular 
work, Principal Stibbs reported to the 
Board by letter.
Chairman Dave Chapman gave the 
School Board an outline of the nego­
tiations carried on previous to last 
week, in which he figured. The first 
organization meeting was called at the 
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C O N T I N U A N C E  O F  
R A I L W A Y  R A T E  
: : B E M  S O U G H T
Okanagan Urgently Needs Em­
ergent Rate Until June 15, 
Valley Leaders jPoint Out
OU T  of Victoria last week came the first official word about the new ferry for the Kelowna-Westbank run, when Hon. F. M. 
MaePherson, minister of public works,, told the press that the ferry 
would be built “as soon as funds are available for the purpose.”
While the announcement was the first official word about the 
ferry, it added little to the local knowledge of the situation. It had 
been expected that the Valley trade bodies would meet and discuss 
the whole situation with Hon. F. M. MaePherson and he was asked 
to set a date for the meeting. E. W . Barton, secretary of the local 
board, who forwarded the invitation to the minister, has received a 
reply in which the minister states that he does “not see that there is 
anything to discuss.” In his letter, the complete text of which fol­
lows, Mr. MaePherson admits the necessity of an improved service 
and states that the ferry plans are now complete.
■■ “  ’ *  Victoria, April 13, 1938.
Mr. .E. W. Barton,
Secretary,
Kelowna Board of Trade,
• Kelowna. B.C.
Dear Sir,
This will acknowledge receipt of 
your letter of April 11th, asking me 
to advise you the earliest date I could 
visit Kelowna to meet representatives 
of the Boards of Trade of North and 
South Okanagan and the Similkameen 
to discuss the ferr-y question.
To start with, I do not see that there 
is anything to discuss in view of the 
fact, that we have decided to put a 
ferry at Kelowna on the Kelowna- 
Westbank run just as soon as the fin­
ances are forthcoming.
This was decided on last summer, af­
ter discussion with your member. Capt. 
Bull, when I felt that the present ferry 
was carrying, with few exceptions, all 
the traffic offering, but what worried 
this Department was that should any­
thing happen. to this^erry, it would be 
impossible to secure^an auxiliary ser­
vice; and having this in mind, and the 
growing traffic owing to the increase 
in the fruit and agricultural industry 
in that area and the improvement in 
the tourist traffic owing to the better­
ment of our road system,, we realized 
the need of a larger ferry. We had 
plans prepared by -a naval architect 
and these are now corriplete.
This matter has been fully discussed 
with your member,' and from my con­
stant travelling through the area I 
am fully aware of the need, but it takes 
money. I realize the situation just as 
well as you do and it will be corrected 
when funds are made available. When 
that time comes, your member, Capt. 
Bull, will be advised.
On looking over the files in con­
nection with this, for the past num­
ber of years, there is not a single re­
quest from your Board of Trade for 
a new ferry, every request dealing with 
an auxiliary service, and our course 
was adopted when we realized that an 
auxiliary , service was not the answer 
but a new ferry, of sufficient size to 
handle not only the traffic today but 
that may be offering in the future, with 
the present ferry as an auxiliary. 
What requests for a new ferry we have 
received lately arrived, of course, af­
ter the policy of a new ferry had al­
ready been decided on.
Yours faithfully,
F. M. MACPHERSON.
L e t  C o n t r a c t  F o r  
P o s t  O f f i c e  T o  
K i t c h e n e r  M a n
r h u b a S ^ STARTS
Movement Of AppleStocks Con­
sidered Fair In Face Of Holi­
days And Competition
Although the Dominion Gov­
ernment set aside the sum of 
$10,000 for Interior finishings for 
the new public building and Post 
Office at the corner of Ellis and 
Bernard in Kelowna, ah eastern 
firm obtained the contract at a 
much lower figure than any quot­
ed in the west, it is understood.
The Interior Hardwood Co., at 
Kitchener, Ont., was the' success­
ful firm bidding, at $2,999.
It is anticipated that the open­
ing of the Post Office will take 
place some time about July 1, 
much later than was at first an­
ticipated.
FORMER KELOWNA RESIDENT
DIES AT HOLLYWOOD
A former resident of Kelowna until 
about ten years ago, Mrs. Josephine 
Barbara Brodie Neill, passed away on 
April 16 in Hollywood, Cal. She is 
survived by two daughters, Maude and 
Effie and one son, Fred, in California, 
and one son, Arthur, in Penticton.. The 
funeral ia being held in Hollywood.
O f  F i f t e e n  
H u n d r e d  B u i l d i n g s  In  K e l o w n a
HOTHOUSE DEAL 
TO BE CONTROLLED
INTERIOR GRIEF 
HEARD AT OTTAW A
Hon. Grotc Stirling; M.P. for Yale, 
is investigating various features of the 
Dominion Housing Act and will dis­
cuss subjects which appear objection­
able to those intere.sted in the Interior 
of this province, the Kelowna Board 
executive was informed last week.
The Kelowna Board Committee, un­
der the chairmapship of Chester Owen, 
and the executive has taken an active 
part in endeavouring to straighten out 
the difficulties which hamper the full 
operation of the Dominon Housing 
Scheme in the Interior and outlined the 
objections to Hon. Mr. Stirling recent­
ly. '■
VERNON, April 21.—It was announc- 
ecLby^Mpr M. V. McGuire on Wed­
nesday that he is forwarding, on behalf 
of the Okanagan fruit industry, an ap­
plication to the railway, companies, 
asking for an extension until June 15 
of the emergency rates on apple ship­
ments, that are scheduled to expire on 
April 30.
These temporary rates, whicli went 
into effect last February 11 on a basis 
of $1.25 per hundred pounds to Eastern 
Canada, and scaled rates to prairie 
destinations, are urgently needed for 
the disposal of the balance of the Oka­
nagan crop, it ig submitted.
The first car of field rhubarb moved 
from the Lower Mainland on Wednes­
day of last week, April 13. This is an 
event that is always regarded as a 
significant one by fruit shippers of the 
Interior, for i'l marks the entry of a 
distinct counter-attraction to apples. 
The rhubarb movement has now reach­
ed several cars daily.
It will be a slow process to clear 
the remaining holdings of fruit, state 
the one-desk committee members. In 
addition to the competition offered by 
rhubarb, berries from across the line, 
and such early-'U.S.. vegetables as as- 
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Three-Man Board To Set Prices 
And Supervise Pooling
VERNON, April 21.—There will be a 
one-desk arrangement controlling the 
marketing of hothouse tomatoes and 
cucumbers, grown in the Okanagan, 
this season.
Such was the outcome of the visit to 
Vernon last week of A. E. Horner, 
chairman of jhe B.C. Hothouse Tomato 
and Cucumber Marketiiig Board.
The Associated Growers, B.C. Fruit 
Shippers, and Sales Service, control 
this deal in its entirety, and three re­
presentatives, one each from these 
shipping organizations, will act as the 
sales supervising committee. The per­
sonnel will be. David McNair, A. C. 
Lander, and J. E. Montague, the same 
men who have headed the one-desk 
sale of apples during the past few 
months.
They will set the prices and super­
vise the pooling. The headquarters 
will be in the Associated Growers 
building in this city. Six-day pools 
will be operated, according to present 
indications, and sales should be reach­
ing commercial volume about the first 
week in May.
Junior Board Members Kept, 
Busy Posting House Numbers 
During Past Week
i Practically every house.and business 
in Kelowna was numbered by Easter 
Monday, April 18, just seven days after 
the fii’st,numbers were posted on Ber-■ 
nard Avenue, the Junior Board execu­
tive learned this week;
Under the direction of Roy Hunt, 
Civic Affairs committee chairman and 
his eleven subchairman, the Junior 
Board members had entire control Of 
the posting of house numbers in Ke­
lowna, according to plans laid clown by 
the city engineering staff.
Fifteen Hundred Homes
There were. 44.50 numbers ordered, 
for approximately 1,500 residences and 
places of business within the city lim­
its, and proved a real undertaking for 
the hundred-odd Junior Boarders.
Chas. DeMara and gang were the 
first to start the house numbering, on 
Bernard Avenue from Richter street 
to the Vernon road, but George Hand- 
len and crew were right behind him 
with Clernent avenue. From Thursday 
on the numbers went up in a rush and 
the last of the humberirig crews finish­
ed their jobs by Monday night.
In one or two'instances there were 
not sufficient numbers for the houses 
in some- sections, but this deficiency 
will be remedied soon. There are als6 
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T im e  T o  M a k e  P la n s
The first official and definite word on the new 
ferry came last week when Hon. F. M. MaePherson, 
minister of public worlcs. told the daily press that the 
Kelowmi-Westbank ferry would be constructed just 
as soon as the necess.iry money could be found. The 
minister's statement is a definite plcd/'e that the ferry 
will be built but the time element is .so very indefin­
ite that it is obvious that a new ferry will not be in 
operation in time to handle the rush of tourist traffic 
and the anticipated heavy fruit and vet:ctablc crops 
this year. The Courioi’ would suggest that it is time 
that the public works department made plans for an 
augmented service this season.
Word from Victoria had indicated that the tourist 
traffic would be considerably lighter this year and 
the public works department felt that there was un- 
ncecssary eoncern in the Okanagan over the abilit.v 
of “M.S. Inadequate” to handle the traffic this sum­
mer. That the public works department has appar­
ently failed to keep in touch with the tourist traffic 
possibilities, would seem to be indicated by the state­
ment made in Kelowna by Mr. Lloyd Craig, director 
of the provincial tourist bureau, who said that his 
department had received three time^ the number of 
inquiries this year than it had during the same period 
last year. Mr. Craig stated that he believed that the 
province this year would see the greatest influx of 
visitors in its history.
Mr. Craig’s expert opinion is not to be lightly dis­
regarded and adds weight to the argument that an 
increased ferry service is essential during the coming 
season. That the province recognizes these guests 
, to be a tremendous asset is shown by the fact that it 
is now making a tremendous effort to attract them to 
British Columbia. What is the point in bringing them 
here if they are to be held up for hours and their ill- 
will won by an inadequate ferry service? '
But the tourist traffic is not the only reason a 
better service is required, a considerably larger traffic 
of vegetables and fruit moving to rail connections is 
already indicated. Last year an eleventh-hour attempt 
was made to provide a better service blit the scheme 
proved to be unsatisfactory. The additional scow put 
on the service was in the opinion of the truck oper­
ators, dangerous and they avoided its use. As it could 
not carry passengers, it was a dismal failure in its 
efforts to lighten the passenger car burden of “M.S. 
Inadequate”. No suitable auxiliary service cqn be 
rushed into operation when the season is at its height. 
The public works department cannot prepare plans 
in a minute. Now is the time to make definite ar­
rangements for a better service and to acquaint the 
people of the Okanagan with them, that their fears 
of a complete breakdown of this summer’s north and 
south traffic may be allayed.
dowii local roads, fishing or anything else, it imme­
diately discourages tlie traveller and prompts him to 
curtail his visit. Why tell a stranger the roods are 
in poor siiajte? Ten chance.s to one, he is not inter- 
e.sted in the condition of the road but is imucly seek­
ing the best way to reach his next destination.
It is perfectly true tliat our roads are not four- 
lane concrete boulevards but they are in much better 
.shape than tliey were five yetus ago and are steadily 
being improved. There is too much talk about the 
condition of the roads. Talk which cannot fail but 
give tile tourist the impression that the roads are Im­
passable. The average tourist is not concerned about 
the roads; he seeks scenery, hunting, fishing, some­
thing riliferent from that to which he finds In his own 
front yard. Some mile-hounds will find fault with 
our present highway system but, by and large, we 
believe, the average tourist will find but little fault 
with the roads unless given the idea by some short­
sighted service station attendant.
Service station attendants and hotel employees 
should be well acquainted with the district, the scenic, 
hunting and fishing resources of the various points 
within a fifty mile radius. Each should be enthusias­
tic about his district and endeavour to convey part of
his enthusiasm to the tourists ho serves. These people
are the tourists’ first point of contact tvltli any com­
munity. To a large extent the success or failure of 
the tourist’s visit depends on them. If they can’t 
enthuse, the least they can do is to refrain from ad­
opting the negative attitude of “Don’t go there; the 
roads are terrible,”
amusing Incident in
S t o p  S ig n s
With the steady increase in the use of the auto­
mobile as a means of transportation between cities, 
disti'icts and countries, it has come to be recognized 
that it is very desirable to have standard directional 
signs. If- each city adopts some system peeuliar to it­
self the stranger is naturally confused and frequently 
accidents result.
The stop sign which has been generally adopted 
as the most satisfaetory is that erected upon a post at 
the right hand side of the road. It is here that the 
average driver looks for information. In Kelowna 
we have a practice which is foreiign to most of our 
visitors. We have the turret type placed in the centre 
of the roadway. This type has been tried in many 
centres and abandoned as unsatisfactory, the claim 
being that when there is snow the sign is not easily 
seen and that, as it is not in general use, strangers 
fail to see it at all and accidents result.
The great majority of the municipalities in this 
province ahd the neighboring states use the signs at 
the right of the roadway. When people from these 
places come to Kelowna they naturally expect to find 
the signs in the same place.
In a report to the eity council the provincial po­
lice have suggested that the whole stop sigh sitiiatibn 
in this city be reviewed as there are several anomalies. 
It was further recommended that the standard stop 
sign be adopted here. The council has the matter 
under consideration and it is probable that the city 
will fall in line with the standard practices in the 
near future.
THE WEEK-END SAW an 
which the local ferry service played an important 
part. It so happens that a Coast bu.siness man is ex­
pecting to come to Kelowna to reside. He had never 
been here before and so decided to slip in over the 
long week-end and give our fair eity the once-over 
. . . .  Friday morning he and his wife,left Vancouver 
jind some hours later arrived at the border in plcnt^y 
of time to reach Kelowna at a reasonably early hour. 
Quite innocently he a.^ ked the customs man, “How tor 
is it to Kelowna?” . . . .  “You’ll have to drive like the 
devil if you reach Kelowna tonight,” he was told . . . .  
“ Why how far is it?” . . . .  “It isn’t the distance, it’s 
the ferry. It goes to bed at nine o'clock” . . . .  'They 
drove “like the devil” to Penticton but even the devil 
couldn’t get them to Westbank before the curfew toot 
of M.S. Inadequate. At Penticton, hoping that as it. 
was a holiday the provincial government would allow 
Kelowna to slay up at least one hour longer, they 
phoned several places to see if there would be an 
extra ferry run but found that holiday or not, the only 
financially successful ferry in the province was too 
weary to loiter across the lake on another trip . . . .
K e l o w n a  I n  B y g o n e
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
r p m
I UNDERSTAND THAT our friend though of sev­
eral appropriate names then and there for the tub and 
the service but he had to stay in Penticton . . . .  and 
this was about eight-thirty . . . .  Mine host of the 
Royal Annuo was deprived of two extra lodgers and 
the travellers lost nearly half a day on their trip. The 
story is not humorous, it is tragic. It is a too common 
occurrence to be funny. Where then is the humour? 
Well, the traveller is the brother of Hon. K. C. Mac­
Donald, minister of agriculture, who energetically de­
fended his government on the ferry question at a re­
cent notorious meeting with the local board of trade.
r p m
'  THIRTY YEARS AGO
Thursday, April 16, 1908
The Central Okanagan Land & Orchard Co. has 
sold $25,000 worth of land since January 1st.
• ♦ ♦ ♦
The Mountain View Methodist Church was open­
ed for religious worship last Sunday, with Rev. J. H. 
White, New Westminster, Supt. of Methodist Missions 
conducting both services.
* m
Ditching has been completed on the main ditch 
of the Central Okariagah Land & Orchard Co.’s irriga­
tion system and water will be turned on as soon as 
the flumes are completed. About forty acres of or­
chard will be set out this spring.
again been up bjefore the Penticton Board of Trade 
and this time it intends to take no half measures in 
a fight to exclude Orientals, both Chinese and Japan­
ese, from British Columbia and the Dominion.
* ' * *
Word was received on Tuesday by Mr. and Mrs. 
Dan McMillan that Pte. Creighton Stewart, son of 
Chas. Stewart, originally of Benvoulin, was killed in 
action on March 30.
The Bridge Loan By-law carried 46. to 6 and the 
Cannery Exemption By-law passed 44 to 11 on Mon­
day, the electorate taking scant interest.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, April 19, 1928
Okanagan Fruit Shippers decided unanimously oh 
Thursday to protest against a further raise in the price 
Of box shook of one-half cent per box, following a 
raise last year of one cent per box.
Paul Prozesky, a large cigar manufacturer with 
a factory in Winnipeg, expressed enthusiasm on ex­
amining available samples of different years’ tobacco 
crops here. He will probably open a factory here.
At a meeting of the city council it was decided to 
borrow $5,000 at 7 per cent upon local improvement 
debentures maturing in five years.
H o u s e  N u m b e r in g
T o u r is t  P u b l i c i t y
The visit of Mr. Lloyd Craig, director of the tour­
ist development bureau, to the Okanagan last week 
was one of cheering significance. Mr. Craig’s visit 
indicated that the provincial government is making 
a serious effort to obtain a large proportion of Can­
ada’s three hundred million dollar tourist business 
for this province. British Columbia has a wide variety 
of magnificent scenery, unsurpassed fishing, splendid 
hunting—everything the potential tourist seeks— a^nd 
there is little excuse for any guest who ventures with­
in our borders returning tp his home dissatisfied.
Locally, the most interesting word that Mr. Craig 
brought was the information that his department is 
setting aside an appropriation for newspaper adver­
tising in the district immediately to the sputh of us, 
which is our natural tourism market. The copy to be 
used in the principal papers of the larger centres 
in that district will be devoted to the charms of the 
Okanagan. Mr. Craig has taken the view, and rightly 
so, that the Okanagan is a unit and should be pub­
licized as such. Any advertising campaign should gain 
in effectiveness when devoted to the, whole valley and 
not to the individual cities. The latter course would 
only tend to weaken the campaign and make it lose 
much of its punch.
While this campaign will start early in May, the 
government plans to- take coloured movies in the 
Valley during the summer that they may be ready to 
be shown at the San Francisco Pacific Exposition next 
year. The pictures will include such features as hunt­
ing, fishing, orchards in bloom, the jiacking season, 
the local regatta and spring and fall scenery. These 
reels will not only be shown to the crowds at the 
San Francisco fair bpt will be loaned to varipus ser­
vice clubs on the Pacific Coast. ‘
All signs would seem to indicate that the Oka­
nagan will during the next two years receive a great 
-deal of desirable publicity and a consequent increase 
in its tourist business.
After several months of effort the houses in the 
city have been numbered, the actual numbering being 
done during the past week by members of the Junior 
Board of Trade. A  committee of that body had been 
cooperating •with the city Council during the past sev­
eral months and last week saw their efforts come to 
a successful conclusion. The stranger within the city 
should now find but little difficulty in finding his 
way around—provided he can ascertain the names of 
the streets. As yet but few of the street names are 
visibile and the strange must grope blindly along 
until he stumbles upon the street he seeks.
This situation should not be one of long duration. 
The city council is even now obtaining quotations as 
to the cost of erecting suitable street name-plates. It 
is probable that these will be purchased and erected 
within the near future. When this is done the city 
will have proper directional signs and will have grad­
uated, in this respect, from the status of a small town.
TWENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, April 18, 1918
Kelowna’s hot springs may become famous yet 
with the healthful onion taking the place of the equ­
ally odorous sulphur, if a recent idea put forward by 
the council is put into effect. The city is suggesting 
that factories in the north end should drain off the 
water from their cooling tanks into Wittup’s Pond and 
so prevent overburdening the sewers.
A  drive for funds for the military Y.M.C1 A. is to 
be undertaken on May . 7, 8; 9 and 10.
The council has received a petition from nine men 
engaged on municipal road work asking for wage 
increases from $3 to $3.50 per day.
Knox Church was filled to capacity on Tuesday 
for. the choral society concert, under the direction, of 
H. Tod Boyd, Drury Price, Mrs. James H. Trenwith, 
Mrs. E. D. Braden and Mrs. L. Hayman participated.
That oft-repeated problem, the Asiatic one, has
Thirty members were present at the second an­
nual meeting of the B.C. Growers’ and Shippers’ Fed­
eration with E. M. Carruthers in the chair and Mr, 
Pogsqn as secretary. It was revealed that the surplus 
of $15,682.49 on the operations of the Comhiittee of 
Direction would be refunded to the growers. F. M. 
Black stated that the Corrimittee expenses totalled 
$41,453.39 and the total value of shipments of fruit 
and vegetables on which levies had been imposed, 
had been , $6,523,000. Legal expenses had amounted to 
$3,187.02. Committee’s travelling expenses were $5,- 
678.40. In the election of officers the retiring Board 
of W. C. Duggan, R. B. Staples, E. J. Chambers and 
D. McNair was re-elected and E. M, Carruthers was 
appointed chairman. Representative's on the Commit­
tee of Direction are A. J. Finch and O. W. Hembling.
J. W. Jones* M.L.A., was unanimously chosen this 
afternoon as the Conservative party’s candidate for 
South Okanagan at the coming election. His nomina­
tion was made by J. F. Burne, Kelowna, seconded by 
A. B. Elliott, Summerland. ,
Six teams will comprise the Central Okanagan 
Baseball League here this summer. Executive dfficers 
are president, A. W. Gray; vice-president, E, Lawley; 
secretary-treasurer, G. Elliott, Winfield.
At the annual meeting of the North Okanagan 
Football League, Chester Owen was elected president. 
Plans for the resumption of -the league were laid.
So many entries have been received for the Okan­
agan Musical Festival that its success next week is 
beyond doubt. Dr. Frederic Rogers, Vernon W. Bar- 
ford and Mrs. W. A. Wylie are adjudicators.
I AM DEEPL'^ PUZZLED about a certain portion 
of one of the largest and best of the Canadian radio 
programmes. Every reader of tWs column—if there 
be one at all—has probably heard “Canada 1938” on 
some Friday night. Its sponsor is a large Canadian 
tobacco company. One of the features of the pro­
gramme is a talk by a chap named Shapiro frOm New 
York. For some years he has been Contributing a col­
umn to the Montreal Gazette but that does not mean 
he is a good radio commentator. The main purpose 
of his talks seems to be to glorify New York. Just 
what this type of thing is doing on a Canadian pro­
gramme is beyond me and just •why a Canadian com­
pany would PAY any person to publicize the Am­
erican metropolis is beyond my comprehension. QY 
course there is the possibility that the programme 
sponsor is deriving some revenue out of this portion 
of their programme but I doubt this. The concern in 
question is not in such financial straights that th ^  
would have to obtain assistance of that sort. I won­
der if those in charge of the programme realize that 
they are paying their good money to give the city of 
New York a tremendous amount of free publicity? 
One fact is sure and that is that Shapiro should be 
receiving a splendid retainer from the city of New 
York’s publicity department . . . .  I f  he is not already. 
He is" apparently doing his darndest to give his listen­
ers the itch to go to the big city, see the shows, rub 
elbows with the movie stars and spend money at the 
night clubs. His is insidious propaganda and sufe^ 
some better substitute can be foimd as a feature for 
this allegedly Canadian prograhime . . . .
■ .r p m ,
AT THE EMPRHlSS ia^  -week there was a  
news reel showing some splendid shots of the Gonnan. 
occupation of Austria. It was an , interesting film anrt 
showed every person ismiling aiid jO:^ul. The ex­
hibitors were apparently conscious that it was toa 
much of a sweet and honey nature for they took pains - 
to point out that it was presented exactly as it had 
been t^eiyed in New York and that there were inr 
dications that it had been censored. These indications 
apparently werie the lack of any indication that there 
was another side to the picture . . . .  a side with mucb 
less honey. There was no mention of the thousand 
suicides . . , . the plundered Jewish synagogues . . . 
the thousands under arrest . . . . the ruined businesses 
. . . .  the desecrated churches . . . .
E d i t o r i a l  C o m m e n t
Those Easter hats—they ARE hats, aren’t they?
“Mabel Green chosen Agassiz May Queen”— h^ead­
line. What’s in a name?
After reading all the lauditory comments on the 
British-Italian agreement one cannot help but won­
der what has become of all the Edenites.
Three California brothers are well advanced into 
the nineties and contribute their longevity to the fact 
that they have never touched liquor, tea or salt. How 
come they didn’t include tobacco?—and who wants 
to live to ninety under those conditions?
Shortage of eligible women has slowed up wed­
ding bells in Coolbuoy, County Galway, Ireland, for 
thirty-five years. The unmarried adult population 
numbers ten men to one woman, while boys out­
number girls five to one. The old maid’s paradise!
//
T k c  R o a d s  A r c  T e r r ib le * *
“Don’t go there, the roads are terrible..”
Mr. Lloyd Craig, director of the tourist develop­
ment bureau, told the local board of trade that in 
Kamloops, Vernon and Kelowna, he had asked hotel 
clerks and service station employees how various 
roads were and frequently his questions had recei\!’ed 
the above reply.
Mr. Craig pointed out that the provincial govern­
ment was making every, effort to bring tourists into 
the province but that, once they were here, it was 
the individual’s and the municipality’s duty to see 
that they found what they were seeking. He pointed 
out that if garage and hotel people, who are the tour­
ists’ first source of contact with any corhmunity, run
Easter Sunday’s fashion parade showed that um­
brellas will be milady’s chief style accessory this 
season—Fashion Note. That puts milady of the sunny 
Okanagan on the spot. Will she disregard Dame Fash­
ion’s decree or will she bow to the style convention 
and carry an umbrella ’neath sunny skies?
Incredible as it may seem, there are unmistak­
able signs in this year of grace, 1938, that the world is 
worshipping things. Men are looking to things , to 
protect them, things to supply theii: needs, things to 
give them health. They cry out for things to eat, 
things to drink, things to lie on, sit on, live in, ride in, 
things to look at and listen to, things to possess and 
disburse, things to make and things to own.
Though we know that most of these things are 
either necessary or desirable, yet we must also know 
that it is not in the things themselves to make any 
real contribution to our general well-being. That we 
must have food, clothes and homes will be readily 
admitted, but that they are but the shadow of the 
real substance of our wealth and happiness is not so 
easily understood.
which he imagines is an attempt to restrict his free­
dom.
Freedom! This elusive ideal is sought in widely 
divergent ways, and the disparity of the means em­
ployed to obtain it is due to the different meaning 
which each nation, and indeed, almost each individual, 
attaches to the word. But whatever the concept may 
be, it is nothing. Wars cannot win it, for though it 
may be fought for physically, it cannot be won phy­
sically. You cannot defeat a nation and so beconae 
possessed of it; you cannot kill a man and take it. It is 
a state of mind, and the only way to get it is to give it.
One who believes in t^e all-importance of matter 
and the consequent futility of mental efforts, while 
arguing that liberty hiust be fought for, and that his­
tory proves physical force to be essential, once said
“BURMESE SILVER,” by Edward Thompson.
Faber, 1937.
This is a novel whose value depends more on its 
atmosphere than on its plot. The'latter is concerned, 
with an adventure into the wilds of pre-war Burma 
in search of a lost friendship.
Clive Powell, retired from the Indian Civil Ser­
vice, and with only six months to live, devotes those 
six months to an attempt to find his only friend Gab­
riel Travers, whom he has not seen for many years. 
Travers, having left the Service under a cloud, has- 
made himself king of a tribe of headhunters. Here 
he has maintained a precarious refuge from the real­
ities of the modern world, pitting his puny army 
against the powers of China on the one side and Great 
Britain on the other. It appeaits that the hills are 
almost, solid silver in this kingdom of Travers’, and 
that both China and Great Britain would be glad to 
own this potential wealth. It is a plot that in sum­
mary sounds almost too melodramatic to be convinc­
ing, but th§re is more to the book than melodrama. 
The descriptive passages are excellent. The author 
knows and loves this jungle country, and he loves 
too the wild life, both human and inhuman, which 
inhabits it. He also possesses a fine feeling for the 
right word in the right place, and a saving sanity of 
min dwhich sees the whole of a man’s life as some­
thing that however important it may seem to him, is 
a very small and transient affair when viewed from 
an angle that can observe aU our lives at once.
In conclusion, Mr. Thompson’s new book is not 
a particularly good book; nor is it notable for its style 
or its depth of vision. But it is a very readable book, 
and different enough from the usual run of modem 
novels to make a refreshing change. AJL.
Joy, sorrow, jealousy, generosity, love and hate with finality, “It is useless to oppose machine guns
Q U O T A T IO N S  F O R  T O D A Y
Men may doubt what you say, but they will be­
lieve what you do.-Anon.
If you have great talents, industry will improve 
them; if you have but moderate abilities, industry 
will supply their deficiency.—Samuel Smiles.
■ ■ H- ♦
PATIENCE! Why, ’tis the soul of peace;
Of all the virtues, ■’tis nearest kin to heaven.
—Thomas Dekker.
m m m
What do .we live for, if not to make life less 
difficult for each other?—George Elliot.
have been expressed since the world began, and whe­
ther in terms of bearskins and stone hammers or er­
mine-wraps and torpedoes is of minor importance. 
It is a matter of grave doubt whether the possessor 
of the latest de luxe motorcar is a prouder man than 
the first who owned a bronze-headed hammer, but it 
is a matter of certainty that it was neither the auto­
mobile nor the hammer, but the consciousness of su­
periority that conferred the pleasure. Similarly it 
is the exhilaration of skiing, the relaxation of sun 
bathing, the thrill of racing—always the mental sensa­
tions that are so vital, while the things concerned re­
main mindless and inert, having neither pleasure to 
give nor boredom with which to afflict.
Many a Negro slave in Dixie has beerl a thorough­
ly happy man, feeling not at all the bonds of slavery, 
because he desired no different state of living from' 
that which existed for him, whereas a member of a 
trade union in a free, democratic country may fret 
himself into misery by dwelling on one little point
with ideas.” This is true. But we do not have to; 
we have to oppose the ideas that make and use ma­
chine guns with the ideas that neither make nor desire 
to use them. It is not claimed that ideas act directly 
on material conditions or things, but it is claimed and 
proved that right ideas, i.e„ those in accord with ethics 
so exalted that they are God-inspired and God-sup­
ported, counteract and correct the wrong ideas, that 
are the sole cause of the misuse of material inventions.
The importance of the niental state of nations is 
how fully recognized, hence the concentration on pro­
paganda. Before any undertaking can be attempted 
the national mind has to be manipulated, and this is 
done cleverly through the press, radio, cinema, public 
lectures, advertisements, noVels, plus the efforts of 
many and varied personal ,agents holding some sort 
of official posts.
From the selling of cosmetics to the waging of 
war, the necessary preliminaries are now accomplish­
ed by advertising or propaganda, and it may therefore
be asked, why not use this means to instill those sorely- 
needed right ideas that are to correct the world? Be­
cause propaganda, at any rate, implies, at its bes^ 
exaggeration of partial truths* and at its worst, lies. 
It needs unguarded ears, gullible mentaliities, ^ort- 
sighted enthusia^, and a 'willin^ess to belieVe plaus­
ible statements because thoughful examination of 
them is foo-smuch trouble.
No. The needful right ideas come not en masse, 
they fly not on the wings of wild enthusiasm; they are 
neither heralded by pomp and ceremony, nor urged on 
by bribery or intimidation. But in the quiet longings 
of an awakening understanding, the hungering and 
thirsting of the true man finds its response in those 
inspirations which make igreat and noble lives, whose 
records go down in history as having blessed noit 
blasted, taught not torn, helped not harassed mankind.
A ll this, and much more, was ^pr^sed  by Jesus 
of Nazareth in these words: “It is the spirit that quick- 
eneth; the flesh profiteth nothing” (John 6:63).
H F.' ”""'^ ^^ 1
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Dominion Government
38-2C
Board of Review
(IMMIGRATION)
W ill hold sessions from 10.00 a.m. to 12.00 
noon and from 2.00 to 4.00 p.m. on Thursday, 
the 28th of April, in the Post Office Building, 
Kelowna.
A ll persons having information concerning 
the illegal entry to Canada of alien immigrants 
are invited to submit it to the Board in person 
or by letter. A ll communications, however 
made will be treated as confidential.
H . L. K E E N L E Y S ID E ,  
Chairman of the Board.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE lo and from VAHCOUVEH
VIA PENTICTON — Daily Service 
Greyhound 8:00 pjn. Iv, KELOWNA ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhound
Bus .......  10:10 pjn. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a.m.........  Bus
No. 11 ...... 10:35 pan. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 a.m. ...,,r No. 12
No. 11 ......10:00 BJn. ar. VANCOUVER Iv. 8:15 p.m. ....  No. 12
Dine leisurely VIA SIOAMOUS Parlor Car
on Train 3 after Daily Except Sunday between Kelowna
leaving Sicamous and Sicamous
4:00 pan. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 2:25 p.m.
8:05 pan. ar. SICAMOUS Iv. 10.25 a.m.
8:25 pan. Iv. SICAMOUS ar. 6:50 p.m.
9:00 a.m. ar. VANCOUVER Iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
CANADIAN PACIFIC
Keep Youf House FIT
ad “housekeeping* 
includes keeping the 
hpuse“fit’'—always in good condition and up-to-date. 
It pays—in health and comfort—to have your home 
fit. for modern living. It pays—in real estate values 
•—to keep the house in salable, rentable condition.
Consult the manager of any of pur 500 branches,
glad to discuss the matter 
of obtaining the necessary money imder 
the Home Improyiement Plan.
Ask fo r  our folder on the subject.
BANK OF MONTREAL
ESTABLISHED 1817
“ a  bank where small accounts are welcome’*
CENTRE PEOPLE 
HEAR ADDRESS 
0N^..JYTHM
Mrs. Van Ackcrcn W ill Canvas 
Okanagan Centre In Interests 
Of Recreational Club
Tho Womon’H In.stitute meeting field 
ut tiie Okanagan Centre Community 
Hull was Well attended by meinbens 
and guests and beard Mrs. Darvillo of 
Oyama speak on “RJiytbrn in Everyday 
Life."
Mrs. Darvillo is u phy.sical instructor 
and speaks from an intimate acquaint­
ance with her subject.
An effort Is being made to bavo clas­
ses under the government plan for a 
recreational centre establishod ut Ok­
anagan Centre next autumn and Mrs. 
Van Ackcrcn has accepted Ibe tusk of 
making a canvas of prostJcctive mem­
bers so that tbe questionaire may be 
completed soon.
Arrangements were made for a meet­
ing in May when Mrs. Pbilpotts of 
East Kelowna will demonstrate the 
preparation and spinning of wool. A  
Home Products Sale which has become 
an annual alfair will be held and tea 
served.
Duririg the tea hour Mrs. Hare, Mrs. 
Pixton and Mrs. Ross were hostesses 
and Mrs. Thompson ralflcd the prize 
packet”which was won by Mrs. Reeve.m ■ m m
Mr. Olsen brought Mrs. Olsen home 
on Saturday from a three week’s stay 
in the Vernon Jubilee Hospital. Her 
friends hope that her improved health 
will now be permanent.
Mr. and Mrs. Mountain, the latter a 
niece of Mr. S. Copeland, are domiciled 
in the cottage on the Copeland ranch 
where Mr. Mountain has employment 
for the year.
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KELOWNA BOARD
NEEDED THROUGH I gU pp O R T
OKANAGAN VALLEY TO VANCOUVER
couver Board, expressed, by 'fraffic 
Manager W. A. Bundle, In I'cccnt cor­
respondence.
This Transport Bill has passed its
Miss Lucy Venables of St. Anne’s 
Academy, Kamloops, is at home for 
the Easter holidays.
• • •
Mrs. Parker was the guest of Mrs. 
H. Bond of Kelowna over the week­
end.
Mrs. Geo. Reeve, Jr., returned home 
last Wednesday from a stay in the Ver­
non Hospital bringing with her a fine 
baby girl.
i|i >St : i|t
Apricot tre^s are showing a wealth 
of bloom and all the fruit trees in gen­
eral promise a good crop. “Hope 
springs eternal in the human breast,” 
especially that of tlfe fruit grower.
Mr. S. Land left for the coast last 
week where he expects to get a per­
manent position.
Mr. Nuyens has completed the base­
ment of the new house which he is 
building on his ranch east of the Cen­
tre and is getting started oh the frame.
The Okanagan Valley Land Co. re­
ceived word the end of the week that 
I a government grant will be made for 
the building of a cold storage plant at 
the Centre, so that construction of that 
will begin soon.
The Okanagan Agricultural Club
Hears Progress Reports From Agrees With Opposition Of Coast 
Men In Charge Ot Experiments -frade Board To Agreed Char
That (he enllro Olcanugan is in need | ges Proposed In Transport Bill 
of boron treutmont was revealed by
IL L S r sfatili's. ?h rruaTfnS: I r
ing of ihc Okanagan Agricultural Club, [,ie iroposSl^ ‘Snsn or/  Bill“ *No  ^'B
called dio-back In peach trees would 
yield to boron. However, it had not 
been established that boron would
cure drought spot in apricots nor bitter, ,
pit, although in the latter case tree ^^e House and Is now
yields wore improved. receiving consideration by the com-
ni>mo,iv mittee of the House before being en-
J  r ‘  for a third reading.Mr. McLarty was reasonably sure, he 
informed his audience, that boron was Vancouver Board Stand
a specific remedy ' for gum spot in I On April 1, the Vancouver Board of 
prunes, and Victoria prunes had ccr-1 Ti’ade wired the chairman of the House 
tainly been helped. However, much Committee as follows:
S rw U hToro.f^hm ^rn? “Council of our Board yesterday en-
trace elements ^' various other horsed unanimously our transportation
He advised the fine granular type of «  ‘-’^‘^cutivc recomnrendations
boron onH fbo  ^ i i after further consideration since
£ r  infoducad on March J, wo
If breeding troubles arc to be over- still opposed to the principle of
come, then livestock must be given |  ^ ^  1°*^
mineral rations, W. M. Fleming of S  T r e g u l a t i o n s  of coastwisp 
Summcrland Station, reported. T h e p ” ^ intercoastal services, 
formula he uses is six pounds of bone further points out that
charcoal, three to four pounds of salt bill is made law then it will
and an ounce of potassium iodide, about turmoil and confusion in
thoroughly mixed and placed out in application of rates, as railways 
the feed lot where animals can have “ " ‘f. transportation units, includ-
ready access to it. This is a simple | would be in a position
mixture, he indicated, but experiments 
show that it will meet the situation.
to make separate rotes to individual 
shippers without the suine rnUfs being 
applicable to all. These, of course, 
would be subject to tho approval of 
the Board of Transport Commissioners, 
taking tho place of tho Board of Hall­
way Commissioners.
Meet Truck CuinpctiUon
“At present, all small shippers and 
large shippers are entitled to the aiune 
rates when goods are shipped between 
the same points, and in similar quan­
tities. 'This would not be the case with
the new plan, which is dcsifpied prin­
cipally to enable the railways to meet 
tho present unregulated motor truck 
competition.”
On February 22, Hon. C. D. Howe, 
Minl.stor of Transport, was informed 
that the Vancouver Board of Trutio 
hud gone on record us being ununhn- 
Hisly opposed tO the [irineiple of agreed 
charges, as it would allow the rail­
ways to make any contract with any 
trader, without necessarily cxtendinH 
tho same privileges to both shippers.
WILLARD EtUIPMENT LIMITED
TAR,'TARPHALT. TAR PAINT; PEDLAR 
PRODUCTS; MUNICIPAL, MINING. CON- 
TRACTORS* AND, ROAQ MACHINERY 
V A N C O U V E R .  B,C. ,  . TEL.  SEV.  2 2 2 5  ,
P E D L A R ’S  
M E T A L  C U L V E R T S
Rough handling cannot damage this 
corrugated metal culvert. It will not 
crush under any size fill, or load, nor 
is it affected by sudden freezing or 
thawing. Pedlar’s Culverts are the 
Ipngest-lasting culverts on the market.
Write for delaih and prices,
THE PEDLAR PEOPLE LIMITED
860 Beach Avenue^ Vancouver
M A D E  I N  V A N C O U V E R
IBIG ENTRY LIST FOR 
MUSICAL FESTIVAL
I ~  ^ ' .1I Vernon Receives 290 * Separate 
Entries, 1800 Individual Entries
Vernon is claiming this week that 
the forthcoming Okanagan Valley Mu­
sical Festival, to be staged in the Na­
tional Ballroom on April 28, 29 and 30 
for the first time, will be the largest 
ever held.
The entry list closed on April 7, and 
1,800 different entry tickets were count­
ed. There are 290 separate entries com­
pared with Kelowna’s 160 last year. 
Five public school classes in Kelowna 
will be entered as well as a choir of 
thirty boys’ voices.
School Board members commented 
last week oh the Festival and its con­
sequent travelling accommodation dif­
ficulties, stating that some thirty cars 
will be needed to conduct the pupils 
to Vernon for this big event, if some 
other means of transportation is not 
forthcoming.
Further efforts to eradicate the pep­
per grass infestation in the Armstrong 
district will be made this year, he de­
clared.
Maturity Stressed
If the fruit trees of the Interior are I 
to be marketed to the satisfaction of j 
everyone, including the consumer, J. 
E. Britton warned that persistent at­
tention will have to be paid to picking, 
storing, transporting and selling at the 
proper stages of maturity. Work in 
this direction was started in 1933, and 
it is hoped that definite standards will 
be set up'soon.
Mr. Britton showed samples of Yel­
low Newtown apples picked too early 
in the Kaleden area, along with sam­
ples picked at the proper time at the 
Experimental Station. The former had 
browri hearts and were breaking down.
“The consumer does not like these j 
apples,” Mr. Britton commented, stat­
ing that on the other hand the apples 
from the Sstation were fresh, juicy and j 
sound.
“It is all a matter of picking at the ! 
proper time and this holds good of all 
our tree fruits.” He'told of an experi- j 
mental shipment of prunes, picked at 
the proper stage of sugar content. | 
These prunes brought premiums in 
Calgary, Edmonton and Saskatoon.
When maturity standards finally are i 
devised, Mr. Britton believes that a far 
more absorbent market can be devel- | 
oped.
Reporting for the vegetable commit- I 
tee, W. M. Fleming described tests 
which were conducted in respect of | 
canning tomatoes. Plots had been cul­
tivated at Vernon, Kelowna and O^py-j 
oos. Then the tomatoes had been can­
ned at Roweliffe’s, Canadian Canners 
and Bulman’s, the results providing 
valuable information. Further tests 
will have to be conducted this year | 
with cultural methods, fertilizer appli­
cations and soil under careful study. 
The whole idea is to im^proye the qual­
ity of Okanagan tomatoes for fresh and | 
canning use.
Experiments with onions were re-1 
viewed .by H. H. Evans, Vernon, who 
indicated they will be carried on for | 
the next two years.
M. S. Middleton briefly summarized I 
the codling moth committee’s activ-1 
ities, in co-operation witK the B.C.F. 
G,A. committee. A  bulletin will be 
issued immediately to all growers, he 
said, as well as infOrrnation being given .| 
to the press and radio talks.
In the election of officers, George j 
Hopping, Vernon, was elected pyesi-j 
dent, and A. J. Mann, , Summerland, 
vice-president. A.. D. Heriot, Vernon, 
is the secretary.
T h a t ’s t h e  ju d g m e n t ^ o f  th e  a u t h o r i t a t i v e  M a g a ­
z in e  iof A r t ,  A r id  th is  n e w  S t u d e b a k e r  is a s  e a s y  
on'^^ybur p o c k e t  b o o K  a s  o n  y o u r  e y e s ;  D r iv e  
I t !O  q  m  a z in g  rri iI e s i Its n im b Ief  ^ I • •. 1 -1 - *
sm oQ th n ess .an <^ r| igh tr iir ig  r e -  
s p o r is e  in q n y :k in d  o f  g o in g  
w i l l  .m a k e  y o u  s a y  ' 'h e r e ’s 
th e  c a r  I’v e  a l w a y s  w a n t e d . "
/93S STUP^AfCm
L i A D D  G A R A G E ,  L T D .
P H O N E  252 L A W R E N C E  A V E N U E K E L O W N A
Ev e r y  boy knows it is a good idea to lock his bicycle but he is not always successful in getting 
a really safe lock.
But now he can be sure that his bicycle is safely locked 
if it is a new C.G.M. Standard Roadster with a built-in 
“Yale” lock.
This smart new lock has been specially designed by 
the "Yale” and C;C.M. engineers to provide simple, 
convenient and positive protection for the new C.C.M.
 ^ Study the enlarged picture of this new lock and you 
wiU See how it is built right into the rear tubular fork 
of the bicycle. It is completely enclosed in its own little 
part of the fork. The key fits easily into the barrel lock 
and, when you turn it, a bolt is turned but between 
the spokes of the rear wheel, making it impossible to 
turn the wheel.
With this "Yale” lock on your new C.C M. Standard 
Roadster, you can be sure that it is safely locked.
This new G.C.M. Model, like all C;C.M. Bicycles, is 
made with a frame of seamless steel tubing finished 
with several coats of baked-on enamel. It has the 
famous C.C.M. priecision-built Triplex Hanger that 
makes C.C.M.’s so easy to pedal. Of course* it has the 
CC.M.’quick-acting coaster brake. All the bright parts 
are chromium-plated over C.C.M. 20-year nickel, the 
wheels have steel rims and rustless steel spokes, the 
tires are the well-known Dunlop "Fort”.
When you are buying your new bicycle be sure to 
examine this fine new C.C.M, with the built-in "Yale” 
lock. See it at your nearest C.C.M. dealer’s.
C O M
Section of rear fork cut away to show 
how "Safety hock" is built in.
C.C.M. Girls’ or Boys’..................$32.75
C.C.M. Crescent Men’s ....... 37.50
C.C.M. Ladies’ .......... ............ .. 39.50
G.C.M' Special Men’s..... ......... . 39.50
C.C.M. Road Racer.............. . 41.00
C.C.M. Ladies’ Sport.......... . 41.00
C.C.M. Standard,
with built-in lock... ........... . 42.50
C.C.M. Motorbike ;.............. . 44.50
C.C.M. Flyte Eight............. . . 46.00
C.C.M; "Balloon Tire” Model... . 42.50
C.C.M. Delivery (less basket).... . 52.50
Time payments may be arranged for a small extra
charge. Ask your dealer for a catalogue.
TRADE MARK. 78L
T H E  B E N N E T T  H A R D W A R E - ,
B E R N A R D  A V E N U E  - - PH O N E  1
$1 to be added locally to advertised prices to pay for freight and cartage from Vancouver.
IN D E P E N D E N T  H A R D W A R E  C O ., L T D .
SPORTING GOODS
209C B E R N A R D  A V E . - - PH O N E  661
$1 to be added locally to advertised prices to pay for freight and cartage from Vancouver.
J .  R . C A M P B E L L  -  -  T H E  C Y C L E  I A N
A B B O T T  ST, and P A R K  A V E . - - P H O N E  107
$1 to be added locally to advertised prices to pay for freight and cartage from Vancouver.
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VANCOUVER BOYS’ 
BAND TO APPEAR
The Kelowna H igh  Schools W ill 
Sponsor Appearance Here
Tlit> West Vancouver Hoys’ Hand, 
wliicli made such Jin iini)rcssion on its 
last visit to Kidowna in HKir), will pre­
sent a concert iit the Scout Hall at 8
o'clock toni|;ht, Tiiursday, April 21. Tlie 
iinpressiv** array of school and city 
chainpionsiiips won by this band and its 
excellent performance here on its pre­
vious visit, ensures a line concert. A. 
W. Delamont, better known for his 
leadership of the Kitsilano Boys’ Band, 
is conductor of this I'roup.
The visit of the Hand is beinf; spon­
sored by the Kelowna hiyh schools. 
Any profit jjained from the appearance 
will be devoted to the Kelowna Hoys’ 
Blind.
SMALL SENTKNCK FOK CASHING 
I1AI> ciiicqiUF.
Charged with obtaining money un-1 
der fatso pretenses, by cashing a worth­
less ciieque for $4 at E. M. Carruthors I 
& Son, Harry Elphick, who,se residence 
Is in Alberta, but who has been work­
ing with cattle cars on the main line 
of tile Canadian I’acillc, was sentenced 
to four days in jail on Saturday, April 
1). He claimed that he was drunk at 
the time of writing the cheque and 
had been drunk for un extended per-1 
iod prior to that time.
s c o t t s  s c r a p  b o o k
I T  B E A T S  
T H E  B A N D ! "
— the w ay O g d e n 's  Fine Cul 
satisfies particular "ro ll-you r- 
owners
They’ ll tell you that this smoother, 
mellower Fine Cut is a sure bet 
for the man who wants to drum up 
a full measure of smoking pleasure. 
Ogden'sFineCutwith"Chantecldr" 
or "V o g u e "  Papers-— that’s the 
marching tune to genpine satisfac­
tion in rolling your own cigarettes.
iM O R E  S IZ E ­
M O R E  S T Y L E
foR D  gives you something really new in 
the De Luxe Ford V-8 that made its bow 
to the motoring world this year. Back 
of it is a line of more than 26,000,000 
Ford cars, honestly built. Ahead of it is 
a new public appreciation of big size, 
modern style and brilliant performance 
in the low-price field. It is the biggest, 
roomiest Ford V-8 ever built. It is 
offered in eight body types. And it sets 
a high standard o f economy.
Owners are reporting 22 to 27 
miles per gallon. “THE CANADIAN 
CAR”
Then there^s the Standard Ford V -8 —^  
lower in price than the De Luxe. It, too, 
is a liig and handsomely appointed car. 
The two cars have many features in com­
mon —  both are built ^ t h  the same 
regisurd for Mgh quality of materials and 
workmanship. Like the De Luxe, the 
Standard has the 85-horsepower engine. 
There are three body , types. Both De 
Luxe and Standard cars have much
■ , I
^^extra’  ^ equipment at no extra 
charge. See them at your Ford 
dealer’s. Drive the one you favor.
« 3 © a  MONTH, witA reasonable down-payment, 
buys any new Ford  V -8  car under T . F .C .  National Pittance Platt,
D E  L U X E  ^  J 3  V  * 8  s t a n d a r d
Orcliard City Motors Ltd.
FO R D  SA LE S  A N D  S E R V IC E
B E R N A R D  A V E . Phone 352 K E L O W N A , B.C.
saa
B y  R.J. S C O T T
'XoHS o r  SUdAR
A .R E
AsMNUAV.V.Y, IS, 
k 'rtlE Bcyrt^ >IAO
WWF— " OFC-UPS
wItE M o t o r  o f  4 f i t  conmiair. lyii. king rcAiinui itnoicati.
A-r m a d Aw A .-fiXcKco By 4*Ie  F iejct^
't 'M  f r o n t  W HCEL
Now 
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AUSTRIA. HA5 
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iqERMAHy, INOIVIP- 
UAU AUSTRIAN 
StXMPS WILL NOf 
BE. IS^E.t> -
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SUf^RCEDE AUSnttAN.•■vrx.Moc,
Many ship? of-fJiE.Spanish a r m a d a , AjjouTna,
oF WMICK STlL Lie IM-tTieSEA OFF-rtlE COASToF 
ENi^LAND, WERE BUILT ALMOST EN'ITrEL'/oF 
MAHOC<ANY FROM LATIN AMEKICAltfHE =>PANI9|i 
ARMADA WAS DtsTTROVEP WHEN iT YRJCP 'XO J  1 
CONQUER. ENQLANP IN ITOM |
IMPRESSIONS OF 
LEGISLATURE BY 
CAPT. C. R. BULL
South Okanagan Member Says 
Private Member Has Equal Pri­
vileges W ith Cabinet Minister
O P P O S IT IO N  PR A ISE D
I Pays Tribute To Late Dr, Patter 
son, Conservative Leader, And 
Believes He W ill Be Hard To 
Replace
Capt. C. R. Bull, M.L.A., for South 
Okanagan, described some of his im­
pressions gained at the fall session of 
the B.C. legislature, which he attended 
in his official capacity for the first 
time last year, to the Rotary Club of 
Kelowna last week, at the Royal 
I Anne.
One of the main points stressed was 
I that a private member has just as 
much authority and is listened to .iust 
as intently in caucus as a cabinet min7 
ister, He also instanced many occas­
ions where measures introduced by op­
position members were passed by the 
Legislature, as well as many amend- 
I ments
Pageantry Of Opiening
At the outset’ Capt. Bull spoke of the 
pageantry and dignity of the Legisla­
ture opening, which he believed to be 
both useful and appropriate. Before he 
left for Victoria, Capt. Bull had been 
informed that he would probably come 
back a disillusioned man. “I am not 
entirely disillusioned, nor do I know 
all about it,” was his reply on Tues­
day.
In caucus, a member was likened 
by Capt. Bull to a director of the Ke­
lowna Growers Exchange or any sim 
ilar body. AH important measures are 
brought before the caucus, but not all 
the' lesser ones.
In dealing with legislation passed at 
the last session, Capt. Bull referred to 
the hairdressers’, chiropractic, and 
loss leaders’ legislation, which is aim­
ed to protect those in business against 
the practice of the chisellex’. He felt 
I that this legislation was a subsequent 
reaction from the Natural Products 
I Marketing Act.
Praise For C.C.F. Members 
The C.C.F. is satisfied with the bills 
passed, Capt. Bull felt, and added 
praise for the C.C.F. members in the 
Legislature. “There is nothing they do 
not know about welfare and labour 
problems, and the questions they put 
to the ministers would stump any per­
son not absolutely conversant with his 
position.” In this respect Mr. Weir 
and Mr. Pearson came in for approval 
I from the South Okanagan member.
•He regretted the death of the lead­
e r  of the opposition, the late Dr. F. 
Patterson, who was a different type, 
quiet, dignified and courteous. He 
I spoke slowly and sincerely and was 
appreciated by every member. In this 
I respect Hon. T. D. Pattullb is also 
known for the courteous ];iearing he 
gives every speaker, Capt., Bull said.
“Dr. Patterson will be hard to re­
place. His was a ‘pursuit of service as 
I ah aim in itself’.”
Capable and Conscientious 
Dealing with the rank and file of 
all parties, Capt. Bull, found that they 
were most capable and conscientious to 
I sit in with. He was impressed im 
I mensely with the conduct of the en 
I tire house, for none lost his temper and 
personalities were absent. It was 
I businesslike and under control 
throughout.
Capt. Bull had but one complaint, 
and that was the hurried manner in 
which business was rushed through at 
the last. .
In conclusion, the speaker related 
his thoughts on the responsibility of 
every citizen to take an interest in 
public affairs and to be fair-minded 
on the subject of governments, so that 
I democracy can prove a success.
CANNERIES NOT 
PREPARED TO 
NEGOTIATE
W ill Not Name Tomato Prices 
Until More Information Ob 
tained As To Stocks
British Columbia canners are not 
prepared to enter into negotiations 
with the growers or the Interior Ve­
getable Marketing Board over price 
or tonnage arrangements this year, 
Thos. Wilkinson, Board Chairman, has 
announced to The Courier.
Negotiations have been postponed to 
a later date, and a good deal depends 
on the export of canned stocks when 
navigation opens up in the east, Mr. 
Wilkinson states. In the meantime, 
the Kelowna growers are in the dark 
as to the requirements the canners will 
need this year and will have to trans­
plant their seedlings in a few days, 
without any real knowledge o f . the 
situation.
Last year the canners agreed to 
prices of $15 for No. Is and $10 for 
No. 2s. *
It is anticipatedt hat the asparagus 
deal with the canneries will be con­
cluded in a few days.
Canners Reply 
Hugh Dalton, Secretary of the Can­
ned Foods Association of B.C., has re­
plied to the Board’s enquiries as fol­
lows:
“In view of the large stocks of can­
ned tomatoes on hand in B.C. at the 
present time and the large amount of 
distress fetocks being offered on this 
market by ’ the eastern Canadian can­
ners, our members do not feel that 
at the present tirne they are in a posi­
tion to discuss either prices or require­
ments for the coming season.”
The possibilities of this year’s to­
mato cannery deal were discussed at 
some length in Kelowna recently by 
the Central Okanagan Vegetable 
Growers’ Co-operative Association, but 
no details of the results of the session 
have been issued by the Association.
R. B. McLeod was re-elected presi; 
dent, I. Yamaoka secretary, and Archie 
Hardy, Jr., secretary-treasurer. Other 
committee members are M. Johnson, 
M. Marshall and F. Munson. ;
Express Satisfaction
VERNON, April 7.—“The asparagus 
growers here assembled wish to ex­
press their satisfaction with the man­
ner in which the Interior Vegetable 
Marketing Board handled the canned 
asparagus deal during 1937 and would, 
ask that the Board continue to handle 
the 1938 production in conjunction with 
a committee comprised of the follow­
ing individuals: J. H. Wilson, J. W. 
Hughes, and W. C. Ricardo.”
This motion, introduced by George 
H. Fowler, o f. Armstrong, and second­
ed by W H. Baumbrough, of Vernon, 
summed up the chief decision of a 
meeting of asparagus producers, held 
in the Vernon Board of Trade room.
RAISE NEARLY $300 
FROM “TW IN BEDS”
All-Star Cast Presents Snappy 
Three-Act Farce Big Houses
I SEND BURROWS 
TO WASHINGTON
President Arthur K. Loyd, of the 
I B.C.F.G.A.,- has received word from 
Vice-President George Mitchell, of the 
Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association, to 
the effect that that organization will 
be glad to co-operate with the B.C.F. 
G.A. and with the Nova Scotia Fruit 
Growers’ Association in sending Sec­
retary L. F. Burrows, of the Canadian 
Horticultural Council, to Washington, 
it is planned that Mr. Burrows will 
hold a watching brief in connection 
with negotiations now going on be­
tween representatives of Great Britain 
land the United States, relative to new
The Gordon Campbell Preventorium 
funds will be augmented to the extent 
of $250 to $300 from the successful play 
“ Twin Beds” , staged by the all star 
cast in the Auditorium on Wednesday 
and Thursday, April 6 and 7. Two 
packed houses greeted this amateur 
production which was voted one of 
the most successful ever presented 
here.
This three-act racy, American farce, 
by Margaret Mayo and Salisbury Field, 
kept the large audiences in continuous 
laughter, the continuity of the lines and 
snappy presentation making a big hit.
Bill Bredin and Christine Johnston 
led the cast with Bert Johnston, Flor­
ence McCarthy and Mabel Neff also 
having difficult parts and performing 
them well. Barbara Fry and Jim Mac­
donald had minor appearances but 
were given considerable praise, as well.
During intermissions, the Ladies’ Hos­
pital Aid sold candy for Hospital funds. 
Music was supplied by A. C. Guild’s 
orchestra. ' A. J. Cameron was stage 
manager, scenery was by S. C. God- 
ball, and lighting was arranged by 
Herbert Ablett. Ladies’ costumes were 
by courtesy of Jerman Hunt (Kelowna) 
Ltd., and properties were loaned by 
the O. L. Jones Furniture Co. D. C. 
FHlmore had charge of the script.
trade treaties. The B.C.F.G.A. recom­
mended to Nova Scotia and Ontario 
Fruit Growers’ Associations that a 
mission of this kind was necessary and 
they both agreed.
D1BM18BED ON J.IQUOlt CHARGE
On Friday, April i(, Henry S. Drys- 
dule was dlKiiilssed from Police Court 
following an uctiun brought by the 11. 
C.M.P. against him of supplying liquor
to Indians. There was not sufficient 
evidenee produced. Acting Magistrate 
T. F. McWilliams decided. The cose 
aro.se from the arrest of a drunken 
Indian on the reserve near Vernon.
____________^_______________________ SR
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Q U A K E R O A T S
3 0  GENEROUS HEALTH 
BREAKFASTS IN  EACH PACKAGE
Each serving provides the energy value o f  2 eggs.
L I S T E N  I N
— “ IM a rs o t  o f  C a s t le w o o d ”  a n d  " C a b in  
C ro s o ro a d a l’ .  L o v e , R o m a n c e , M u a lc  a n d  < 
—  S n .m .  P . S . T „  M O N D A Y  t o  F R ID A Y , N B C  R o d  N e tw o r k ,
C O M I N G  T O
KELOWNA
O D D F E L L O W S ’ H A L L
APRIL 30«* 
AND M AY Z"-*
t (
k  *(,* I ' e 1 I ' ' r
I  ' T  .'eV
T R A y iU H ie G iN iiH ie
eeiiooi
P r e s e n t e d  b y
G E N E R A L  E L E C T R I C
And The Vaneonver
D A I L Y  P R O V I N C C
Once again Margaret Henderson, Home Economics 
of The Province Modern Kitchen, will coiuluct her i 
cooking classes this city. Classes are free, and an 
tunity to participate in the daily drawing for delicious 
plus a chance to win the grand prize, a G-E vYasher, \ 
offered to everyone attending. Make a note of ttie dates:
Sponsored by
L . s. M c K i n n o n
W . W . L O A N E  H A R D W A R E  
G E N E R A L  E L E C T R I C  A P P L I A N C E S
BRAND 
fERTILIZER
give a balanced soil condition for
These fertilizers fill every requirement of this 3-^oint
program.
1. Chemically combined nitrogen and phosphoric 
acid supply energy for rapid growth.
2. Correct proportioning of superior chemicals improve 
size, color andl quality of many crops, inclnding de­
ciduous, truck and field crops.
3. Aids cover crops, and supplies health and vigor for 
next season’s production.
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET “POWER TO GROW”
AND FERTILIZER CHART
Address to: Consolidated Mining & Smelting Company of Canada.
Ltd., B.C. Sales Office, Marine Building, Vaheouver, B.C. .
♦  Ammonium Sulphate 
For more abundant crops.
♦  Mono-Calcium Phosphate
(Animal Builder)
A concentrated, purified health 
food for livestock.'
♦  Ammonium Phosphate 
For greater root growth.
♦  Complete Fertilizers 
Ready-blended in correct pro­
portions.
Manufactured at Trail, B. C., by the
CONSOLIDATED M INING  &  SMELTING
COMPANY OF CANADAl LIMITED
Distributed in British Columbia, by Bnckerfield’s Ltd., Vancouver.
LOCAL DEALERS:
B. C. Fruit Shippers, Kelowna.
B. C. Orchards, Kelowna.
Growers’ Supply Co., Kelowna.
Kelowna Co-Operative Growers’ Exchange.
Okanagan Fruit Shippers Ltd., Kelowna. , 
Occidental Fruit Company, Summerland.
Walters Limited, Summerland. ^
Occidental Fruit Company Ltd., Kelowna.
Okanagan Mission Producers, Kelowna,
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C o u r i e r S p o r t R e v i e w
S p o r t
G o s s i p
By J. II. A.
There is u denriite somethlrit; in Uio 
air these days and from all accounts 
it must be baseball. Baseball and 
spring arc synonymous, even more so 
tfian golf, although that game rather 
takes the preference as soon us tlie 
show melts. Kelowna has generally 
taken her baseball with a certain air 
o f aloofness. Not that the good people 
o f  Kelowna do not enjoy a ball game. 
They certainly dd, but with a certain 
mlT-hand spirit which is hard to typify. 
One gets the idea many times tliat 
most of the onlookers .secretly etijoy 
the pastime but rather snill at some 
of the practices which accompany the 
game, and so do not let themselves get 
overly enthusia.stic, as they do in any 
town which smacks of the American. 
By certain practices, I refer to the gen­
erally-practiced and accepted regula­
tion which allows both spectators and 
players alike to give the umpire a good 
ragging. It is in the spirit of good 
clean fun most of the time, but if an 
umpire cannot take his share of tlie 
fans insinuating and sometimes insiilt- 
•ing remarks, then he had better take 
off his mask for the last time and re­
tire to tea drinking at four o’clock or 
cricket at two.
« . « •
This idea of razzing at the ball games 
is one which the Englishman, with his 
hide-bound standards, finds hard to 
condone. There are many Englishmen 
who have assimilated themselves and 
have accepted the ideas of Canada and 
dropped many of the stricter thoughts 
of the mother country. But there are 
many more who''simply cannot forget 
the ethics which were drilled into 
them when young boys, and any 
thought of saying a word about the 
dmpire brings out a painful cry of dis­
tress and horror. “Why, it isn’t cric­
ket.” Well, baseball may be similar in 
some respects to cricket, but in others 
it is as far removed as Conny Smythe 
is from his beloved Stanley Cup. But 
what would a baseball game be without 
the fans howling for somebody’s gore, 
and having a general good time, with- 
aff. ■
♦ * .
NEW W AR CANOE 
HAS ARRIVED  
FOR AQUATIC
Two Major Alterations Are Get­
ting Under W ay At Kelowna’s 
Main Summer Home
Had a visit from a Mr. Hodges the 
other day. He is a newcomer from 
Trail, where he played with the snappy 
Trailites ball club last year. Mr. Hod­
ges did not like the atmospheric con­
ditions of Trail so decided to move to 
the more pleasant surroundings of the 
Okanagan, provided he can find some 
employment. On his own admission, 
and the word is backed up by others, 
he is a sweet second sacker, and will 
fee a decided acquisition to the Ipcal 
ball club. He may know others in the 
Interior and on the prairies who could 
be induced to come to Kelowna, pro­
vided sufficient employment is handed 
out. It all falls back on the fact that 
you have to have the jobs in order to 
attract star players. But Mr. Hodges 
has a few good ideas about baseball, 
and he may be just the chap to put 
sufficient colour into .the game to re-
With the hope of sunny skies and 
warmer weather in the near future, 
plans for summer activities are being 
carried out by the directors of the 
Aquatic Association. An Intexesting 
addition to the equipment has just ar­
rived from a well known eastern fac­
tory, a war canoe of racing type, which 
will relegate the old original hulls to 
the status of training and pi-actice 
craft.
In additi<;n to the usual spring over 
haul of equipment and general repair 
work on the premises, two major al 
terations are being made. The rowing 
club section will have a new raft and 
a wide ramp connecting it with the 
boathouse which will make for greater 
ea.se in launching and stowing away 
.shells, as well as being a safeguard 
against damaging the frail craft by un 
equl distribution of weight, always in 
cidental to launching and stowing away 
with previous facilities.
The ladies’ rest room oir the lounge 
will be plastered and fitted with hand 
basins, thus carrying out the recom 
mendations of the Ladies’ Auxiliary 
Other minor changes and improve­
ments are being planned or are al 
ready under way and Kelowna’s “sum 
mer home” will present a most attrac 
live appearance for the many member.s 
and their friends when Old Sol finally 
turns on the summer heat wave.
Bend Down, Sister !
FISHING WAS POOR 
OVER HOLIDAYS
Little River And Southern Lakes 
Fail To Respond To Waltons
. Fishermen from the Kelowna district 
did not have much luck over the Eas 
ter holidays, the weather being too 
cold and windy. At Little River, only 
one steelhead was brought from the 
depths, but it was a beauty, about ten 
to twelve pounds in weight. At this 
favourite fishing haunt, the tempera­
ture was quite cold, and fishing was 
not the most enjoyable of sports.
Claire Roweliffe, John Cushing and 
party, eight in all, visited Osoyoos and 
Vasseaux Lakes over the week-end but 
this bass fishing expedition did not net 
any lucrative returns, as the bass just 
would not bite.
Earlier last week some good returns 
v/ere reported on the troll from some 
of the northern lakes.
Ed. Scott
R A D IA T O R  SHOP
If your car is running hot, 
let us clean your radiator.
We repair and replace 
radiators on any make of 
car or tractor.
B O D Y  and FEND ER , 
A U T O  P A IN T IN G
PHONE 138 Kelowna
35-4—46-4
R
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vive ball in Kelowna.
*
Between Westerns and the Trail 
Smoke-Eaters, British Columbia is cer­
tainly being represented in Canadian 
championships. The Westerns had a 
mighty close call on Monday night, but 
managed to squeeze through, thanks to 
Wally Mayers, that rnighty veteran of 
the cage courts. ’ Wally and the fampus 
Adanacs were synonymous for years, 
and after forsaking his old love, Wally 
has staged a comeback which has sel­
dom been equalled in this province. 
Kelowna fans can certainly tell you 
a few things about the Adanacs. This 
writer’s first impression of Mayers, de­
spite  ^his reputation, was not any too 
good. Wally was playing for 'Varsity 
against the Kelowna Hornets for the 
B.C. Senior A  championship, and you 
had to pay a buck a time to get near 
the Scout Hall. Wally^ in?the first few 
minutes, endeavoured to get “Bbney” 
Williams’ goat by sticking out his foot 
and tripping up the illustrious Mr. 
Williams, when the latter was saunter­
ing past, the ball and Buck Yeo, refe­
ree, being at the other end of the floor. 
Wally succeeded in getting Boney quite 
annoyed, all right, and there was al­
most a fight on the spot, 
incident was entirely unnecessary.
r
i 1
r /
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IFIRST ROUND OF 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
GOLF COMMENCES
I Newcomers Make Good Showing 
In First Round Of Club Title 
And Knox-Campbell Cup Play
O T H E R  CO NTESTS  
PROGRESS
I One Close Competition . Ends In 
Victory For Tommy Forbes As 
A. Macdonald Misses Putt
will .show here on May 3 for the annual Kelowna mass display.
BASEBAU LEAGUE MEETING TO BE 
HELD IN PEACHLAND THIS SUNDAY
■ ■■■ ijjji ....  ,,, - -------- ...----- ,,, ..................
Kelowna Prospects Look Good [RECREATION CENTRE
With Inclusion Of Some New _ . _  _  _ _ _ _ _ _
LADS WERE BETTER 
THAN THEY THOUGHT
Players —  May 
Loop In 1938
Have Bigger
Baseball is right around the corner, 
and within the next couple of weeks 
all the teams in the Okanagan Valley 
will be preparing to enter another full 
and hectic season, it is understood.
Although the Kelowna Ball Club’s 
annual meeting has not been held yet, 
the players have been turning out in 
good numbers and one of the best ag­
gregations brought together in the past 
few years wiH likely wear Kelowna 
colours this season.
The annual meeting of the South Ok 
anagan league will be held in Peach 
land this coming Sunday, April 24th 
and it is anticipated that representa 
tives will be present from Beaverdell 
Rutland, Kelowna, Peachland and 
Summerland, last year’s contestants 
Penticton and Oliver will be asked to 
attend, as well.
May Add To Numbers 
Penticton’s main team has again en­
tered the big international league in 
north central Washington, but a second 
team may be fostered and entered in 
the South Okanagan league, as was 
done two years ago. Oliver dropped 
out of organized ball last year, but is 
expected to come back this season.
Summerland and Peachland have not 
organized yet, and little is known re­
garding the potentialities of these two 
towns. It is doubtful if they can field 
strong nine, especially in Summer 
land’s case. However, a combination 
of the talent in the two teams might 
bring out a strong group.
Due to the cool weather existing for 
most of the spring, to date, the ball 
throwers l?ave not had much chance 
for practice, so that the season will 
probably be late in starting. In all 
probability it may be the middle of 
May before any organized ball gets go 
ing here.,
RUTLAND W .L HEARS 
CHINAW ARE TALK
H B  C
i s - f
This advertisement is pot pub- 
listied or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Govern­
m ent of British Columbia.
Westerns are now wdStern Canada 
champs, after nosing out the Winnipeg 
Saints, and they are to tackle either 
Ottawa or Windsor. That Windsor out­
fit has always been a tough one for 
western teams to conquor, the Pacific 
Coast’ and Windsor seeming to be the 
basketball highlights of the Dominion. 
However, it will be a . brilliant series, 
whichever way the wind blows. Most 
persons thought the Allan Cup would 
be trailing along to Trail for the first 
time, after Monday night’s classic, but 
Cornwall staged an unexpected last­
time stand, and withheld every onr 
slaught. By the time you readers get 
this paper, the fourth game will have 
gone down into history, and most likely 
Trail will have copped the famous tro­
phy for the first time in history. Trail 
on its play-off record, deserves the 
championship, as the boys are far bet­
ter scorers and have a better all-round 
team.
The Women’s Institute met at the 
Hall on Thursday last. There was only 
fair attendance. Quite a volume of 
business was attended to however. 
One of the principal items discussed 
was the Institute’s part in organizing 
the annual Community Rally. It was 
unanimously decided to assist in this 
as in other years. Some discussion 
took place as to the advisability of 
changing the date for this event, but 
it was decided to leave the matter in 
the hands of the committee. It was 
also decided to send a delegate to the 
T^e whole annual Institute conference held in 
Vancouver in the. late summer. Mrs. 
F. Hawkey gave a very comprehensive 
paper on the European situation as it 
is today. Mrs. S. M. Simpson of Ke­
lowna spoke on the “History of Wedger 
wood China.” This was a most inter­
esting talk and left all present mudh 
wiser on the history and origin of 
chinaware. Mrs. Simpson illustrated 
her talk with some fine examples of 
Wedgewood china both ancient and 
modern designs. Refreshments were 
served by Mesdames Hawkey, Kidd 
and Husch. # * ♦
Mr. and Mrs. F. Snowsell and family 
left on Friday for their new home in 
Benvoulin. Mr. Snowsell has purchas­
ed the Tucker place.# *
Mr, J. F. Guest of Los Angeles was 
a visitor at his h'ome for the Easter 
holidays.
And, in conclusion, here is a tip for 
the city council— j^ust a gentle reminder 
of what some cities do for those who 
bring fame to their home towns in the 
sporting world. According to a copy 
of a Cornwall paper which reached 
Kelowna, the city council of Cornwall 
voted a grant of $1,500 to the Cornwall 
Flyers, if they reached the Allen Cup 
finals, and $500 even if they lost the 
eastern Canada finals. Can you ima­
gine the city fathers unbending to this 
extent in Kelowna?
"Last night I dreamt I was married 
to the most beautiful girl in the 
world.'^
"Ob, George; Were we happy?”
Miss Betty Harrison returned from 
the Coast last week where she has been 
holidaying. *
Mrs. Paul Bach and her mother Mrs. 
M. Dillman returned from Vancouver 
on Saturday.
OFFER PRIZES FOR SLAYERS
OF BRANDED BIRD PESTS
PENTICTON,—Members of the crow 
and magpie committee of the Pen­
ticton and District Fish and Game Pro­
tective Association met at the Three 
Gables hotel Thursday night and out­
lined plans upon which the destruction 
of these pMts will be encouraged this 
year.
Decision was reached to trap five 
crows or magpies. These birds will 
be banded. One band will be worth
One of the many groups of Recreation Centre girls who participated ini , u * • ♦ 4 •
the great ma.ss display at Vancouver recently. The pick of B.C.’s gymnasts i
ill .s o  eri' o  :iv 3 fnr i r> n iinl TColnw ti n«« Hicnljiv | the club championship Competition ut
the Kelowna Golf Club on Sunday, 
there was no need for a qualifying 
round, but a number of the first round 
games have been completed already.
Chester Owen, club champion, suc­
cessfully entered  ^the second round by 
defeating Gordon Livingstone, new­
comer from Vancouver, while Les 
Roadhouse, former Penticton golfer, 
won from Bert Johnston. Frank Dob 
son, another newcomer to Kelowna golf 
circles took Bill Pettigrew’s measure, 
while Gilbert Davis defeated E. W. 
Barton, and Harry Todd beat J. D. 
Quine.
Close Match
The closest match of the first round 
was between Tommy Forbes and Ser- 
Placed Five Of Six C o n t e s t a n t s | e e a n t  Alec Macdonald, which went t  ^
a 4. r>;„ n/r t-v the nineteenth, Forbes being the vic-In First Ten At Big Mass D is-Uqj, Macdonald missed a two-foot put
play At Vancouver | which would have halved the extra
hole.
In issuing the detailed results of the ( George Wiseman is to meet Dan 
third annual gymnastic championships Curell and Sam McGladdery and A. 
of the Provincial Recreation Centres, Weddell are yet to play in the first 
held in Vancouver, it was found that round.
the Kelowna men’s team had not been Competition for the Rees Cup and 
listed properly. In giving out prizes spring flights is proceeding apace and 
at Vancouver there were no Kelowna the first round of the former play will 
men in the first ten. In checking over be completed by next week-end, it is 
the figures it was found that in the expected.
first ten Kelowna placed five of their On Good Friday, twenty couples en- 
six men. Prizes will be forwarded to tered in the mixed foursome, two-ball 
the Kelowna team and given out at handicap match play and this contest 
the final display. L. Sanger and Roy will be continuing for some weeks. 
Richards tied for third, and Wolf Noel Next Sunday, the Kelowna golfers 
placed fourth. D. Sharpe placed sixth will entertain a visiting team from 
and Murray Ramsay of Summerland Vernon. Those, who wish to participate 
was tenth. W. Wilcox of East Kelow- against the northern invaders are be 
na was thirteenth. ing asked to post their names at the
In team standing, Kelowna was first | club house. Captain Todd states, 
w'ith a total of 5,816 points and Temple­
ton Centre of Vancouver was second j 
with 5,395 points. In exercise, Temple­
ton was first with 1.014 points, Kelow­
na had 990 points. In pyramids, the 
Kelowna troupe was given first place 
with 978 points. East Chilliwack second 
with 948 points. There were 148 men 
and 191 women competing.
The ranking of the Kelowna women 
were: 12, Dot Snpth; 19, Alice Thom­
son; 24, Joan Blakeborough; .33, Ivy I Five courts are now in good shape 
Clagget; 34, Ruth Kennedy; 34, Melba at the Kelowna Tennis Club and a 
Kennedy. In team standing, Kelowna number of players took advantage of 
women were fifth with 4,488 points the Easter holidays to get in some pre- 
and Memorial Hall, Victoria, was first liminary shots at their favourite sport, 
with 5,104 points. Arrangements have been concluded
When the Kelowna “Pro-Rec’s” put to give juniors some expert instruc- 
on their final display on Tuesday, May tion, and each Monday afternoon, at 
3, in the 'Scout Hall, they will have 3.30 o’clock, school pupils will be 
the outstanding gymnasts from the coached at the tennis courts. This 
Okanagan, from Vancouver and Kam-j coaching is being provided free of 
loops taking part. Jerry Matheson, charge, and starts on May 2. 
chief instructor for the Province, will h . G. M. Gardner is in Vancouver 
be. heading the Vancouver troupe. this week, attending the annual meet 
Art Stevenson, president of the Kam- ing of the B.C. Lawn Tennis Associa 
loops Athletic Assn., will have the Ujon, which Was held there last night, 
pick of his gymnasts w;ith him. Out-
LADIES CONTINUE 
KEEN GOLF PLAY
Twenly-.sevcn lady golfers took part 
in last Saturday’s tournament at the 
Kelowna Golf Club, the interest being 
continued from the curlier contests. 
Mrs. A. D. Weddell was the winner of 
the 18 hole.s monthly medal prize, out 
of an entry list of fourteen.
In th nine-hole medal play, Mrs. S. 
G. McClelland was the winner, out of 
th.i’’lccn players, Mrs, F. C. Lawton 
being awarded the consolation prize.
Thjs Saturday, April 23, a two-bull 
foursome contest will bo staged.
M lNlS’l ’ER’S HON INVENTS
INVISIBLE EAR DRUM
'riie Invisible Ear Drum Invented 
by A. O Leonard, a son of the late 
Rev. A. B. Leonard, D.D. for many 
years secretary of the Board of For­
eign Missions of the Methodist Epis­
copal Church, for his own relief 
from extreme deafness and head 
noises, has so greatly Improved his 
hearing that he can join in any or­
dinary conversation, go to church 
and the theatre and hear without 
difficulty. Inexpensive and has pro­
ven u blessing to many people. 
Write for booklet to A. O. Leonard, 
Inc., Suite 272, Canada Cement 
Building, Montreal.
T H E  "C O U R IK K ”  FOR JOB P R IN T IN G
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the L iquor Con­
trol Board or by the Government o f British Columbia.
FIVE COURTS IN  
PLAY FOR TENNIS
Conclude Arrangements To Give 
Juniors Valuable Coaching
Demaind HAUG’S 
Materials
— in your specifications for a sat­
isfactory job on your honie build­
ing or repairs— and you’ll get it !
T IL E  C E M E N T  BRICKS  
L IM E  G YPR O C  
L A T H S
W m .  H A U G  S O N
COAL and COKE DEALERS PHONE 66
standing numbers will be selected from 
Valley centres and the people of Ke­
lowna will be able to see the outstand­
ing gymnasts of the Province in action.
ED SHERWOOD HEADS
VERNON PUCK CHASERS
’VERNON.^—^Long an ardent supporter 
of the sport and for several seasons 
manager of teams winning the Coy 
Cup foi^this cjty, E. G. Sherwood was 
elected president of the Vernon Hoc-: 
key Club for the ensuing season at an 
We welcome the return to the Mis- I executive meeting last week immedir 
sion of Mr. ■ arid Mrs. Alan Crichton, a,tely following the annual general ga-
OKANAGANMISSION
who have moved from Kelowna to a
house on Mrs. Hobson’s property.♦ »!« *
Mrs. McClymbnt is spending a few 
days with friends in Calgary over the
Easter holidays. •
• • *'
Mr. V. Wilson is spending the holi­
days at his home at Paradise ranch 
near Naramata. Jjc ,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Dunlop and 
family are here from Duncan, V.I., on 
a short holiday.
Dr. and Mrs. Ootmar and Mr. and 
Mrs. Coelen left for the States by car 
on Good Friday, they were accompan­
ied as far as Spokane by Mr. and Mrs. 
Kuipers who returned here last Sun­
day, after a visit to Coulee Dam on the 
way home.'
The Easter Service for St. Andrew’s 
Church is being held on. Sunday, April 
24th, at 11 a.m. and attendance stamps 
will be given to all children present 
either at this service or the Sunday 
School class at 10 a.m.
Miss Naomi Griffin arrived Icist Tues­
day 12th. to spend a couple of days here 
as the guest of Mrs. B. T. Haverfield.
Rapid progress is being made on the 
house for Mrs. Hale on the lakes’hore 
adjacent to, the home of her .son, Mr. 
J. Hale; most of the outside work on 
the new residence of Messrs. G. arid E. 
McKenzie is now complete. Mr. Mal- 
1am has the site of his lakeshore house 
pegged out, ready for construction this 
summer.
$20 and the other four will be valued 
at $5 each. Hunters shooting these 
birds will turn the bands in to the 
club and will be reimbursed to the a- 
mount.
thering. J. E. Montague was named to 
the vice-presidency and Phil H. Hos­
kins was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquoi- 
Control Board dr bv the Government of Bntish Columbia
OKANAGAN RECREATIONAL 
CENTRES .
MASS
GYMMASTEC
Special Numbers from Okanagan Valley 
Centres and Vancouver.
MASS FO R M A T IO N , EXERCISES, 
T U M B L IN G , D A N C IN G , ETC.
Adults, 40c
8 p.m.
Children, 25c
A  GYMNASTIC JAMBOREE 
A  Night of Rhythm and TtaniQg.
EAST KELOWNA, APRIL 26 
“ ~ K E L p ® T ® A Y l
SCO UT H A L L
PAGE SIX T H E  K E L O W N A  COURIER THUItSIMY, APHIL 21. 193B
Koudi Okiuiiigiiii MoiiutntMil WorkM 
I IH A I )H T O N i ;S  A N D  
M ONUIVIENTW
Itiiportod iiiul iintivc! Kiaiiiti" or 
niai hk' .Sali.sfuctiori kuaraiitood 
at riclit piioes.
Ilox r>04, l>enllctoii, 1(. C.
THE CHURCHES
T H E  U N IT E D  CHURCH OF 
C ANAD A
Kirat UnllctI, corner Idcliler St. Biid UrriiBid 
Avenue
Hev. W. VV. Mcl'licreon, M .A., D.Th. 
(^rKoniat tnnl Clioir kcinlcr: CYril S. Moaaop, 
A.T.C.M ., L.T.C.L.
EAST KELOWNA 
SCHOOL CONCERT 
PLEASES CROWD!
-Mor«* About-
KELOWNA
CANNOT
V-
JO SEPH  ROSSI
CO NTRACTO R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn 
riioiic 2oa
J1 a.tn. Po.sl-Ea.stor Sorvifo,
"la>okiii;r for Soniothinic 13t;Uor.” 
7.30 ij.iu. Monthly Book Talk—Temp­
tation and lletribution us seen In 
Shake.speare'.s ‘‘Macbeth."
7-7..')0 p.m. Oryan Melodies.
Two Plays And Folk Dances Are
Well Received— Spring Concert 
Probably Permanent
Frojii Pai'e 1, CoUnnn 3 
told by Mr. deliOn/;, but next year the 
.stiiet rulin;;:; will be adhered to and 
unless .some .step;! are talien Kelowna 
w’ill not be so listed.
U .G U ID l& O R S I
Tile closinj,: of East Kelowna seliool 
for till! Easter vacation was tids yeiir 
marked by the presentation of the an­
nual school concert, whicli has been 
previously held at Christmas. Tins 
yeiir, to avoid duplication with llie 
Chri.stmuH cntertuinnicnt. and to eii- 
sure more suitable weather, It was de­
ls a branch of The cided to experiment with the cluinnod 
The First Church of | diite, and the results would indieate
CH R ISTIAN  SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. llcriiiird Ave. and Uertrain St.
Contractors for 
I’LASTEKING, STUCCO and  
MASONRY WORK  
Plionc 4»4-L. OR G34-L
Tliis Society 
Mother Church
Christ. Scientist, in Boston, M assach u - jUiat the new arrangement will prob 
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun- pibly become the permanent one. 
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third Cliildren from the Junior Room con- 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 to the programme, with lwo Mi*‘v<-‘ if-'ally mastered the. necessary
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday K'^amples of present-day indirect metli- Mr. dcLong in
Need Six-Room Addition
If tlie six-room addition to the Juii- 
loM High was built tlds year, and the 
lligli .School placed under the .same 
roof with tile Junior High and thus] 
could utilize tlu; library and auditor­
ium facilities, tlien tlie ranking could 
be obtained, it was stated.
"The school has made satisfactory 
pi'ogress tills year. The staff has made 
an honest effort to fall in line with 
life procedures outlined in tlie new 
programme and two or tliree teachers
f o r  t h e  M i s s  a n d  h e r  M o t h e r  
AT FUMERTON*S
.'ind Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
NOTICE
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  DIRECTORS!
Day Phone, .33; Night, 502 & 701 
KELOWNA, B. C.
ods of teaching health, the first, “A  official report.
Health Alphabet,” and the second his comments on the plant, Mr.
“Eating Milk” which wore accorded the dcLong pointed out that the library | 
enthusiastic reception that always heart of the new course of stu-
greots the efforts of the smaller chil- Kelowna library facll-
Whercas H. Benoit of Oak Street, I dren. An innovation in this years pro- 
Trail. B.C., is indebted to the under- gramme was the inclusion of a musical Speaking on the proposed addition,
signed in tlie sum of $03.21 for work koIo, when Robert Dahlgren, one of the Mr. dcLong commented: “ When corn- 
done and materials supplied in the al- nawer members of the school, played Kelowna will have a school ,of
1<>rntion .nnH Imnrnvement of one Ford I an accoi’dinn solo. I whicll the city Can be pi’Oud.”
MISSES' NEW  
SPRING 
SKIRTS, $2.95
• ‘tf *
Pin lucked and pleated 
styles, neatly tailored in 
new mezzo tones, bright 
and dark colours. Sizes, 
14 to 20. Q K
Priced at ....
MONUMENTS
I  Sand Blast Lettering
«  VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
teratio  a d i p o t f    r io  l .
Coupe Automobile, carrying B.C. 1937 Presont Phiv
Licence Nb. 43-147, and three months ^
have elapsed since the said sum ought children from the upper grades
to have been paid, and default has been ‘
made in payment thereof, NOTICE presented in
[HEREBY GIVEN that on Thursday Chinese fashion, with an or-
5th day of May, 1938, at the hour of I e m i t t e d
Makes Suggestions
He made the following suggestions: 
A  generous addition to the stock of | 
library books. A  room devoted to lib­
rary purposes, large enough to accom­
modate at least two classes. Arrange-
NEW WOOL 
SWEATERS
throe o’clock in th T illm io ™ '0^ I h ^ I •'’ »  slasc with I " ’ '’ '’ ‘ ti should bo mode lor commercialmice ociocK m inc aiicinoon ai ineu , .T.-mkin
Peachland Garage in Peachland, B C., I 
the kald Ford coupe will be sold by SL"c“^ ^ c a T  o f  
public auction. | quainting the listeners with the locale
DA-TED at Peachland, B.C., this 19th and any of the finer points of the
day of Aprrl, 1938. RvnQTmviF thought might pass
c. i. 1 UNJs.I unnoticed. He carried his38-2C
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING
Okanagan Manager
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD .
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, ■ B.C.
NOTICE
part ex-
trenaely well and showed a most re­
tentive memory .in long passages of 
dialogue. Sharing honours with him
Whereas H. M. McKinnon of Kelow-^^^ the Property
na, B.C., is indebted to the undersigned S i  tin V? satisfactorily
in the sum of $41.00 for work done and nvPrPhlim/ duties due to an
materials supplied in the alteration and 
improvement of one Willys Knight Se-
s lg iS l
For Sale
AT A  VERY LOW  FIGURE
Splendid home situated on Har­
vey Avenue, in excellent condition 
both inside and out, contains on the 
ground floor, entrance hall, living 
room with open fireplace, dining 
room, kitchen, pantry, small hall at 
side entrance, lavatory and wash 
basin. Upstairs: 5 bedrooms, bath­
room and ^  separate lavatory and 
wash basin, large linen cupboard. 
Basement and hot water heating. 
Garage, stable, woodshed, chicken 
house. Size of lot 142 x 305. 22
bearing fruit trees.
A N Y  REASONABLE OFFER W ILL  
BE CONSIDERED.
Apply—
OKANAGAN INVEST- 
MENTS CO., LTD.
Real Estate 
PHONE 98
Department
PHONE 332
37-2C
wholeheartedness with which he en-
dan Automobile 1927 model, carrying I materially
B C  1937 Licence N u m b e r  36-450 and "  success which attended the pre B.u. lyj/ Jjf^ cence JNumoer and se^^ation of the play.
three months  ^have elapsed since the other children who took principal
said sum ought to have been paid, and k^rts in the play were Frances PowSl,
.. f ■ u u payment gg Royal Nurse, Nora Jones-Evans
thereof, notice is hereby given that on and George Sti^ang as Wing Lee and 
Thursday the 5th day of May 1938 at Long Fo. children of the Royal Cook 
the hour of three o’clock in the after- Valerie and Geoffrey Johnson as Li 
noon gt the Peachland Garage in^^^  ^ and Hi Tee, a poor but honest fish
land, B.C., the said Willys Knight Se- erman and his wife, Leonard Brown as 
dan Automobile will be sold by pubhc the executioner, and James Tasker and 
auction., Billy Holland as Soldiers.
DATED at Peachland, B.C,, this 19th 
day of April, 1938. Folk Dancing
38-2c C. T. REDSTONE. Folk-dancing occupied a prominent
'•part in the evening’s activities, as two 
groups performed different national 
NOTICE I dances. The first of these' was the
group which will defend the trophy 
Whereas E. M. Derrickson of West-1 for English Country Dances in the
work, as few options are available. 
Music should be included in the high 
school optional subjects as soon as 
possible. Teachers should • prepare 
themselves this summer for library and 
guidance work next year.
Fire drill reports were submitted by 
the elementary ancl junior high prin­
cipals at the meeting. Fire drills are 
held at least once each month during 
good weather and instruction is given 
during winter months, it was said. The 
junior high was emptied in min­
utes on the last 'drill, the elementary 
between 1]4 and ly i minutes in drills 
during the past two terms, and the 
primary school in thirty seconds.
F. T. Marriage, elementary principal, 
reported on the casual attendances of 
some pupils in the upper grades of 
his school, and suggested that from 
the excuses these pupils brought, 
which were unsatisfactory, the parents 
were co-operating in the laxness of at­
tendance.
With short sleeves in 
lacy-knit all wool yarns, 
in newest spring colour­
ings. Sizes,
34 to 40..... $ 1 .2 9
SAVE ON YOUR SPORTS 
FOOTWEAR A T FUMERTON’S
Men’s and B o y s’ 
“C a m p fe r” C r e p e  
Soled Oxfords for 
service and comfort. 
Insulated insoles and 
stout crepe outsoles. 
Sizes 6 to 11, per pair
9 8c  ° $ 1 .2 5
NEW WASH FROCKS, $1.98
We’ve a lino selection of zipper front- (R-| A Q  
fastener styles for Mis.scs and Women.
LINGERIE
RAYON SHFS in
eS-'^ ...... 5 9 c ( ' k  A ,  ' i i
Rayon Embroider- \ I'il
ed Slips, ^
p*^ *'^ *^ ......1
Vclviusucdc Pant- ' 
ics, V e s t s  and ^11/
Bloomers in white 
and tea rose; ut- '/ t
most of economy; ,
...: 5 9c  ) .
PURE SILK CREPE HOSE, 59c PAIR
A  fine silk hose—full fashioned and all the latest 
spring colours—knee or full lengths; 
per pair ........... ................. ........................
Boys 1 to 5y2, ^ 1  n r  Boys 11 to 13^, ( g f  J A
per pair ...... t  O  per p a ir ...... ^X *4 I:«7
MEN’S A L L  BROW N CREPETTE SOLES;
per pair ............................................ ........  «/5 fC
M EN’S SPORT 2-TONE OXFORDS—^
Stout crepe soles and heels, sizes 6 to 11.
FUMERTON*S LIMITED
Involve Over-Age Boys
The trustees were informed that the 
necessary steps are to be taken to curb 
this practice, and that the contributing 
parents will be warned that they must
“ W H E R E  CASH  B E A T S  C R E D IT ”
bank. B.C., is indebted to the under- class for girls under 16 at the forth 
signed in the sum of $92.80 for work coming Musical Festival in Vernon, 
done and materials supplied in the al- This team, in performing two dances, 
teration and improvement of one Essex “Mage on a Cree” and “Childgrove’’ 
Sedan Autoniobile 1928 model, carrying | showed a good sense of rhythm.
BjC. 1937 Licence Number 31-234, and thorough knowledge of the technique 
tliree months have elapsed since the of the country dance, and proved that
said sum ought to have been paid, and they should give a good account of
default has been made in ' payment 
thereof, notice is hereby given that on 
Thursday the 5th day of May, 1938, at 
the hour of three o’clock in the after­
noon at the Peachland Garage in Peach­
land, B.C., the said Essex Sedan Auto 
mobile will be sold by public auction.
DATED at Peachland, B.C., this 19th 
day of April, 1938.
38-2C C. T. REDSTONE
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY 
OF KELOW NA
TENDERS FOR FENCE POSTS
FO R  W E E K -E N D  
S A N D W IC H  LU N C H E S
use our
SANDWICH
L O A V E S
(Already cut)
Tenders will be received by the un- 
ders’ ined up to 5 p.m. on Monday, May 
2nd, 1938, for the supply and delivery 
at the City Yard on Water Street of 
600 Fence Posts. Delivery to be stated.
Fehce Posts to be 7 feet 6 inches long 
and must be cut from good live cedar 
growing in a high di-y area. Posts cut 
from swamp cedar, wind falls, or fire 
killed timber will not be accepted. : 
The lowest or any tender not neces 
sarily accepted.
G. H. DUNN.
Kelowna, B.C., City Clerk,
April 20th, 1938. 38-lc
A L W A Y S  W H O LE S O M E
BREAD
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY 
OF KELOW NA
TENDERS FOR LIGHT DELIVERY  
TRUCK
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
.Tenders will be received by the un- 
dersigned up to 5 p.m. on Monday, 
■ H O N r  May 2nd. 1938, for the supply and de-
avrxwka livery, f.o.b. Kelowna, all taxes paid,
on the following proposals.
Proposal No. 1—To supply as outlin­
ed above one second hand light deliv­
ery truck. Full particulars must be 
given in this tender of age of truck, 
miles operated, previous owner and 
class of work on which truck was pre­
viously engaged.
Proposal No. 2—One nevv light deliv­
ery truck. Full specifications to be 
given and time of delivery stated.
The lowest or any tender not neces­
sarily accepted. >
G. H. DUNN,
Kelowna, B.C., City Clerk,
April 20th, 1938. 38-lc
TWO HUNDRED AT PENTICTON
E.-VSTER SUNRISE SERVICE
PENTICTON,. April 21.—With more 
than ‘200 present, the first "mountain 
top” Easter service was held here on 
Monday..’ under auspices of the United 
Church. This service, with a repre­
sentation of many denominations pre­
sent, formed the peak of ■ well-attended 
Easter .ser\-iccs lield in> Penticton and 
district during the week-end. While 
there were many cars available, quite 
a number of the younger members of 
the big congregation walked out to 
Munson'S Mountain and Lookout Park 
for the service. Although there was 
little or no sunshine, and a strong 
wind was blowing, all who took part 
in the service entered into the spirit 
of the occasion, seeming to enjoy it 
thoroughly.
themselves in the festival. The second 
group consisted of a part of Miss Prat- 
ten’s dancing group, drawn largely 
from this district. Their presentation 
of a Welsh dance was most enthusias­
tically  ^ received. The appearance of 
the team in attractive costume added 
much to the effectiveness of their pre­
sentation.
One-Act Farce
As the concluding number on the 
programme, a group of “oldsters” pre­
sented a one-act farce, “The Crimson 
Cocoanut” with such success that they 
literally brought the house down time 
and time again. The story concerned 
a bomb with which two anarchists 
plan to blow up the Bank of England. 
The bomb appears as a cocoanut, 
which, before exploding turns in colour 
through the shades of pink, and finally, 
just before exploding^ is bright crim­
son. Much of the humour was of, the 
slapstick variety which never fails to 
appeal to an audience. The play was 
well cast, with Wm. Wilcox scintillat­
ing as a waiter in a S6ho restaurant. 
Ted Dodd, a a choleric patron. Jab- 
stick, acted his part to perfection. The 
role of his daughter, Nancy, was well 
taken by Margaret Allport. Leslie 
Evans appeared as Jack Pincher, from' 
Scotland Yard, hot on the trail of Nitro 
and Madame Gliserinski, whose parts 
were taken by Ernest Blackburne and 
Grace Porter.
The farce was of such a nature that 
it was impossible to overact and the 
enthusiasm that the members of the 
cast brought to their performance ra­
pidly created the bond between them­
selves and their audience that means 
a successful performance.
The proceeds from the night’s enter­
tainment was put towards the pur­
chase of a radio for the school. This 
fund is now practically completed and 
the beginning of next term will see the 
installation of the school machine, 
bought with money raised by pupil 
effort.
keep their children in school. These 
cases involved over-age boys in the 
upper grades of the elementary school 
only, Chairman Chapman states.
Attendance has been good in the 
elementary and junior high schools, 
the latter having a total enrolment of 
326 and an average attendance of 93 
per cent in March, and the elementary 
an average attendance from 91 to 96 
per cent in all grades.
Congratulations of the School Board 
are being extended to the pupils and 
teachers involved in the presentation 
of the high school plays and the oper­
etta, last month, which were received 
with enthusiasm by the public.
Thanks of the Men’s Vocal Club for 
the Board’s assistance during the past 
winter were extended at the meeting 
last week. The Board also decided to 
rent the auditorium to Rev. C. E. Davis, 
who is planning an operetta on May 4 
and 5 to raise funds for the Sunday 
School building fund.
-More About-
COMPLETE
NUMBERING
-More About-
CONTINUANCE 
OF RAILW AY
From Page 1, Column 5
(From page 1, column 7) 
some As, Bs and Cs to be ordered and 
posted. When these arrive the entire 
system will be completed, culminating 
nearly two years of work and planning.
It was first hoped that the block sys 
tern could be utilized but after %tiany 
hours of scheming in which the civic 
affairs members were troubled v/ith 
severe headaches, it was found this 
system is impossible in Kelowna, be­
cause of the blind streets and those 
jutting off at tangents.
A ll over the city the Junior Board 
members were asked when the streets 
are to be properly numbered or named, 
or at least placarded so that the house 
numbers will be of greater benefit. 
This will bet he next step,- and the 
city is obtaining prices on street signs 
from various firms, it is understood.
Citizens Co-pperatted
Although many Junior Board mem­
bers anticipated some difficulty gain­
ing permission to post the numbers, no 
such trouble materialized, it is stated. 
Practically every home owner seemed 
delighted with the idea, especially 
I when he learned that the numbers 
paiagus, spinach, etc., are vbeginning -y^ rere not to cost him a cent, 
to influence the market very consid- Some interesting angles developed
i i .c xi. , and came to light in this canvass of
The last of the Okanagan s export the city. It has long been considered 
1 . f G r e a t  Britain on April that Long street is the shortest one in 
T f  consisted of ten cars Kelowna, but one Junior Bbard gang
of McIntosh, and, according to rriar- 'states that it has found a shorter one 
keting reports, tliey reached their des- —Bath street, twenty-five yards long 
tination in excellent condition, which I and not a house in sight, 
speaks well for the keeping quality of How many persons know where Mar- 
this variety. This shipment, it is also tin Avenue is? Only one of the. re 
interesting to note, realized values bet- sidents living along , this block-long 
ter than those obtained during the route could name the avenue and even 
preceding two months. he was doubtful. It parallels Bernarii
Of stocks still unsold in the valley, avenue directly north and abuts Gra- 
the Macs, Delicious, Winesaps, Stay- ham street. In case Graham street is 
men,and Newtowns constitute the bulk | unkown, it is the first street branching
north off Bernard,' east of Ethel street. 
Chinaman Is Happy 
The entire city was numbered once 
before, a rnatter of about twenty years 
ago. At that time the numbers; which
Orchard For Sale
1 2  a c r e s  f u l l  b e a r in g  ORCHARD
Average crop over past six years
9,000 LOOSE B O X K
B U N G A L O W , with biathroom and electricity.
$7,500.00
M O D E R N
F U L L
PR IC E
M cTAVISH &  W HILLIS, L IM ITED
Insurance and Real Estate Agents.
KELOWNA SEA
CADET CORPS
‘Grenville” Company 1358
of the supplie.s. Romes are reported 
to be at the vanishing point.
Though there is still a considerable 
quantity of fruit to be marketed, the 
one-desk committee emphasizes as one
encouraging feature the fact that the , • . ,
stocks arek eeping well. There have | painted on a plate, cost the re-
been few if any claims on deliveries. 
The day by day movement of fruit
cipients somewhere about fifty cents. 
Lee Bon, in Chinatown, beamed when
continues fair and, considering the found that the bright, shiny, alum- 
holiday interruptions of the past few I numbers were free.
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY 
OF KELOWNA
TENDERS FOR SPRAYING TREES
The Easter vacation has been the oc­
casion of considerable travel b.v local 
residents. Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Powell 
and family have motored to visit rela­
tives ,’in U.S.A., and will spend some 
time in Seattle and Portland before re­
turning home. Mr. and Mrs. J. Pater 
son and family motored to Wenatchee 
where they will rneet then- son, John,, 
and from where they plan to drive as 
far . south as northern California.
days in particular, the volume market 
ed has not been discouraging. Con­
tinuance of the emergency freight rates 
is considered imperative, however, if 
the balance oT the deal is to be sold.
home before this appears in print.
The return of Mr. Wm. Wilcox, who, 
along with a motoring party, visited 
Vancouver recently, was in the nature
One or two Bernard avenue business 
houses had four numbers for a time 
last week, when three were all re­
quired. This was the work of a prac­
tical jokester, but it cost one Junior 
Board member a dollar in a bet. when 
he denied stoutly that any places had 
four numbers.
Most home owners were anxious to 
keep away from No. 13. There is no 
actual number 13 provided but there 
are a large number of one hundred
Tenders will be received by the un­
dersigned. up to noon on Monday. May 
2nd. 1938. for spraying all bearing 
apple, pear and crabapple trees within 
the boundaries of The Corporation of 
the City of Kelowna,
Forms of tender may be obtained 
from the undersigned.
The lowest or any tender not 'neces­
sarily accepted.
G. H. DUNN,
Kelowna, B.C., City Clerk.
April 20th. 1938. 38-2c
Mrs. Allport has gone to Vancouv 
to attend the graduating exercises that 
mark the completion of her danughter, 
Betty’s training as a nurse.
of a triumphal return. It is true that the a>^ d thirtys. etc.. jDne'or two citizens 
triumph was a very quiet sort of thing were considerably perturbed when
Orders for Parade:
There will be a compulsory parade 
at Headquarters on Friday, April 22, at 
7.30 p.m. The Ship’s Company will 
also parade  ^at Headquarters on Tues­
day, April 26, at 7.30 p.m. This parade 
is, as usual, compulsory. 
Quartermaster: Cadet Patterson.
Sidebpy: Cadet D. Hughes-Games.
Duty Watch for this week: Port.
We are advised that Leading Hands’ 
examinations will take place on Fri­
day, April 22. The purpose of these 
exams is to determine those Cadets 
who will be promoted to the rank of 
Petty Officer. The exams will be oral 
and written..
Recent qualifications were as fol­
lows: Cadet riorn. Knots, 90 per cent 
Cadet Jones, Dutyman, 93 per cent 
Cadet Tutt, Knots, 94 per cent.
At the last parade stress was laid 
on squad drill and physical training 
in preparation for the forthcoming In­
spection. Dr. Large, the Corps Medi­
cal . Officer, examined several Cadets, 
thus beginning the regular medical in­
spection all “Grenvilles” undergo once 
year.
Although we are not quite sure of 
the date of the Annual Inspection, it 
evident that this will take place 
sometime near the end of May. This 
leaves “Grenvilles” about five weeks 
in which to get into trim. Lots of hard 
practice and tedious drill will have to 
be done in that short five weeks, but 
first of all, good attendance at each 
parade is essential. So make it your 
aim. Cadets, to attend every parade, 
voluntary and compulsory right up to 
Inspection time.
BY DAGGETT & RAMSDELL
$1.10 Jar of 
GOLDEN 
CLEANSING I 
CREAM
Mr. F. J. Foot has his son. Teddy, 
home from Vancouver Island, where 
he attends school. Teddy has been 
busy renewing old friendships and ac­
quaintances during his holiday visit.
Mr. Price, of Winnipeg, has been a 
visitor, to this district lately, although 
East Kelowna has seen little of him, 
due to the fact that Mrs. Price is still 
confined in the Kelowna Hospital. It 
is expected that she will have returned
but. triumph it rnust be regarded, 
for Bill was a member of the Okanagan 
team that carried off the JionOurs for 
team competition in the mass display of 
physical culture in Vancouver. Bill 
reports a splendid time spent at the 
coast, with many kindnesses shown to 
the visiting athletes. The distinctive 
uniforms worn by the Kelowna team 
drew considerable attention. and com­
ment. Bill has several interesting sou­
venirs, of his trip, among them a pic­
ture of himself as he became a subject 
for a “candid camera man,” and a med­
al presented to each member of the 
winning team.
they found their homes adorned with 
131s, while others did not like to have 
numerals which added-up to 13.
However, the Junior Board . crew 
blithely placed all the blame on the 
city engineering department and lyent 
on to the next abode.
Every fifty foot , lot has a number, 
the focal point being Richter street 
and Bernard avenue, the numbe’'s 
leading off from 250 and 150.
Tiny Tot: “You’re
than your daddy.” 
Ditto: “Course I am- 
modeL”
better looking
-I’m a later
IN D IA N  BOY’S ART  
EXHIBITED ROYALLY
Painting From Oliver Is Shown 
Before King And Queen
$1.25 jar of PERFECT 
TISSUE CREAM
Golden Cleanfdng Cream helps wahe 
up new beauty wiUi its invigorating 
action. Perfect Tisane Cream for 
overnight use to  soften the skin and 
help correct and prevent lines and 
wrinkles. Two famous Daggett & 
Ramsdell Creams fo r slightly over 
the price o f  one.
$2.35 VALUE
F O R  O N L Y * 1 .4 9
W  R. TRENCH LTD.
DRUGS & STATIONERY  
Phone 73 WE DELIVER
OLIVER.—Francis Baptiste, of Inka- 
meep has again won a bronze star at 
the Royal Drawing Society’s Exhibition 
in London. His painting ‘Tndian Boys 
in Training” was one of a group of 
eleven outstanding pictures taken to 
Buckingham Palace and viewed by the 
King and. Queen, who. were much in­
terested in the painting. Last year 
Francis won a silver star and this is 
the second time he has been awarded 
a bronze star for his works of art.
Johnnie Stalkia, aged 12, was also 
awarded a bronze star for his buck­
skin picture of an Indian boy with a 
group of wild birds and animals of 
the Okanagan.
Other children of the Inkameep 
school successful in winning in other 
sections, were as follows: Francis Bap­
tiste/-18, first class; Mary Baptiste, 15, 
first class; Frank Stalkia, 10, first class; 
Edith Kruger, 8, first class; Elizabeth 
Stalkia, 7, first class; Berth Baptiste, 7, 
first class.
ON W A LpN G  TOUR OF
/ THE KOOTENAY
Hal Odium, of the Kelowna teaching 
staff, is spending his Easter holidays on 
a walking tour of the Kootenay coun­
try, especially around the Arrow Lak­
es.
/' m
'I’HUH.SIMY. AI'ltlL lU.lfi TH E K E LO W N A  COURIER PAGE SEVEN
IIATKB
Kir.st tvv(‘M(y-nv<,’ wortls, (Ifty c«;nl.s; 
acicliliotial wordH oin' (.•(•nl ciicli. 
I f  Copy Ih acooinpaiiied by cash 
o r  uccoiiiit Ik paid within two 
wi'ohs from  duto of issue, a (IIn- 
<'uuiit of twciity-nvo c«‘nls will 
. bo inado. Tiiu.s a  twciity-ilvc 
w ord advortisoinoiii accoiupani- 
od l>y oasli or paid witliiii two 
noohs cost twonty-ilve cents.
Miniiniim oliarge, 2r> centN. 
Wliea it, is desired Uuil r(>r)lies be 
• iKJdressed to a bt)x at Tlie CtJiiriei' 
Ofllce, an additional charjte of ten 
emits is made.
Each initial and group of not 
more than live figures counts as one 
' word.
Advertisements for this column 
sliould be in The Courier Ofllce not 
later than four o’clock on Wedne.s- 
day afternoon.
CHECK 400 CARS ---------- Mort? About---------- ----♦  •1*
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1938
FOR SALE
F o b  s a l e —Brand new Plyinoiitli Se­
dan, 1938 model, .iil,000 cash. Apply, 
Royal Anne Hotel. ' 34-tfc
T UACTOBS—New Caterpillar crawl­
ers and rebuilt tractors, all types. 
Our prices are lowest. Don’t buy before 
looking at our stock. SPRAYERS— 
New Bean sprayers, both tractor- 
drawn and horse drawn. Full stock 
of new equipment. ' Look at our 
stock. The Oliver Chemical Co., Ltd., 
agents for Caterpillar Ti'actors. John 
Deere implements. Phone 207, Pentlc- 
> ton, B.C., or J. C. Martin, Phone 628-R, 
Vernon, B.C. 29-13c
SUN
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More About
PRINCIPLE OF 
SCHOOL BOY
3QI
COMING EVENTS
T h e  United Clniroh “Merry Mack
Circle’’ are holding a Social EvC' 
ning on Friday, April 22nd, in the Wil­
low Lodge at 8 p.m. Admission 25c. 
Everybody welcome. 37-2c
W E BUY, WE SELL all second-hand
furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture
<Co., Ltd. 24-tfc
I M. CBANKY is not so irritable since 
• he used Cress Corn and Bunion 
Salves. Remove Calluses, Warts too. 
Sold by P. B. Willits & Co., Ltd., and 
.at all drug counters.
B r ic k  h o u s e  for sale, five rooms.
Cheap for cash. Apply I. Pioli, 
Coronation Avenue. 38-2p
S ALE—-Quick sale of household effects, 
on this week at the McCall house. 
Jlurry. 38-lc
C OME to the apron and home cooking
sale put on by the Ladies’ Orange 
Lodge at Don MacLean Motors, on 
Saturday, April 23rd, from two to six 
p.m. 37-2c
K e l o w n a  women’s institute Meet­
ing will be held at the home of 
Mrs. C. F. Brown, Glenn Ave., on Tues­
day, April 26th, at 2.30. Variety pro­
gram and roll call of proverbs. Visitors 
always welcome. Tea served, 10 cents. 
Annual Spring Bazaar has been post­
poned to a later date. 38-lp
Stopped In This District Had| imi)oi tations. prircH l uled: For bam>h:.
from 12 to 23 ,shillin;’K. and for box(!s 
(i .Khillin;;s nincjn’ticr to II shillings. 
Aver.ag(,’ prires w iv  around Ihe l.'i 
sliillin/;!; fni- barrels ami 8 shillings for 
b<»xes.
Would Mean Bed Ink
■'In oeither cast; is the Canadian pro­
ducer obtaining cost of jtroduetion and 
any ineenlive such as is .suggested oy 
;i removal of preferenee for further 
importations could only result in ear-
Faulty Headlights
6 PER  C E N T  BAD  BRAKES
Corp. Smijth Makes Ardent Plea 
For Public Co-operation In 
Safety Of Highways
Under the direction of Corp. IJ. M
Bowyer-Smijtli, in charge of tlje High-I ryVng this average far hito't'lie red 
way J"’atrol of tlie B.C. Police, and as-
Histed by Constables Ira Seeord and 
J. Carmichael, 437 automobiles in tlie 
Kelowna area were cheeked recently, 
2.52 for brake eondition and 18.5 for 
headlights.
Of thi.s number, 49 or 20 per cent
“In view of the extreme difllculty 
in obtaining entry into tlie other tarifi 
hedged markets of tlie continent and 
of the world in general, we submit 
tliat tlie British market belongs first 
and foremost to British producers.
, , , - , ’’In spite of mo.st vigorous market-
were found to have defective head- ing elforts. tlie total of B.C. apples 
lights, 10 or 0 per cent had defective marketed to date, outside Great Brit- 
brakes and 20 or 4.5 per cent had de- ain. is only 277,000 boxes, 
fectiye tail liglits. Other defects Jound “It shouid be remembered that im- 
consisted of clearance lights, wind- jiortant as tlie export market is to Nova 
shield wipers, rear view mirrors and Scotia and British Columbia at the 
windshields obstructed, mufflers dc- present time, it is now of importance 
fective, and some drivers not carrying to Ontario also and while British Co-
lumbia will increa.se iiroduetion to 
some extent, the corresponding in­
drivers’ licences.
Courting Disaster
. . . . . .  . . .  , crea.se in Ontario will be very marked
Theie is no doubt that any mtcl- jp the next few years, 
ligcnt person will admit that to drive Citrus Fr
a motor vehicle upon a highway with­
out iiaving the steering, brakes and “Difficult
Citrus Fruits
market conditions have
NOTICE
FOR RENT
F o b  RENT;—Four room modern house,
Roweliffe Avenue. New, lately built. 
iHouse No. 312. Apply Mike Schleppe
38-lp
D r . MATHISON, dentist.
Block, telephone 89.
Willits’
49-tfc
R IBELIN p h o t o  studio for your Ko­
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient 
service* in before 9 a.m., out at 5 p.m. 
Ask for our FREE enlargement card,
33-tfc.
W ANTED
C A'TERPILLAR tractor wanted for
small clearing job. Communicate 
with J. J. Horn, Okanagan Mission.
38-lp
DEATH
P ASSED away,' Mrs. Josephine Bar­
bara Brodie Neill, in Hollywood,
Cal., April 16, 1938, formerly of Kelow­
na, B.C. Deceased leaves two daugh­
ters, Maude and Effie, in California and 
two sons, Fred, California and Arthur, 
Penticton. Funeral will be held in 
■ California!
ENGAGEMENT
M r . AND MRS. Norman Lloyd an
nounce the engagement of their 
niece, from Montreal, Miss Mary An 
nette Clarke, to Mr. Thomas Francis 
Craft. The wedding will take place at 
St. Michael and A ll Angels Church on 
May 11th, at 2.30 p.m. 38-lc
WESTBANK LADIES’ 
A ID  HOLDS TEA
IN  THE SUPREME COURT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA ,
The Ladies Aid of the United Church 
held a most successful'tea at the home 
of Mrs. T. B. Reece on Thursday after­
noon, Misses Gweneth Reece, Margaret 
Pritchard and Joy MacKay entertained 
the guests with piano solos. Miss Flor- 
38-lc I rie Hannam made the beautiful posters 
used in advertising the tea and also 
assisted Mrs. Reece in decorating the 
tea room.
In the Matter of the Estate of 
ALEXANDER JOHNSTON MILLER
Deceased
And in the Matter of the 
“Administration Act.”
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on 
the 29th day of March, 1938, by Order 
’•of His Honour Judge John Donald 
Swanson, Local Judge of the Supreme 
Court, I  was appointed Administrator 
of the Estate of the said ALEXANDER 
. J0H:^5ST0N MILLER.
All persons having claims against the 
said Estate are required to file same 
duly verified on or before the 15th 
May, 1938, after which date I  will pro­
ceed to distribute the assets according 
to the claims received by me.
C. H. JACKSON,
Official Administrator, 
Kelowna, B.C. 
Dated this 12th April, 1938. 37-2c
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
IN THE MATTER of the Estate of 
William Oliver, deceased
Amongst departures for the' coast on 
Thursday were Mrs, R. A. Pritchard, 
Miss Coles, principal of the High 
School, Miss Gowen, V.O.N.; Miss Jac­
queline Paynter,'teacher of the Mount 
Boucherie School, and Rex Morrison, 
Principal of the Westbank Public 
School.
Mr. and Mrs. Washington Brown. 
Miss Jean Brown and Mrs. John Brown 
accompanied Miss McPhail to her 
home at Nelson for the Easter vacation. 
«:< o *
Mr. and Mrs. Brohsson of Victoria 
sent a large box of flowers for the Eas­
ter service held at St. George’s Church 
on Sunday.
* *
Mr. Herbert Drought left for a visit 
to the coast last week.
• . 5k ♦
Mrs. J. L. Dobbin spent Easter in 
Kelowna hospital suffering from in­
fluenza. She is making good progress 
towai’ds recovery.
Mrs. W. D. Gordon, secretary of the
Women's Institute, has sent $11, which
had been collected by members at teas
iu t „ii f'od bridge parties, to the Kelowna given that all „ __ _____________ _Hospital Auxiliary.NOTICE is hereby persons having claims against tlie Es 
tate of William Oliver, of Kelowna, | “  :
B.C., who died on the 7th day | I f  C f A  M  A  KT’ Q
August, 1937, are required to send fu ll! S\,bLLm\ J y i O
particulars of such claims to the Ex-j
ecutor in care of E. C. Weddell. Solic- I
itor, Kelowna. B.G., on or before the f
1st day of June, 1938, after Which date j -------
the Executor will proceed to'make QQ,^ej.noj.General Grants Pardon 
distribution. ^  - i -r-. o -r
DATED this 31st day of March. 1938.' T o  A ged  Peter Seifert 
j. E. STONE. j --—
35-5c Executor. Peter Seifei-t, of Kelowna, is a free
... .....  " ■, man today, having been pardoned by
the Goyernor-General of Canada, 
through the Under Secretary of State, 
E; H. Coleman, from a sentence impos- 
A T ..T 1 ” -ed by Acting Magistrate T. F.. McWil-
VERNON. April 21. L. F. Johnny ifams for a breach of the excise act. 
Cqsterlon, a member of the Vernon j j t  was due to Seifert’s extreme age 
^Kinsmen Club, was elected District that a plea for mercy was entered, 
Governor at the annual convention of when he was accuised of unlawfully 
r- , ■ 1 1 manufactui'ine liquor. The case wasDistrict No. 5, which embraces the Thursday, February
twelve clubs within British Columbia, .-jfter the Provincial Police raided his 
at Vancouver, over the holiday week- house, and on finding the necessary im- 
end. This is the second tirne that the piprnents for the manufacture of liquor
lights in good condition is courting dis- P ‘-’‘ r^i accentuated by a greater measure 
aster,” stales Corp. Smijth. “Not only competition from citrus fruits pro- 
is it extremely' hazardous to themselves in many parts of the world and
but also to the public at large, for both export and domestic
matter how carefully you may drive, markets to about the same extent, 
there is always the careless driver just "7’he rnarketing situation in the wes 
around the corner on the wrong side United States is more unfavour
of the highway travelling too fast; the “  number of
child at play who dashes out from an years, and as far as the position of the 
alleyway or across the roadway in PPPle industry there is concerned, 
front of the oncoming car or truck; could very well be classified as disas- 
the cyclist who looms out from, the’ >^^ ous. The loss of any portion of the 
tree-shaded roadside; the big, black Present preference would simply trans­
cow which appears suddenly on the that disastrous condition to the 
black hard-surface of. the highway; »PPlc growers of Canada, 
these very disconcerting incidents oc- “British Columbia will soon reach a 
cur when you least expect them, per- box crop if reasonably .satis-
haps you are travelling a little too fast factory outlets can be maintained, 
to stop in time. What happens, even f^cse can only be maintained by coii- 
when all the vital parts of your ve- tinuance of the present Preference and 
hide are working efficiently?- I will Mf f^is growing industry is to be con- 
tell you. An accident occurs, often in- tmued in B.C. it can only be by re 
volving serious injury to persons and F®* f^ °^  ^ cf the full measure of piotec 
property, even Death. I tion now enjoyed.”
“Those who read their newspapers
PENTICTON MAY QUEEN
devoted to editorials and articles dpalr PENTICTON.—Frances Kay, daugh-
ing with the ever-increasing death and ter of Mrs. D. A. Kay, the Bench, will 
accident tolls upon our highways, and ^cign for 1938 as Penticton’s May 
the serious endeavour on the part of Queen. She will be formally crowned 
those whose responsibility it is to take at the annual May Day celebration 
care of this public service in the pre- which will be held on the school 
vention of such accidents, to bring S^ounds on May 26, and succeeds Queen 
forcibly before . the public the great June Steers, who . has held office for 
moral obligation that rests upon every j the past twelve months 
one who drives or operates a motor
From Page 1, Colmnii 5 
ill! lij, i1 ii II of fill’ .Junior Board 
'J’radc, lio slated, wtio wi.’Jn'd soim; 
action on tlio plan. CMaudc Boll, of 
tlio Poiilicfon toacliing staff, liad given 
;i detailed outline of tlie sueee!!; of 
tilt; patrol .’lystein in I’eiitieton, to 
I’ rincijials .Stibbs and A. A. Cliajiman, 
B. C. I ’olice Sergejinl A. Macdonald, 
School Board Cliainnaii Dave Cluip 
in.'in and Junior Board executives.
A furtlier meeting liad been held 
witli all princi))als in attendance, and 
tlie matter luuf been tlireslied out 
again. Mr. Cliapmmi had taken tlie 
stand tliat tlie tni-stees would probably 
favour tlic sclienie, provided tlie teacli- 
ers were willing to co-operate, a.s after 
all tlie teacliers would have to lake 
most of file responsibility.
Police C’o-Operalc
The provincial ijolico are anxious to 
co-o))crate and will undertake to train 
tlie ijatrol members in their duties 
tlie Board chairman staled, as well as 
give as much supervision as possible
A few years ago. Trustee S. M. Simp­
son, on returning from California, was 
anxious to have the school boy patrol 
put into clToct, but legal aspects pre­
vented completion of the jfians at that 
time. Recent legislation, however, has 
circumvented this difficulty.
Approximately twenty lads from the 
Junior and Senior high schools will 
participate in this patrol, in all prob 
ability. They will be picked from a 
standpoint of intelligence and class 
standing, as well as popularity. In Pen­
ticton, where the patrol has been op­
erating for nearly two years, there is 
keen competition among the boys to 
become members of the patrol, and 
discipline has been improved tremen­
dously.
Sthy On Sidewalks
One of the main features of the pat­
rol will be to teach the youngsters to 
stay on the sidewalks and not run out 
on the highway. Before being allowed 
to cross the street in the school area, 
the pupils will congregate in groups, 
wait for traffic to lessen and then be 
allowed to cross.
As a general rule, motorists who ex­
ceed the speed limit in the school zones 
will be reported by the traffic patrol 
lads to their teachers,. and if more 
than one infraction is reported, then 
the teachers submit the licence plates 
of the offending automobile to the 
police.
In no instance will the patrol mem­
bers approach motorists, nor will they 
be required to stop cars. They merely 
stop the pupils and prevent them from 
crossing the street when it is dangerous 
to do so. ®
Consent of the parents is necessary 
before a pupil can become a member 
of the traffic patrol.
Oranges
Oranj'cs have advanced in price and the duty w ill come in 
eHccl aj.;ain M ay 1st, so that this w ill be the last oppor­
tunity to buy good oranges at these prices.
252’s; O
medium size .......O  for
176’s; Q  dozen A A
large s iz e   O  for
126’s; per. J
e.xtra large ...............  ddzen
SfjuecioL
WITH
MANY
FLOWEIS
SOAP
7 cakes
2 5c
Mall 5 wroppari 
of MANY FLOWERS 
andlOrlocover mail- 
Ino and handling, to 
MANY FLOWERS 
YOU CAN GET SOAP CO., Toronto.
THE EXCITING ®S"d^ .ra^ d” sn5 w
WHITE Gome will be 
V  M  Iwl Ee moil'd •«> Your home.
S N O W  W H IT E
AND THE SEVEN DWARFS
KOREAN CRAB
Good quality and deli­
cious in salads or for 
sandwiches.
/4’s ;
per tin 2 5c
HUGHES’
G L A D IO L I
Per
Dozen ....
B U LB S
35c
Buffet 
tins ....
RIPE OLIVES
Dl
25M ..25c I
FLAVOUR CURED
I for
— THIS IS A  TREA'T
lb. tins, I tins,
medium ...... iu O C  | colossal
FREE SAMPLING
35c
I / *c •/4
per tin
TUNA FISH
NCY LIG
lOcI
FA HT MEAT
per tin .. 18c
LEAVE EGGS HERE FOR HOSPITAL
Giirdoia*s Grocery
PHONES -  30 -  31REGULAR DELIVERIES PROMPTsm iviCE
BRIDGE OVER SHUSWAP RIVER
VERNON.—A bridge with a 140-foot 
span will be constructed across the 
Shuswap River at about the point 
where it flows out of Sugar Lake, it 
was announced by the Hon. K. C. Mac­
Donald, minister of agriculture, during 
the course of his three-day visit to his 
constituency of North Okanagan re-s 
cently. '
DID NOT HAVE CARRIER’S 
•LICENCE
For operating a motor vehicle as a 
private freight vehicle without first ob­
taining a subsisting carrier’s licence, 
Percy Geen, of Rutland, paid a fine of 
$10 and- costs in Police Court before 
Acting Magistrate T. F. Mc'Williams, on 
April 20.
vehicle, or who travels in any .respect 
upon the highways, to do their utmost 
to protect the life, limb and property 
of their fellow man. Remember, all [ 
that is necessary is to make sure that 
your equipmient is in good serviceable 
condition, and to extend that degree 
of courtesy which you would naturally j 
expect extended to you.
Dangerous As Rifle
“A  noted judge has said: ‘A  person 
operating a motor vehicle upon the 
highway has under his control a far 
more dangerous weapon than a loaded 
rifle.’ Yet, it is evident that there are 
many persons who have failed to re­
alize this fact and exhibit a criminal 
negligence in the operation of their 
vehicles. I could go on indefinitely 
and prove to you again and again that 
by cutting corners, driving upon the 
wrong side of the highway, too fast, 
with your brakes in poor condition, 
with your lights defective or out of 
focus, not dimmed upon meeting an­
other vehicle, not concentrating upon 
your job of driving, etc., you give a 
practical demonstration of such poor 
judgment as to border upon insanity.
“I feel sure that any one of you 
would be willing to admit your error if 
observed under siich conditions, there­
fore this resolves not into a matter of 
lack of intelligence, or willingness to 
co-operate in making the highways 
safer and saner places upon which to 
drive, but rather in the rush and hurry 
of everyday life you fail to fully ap­
preciate the great responsibility which 
rests upon you all. You are perhaps 
little thoughtless, and therefore I 
make my appeal, most sincerely, and 
seriously I beg: of you to give this mat­
ter your most careful consideration. I 
know of few places where the golden 
rule could be applied to greater ad­
vantage and profit to all concerned: 
Do unto others as you would have 
them do unto you.’
I sincerely solicit the co-operation 
of the public in the above connection 
and I feel that perhaps the citizens do 
not quite appreciate the service which 
is being rendered by this branch of 
the B.C. Provincial Police.”
D A Y S
F r i d a y  a f i d ' S a t u r d a y ,  A p r i l  2 2 . ^ 2 > 3
UNDERWEAR &  HOSIERY 
FOR PROMOTION DAYS
HAR'VEY WOODS quality controlled rayon 
Pyjamas and Gowns. Choose these from an 
assortment of colours. /|0
PROMOTION DAYS   ... . . ...
COTTON CREPE NIGHT 
PYJAMAS.
PROMOTION DAYS ...
GOWNS AND
89c
SATIN AND CREPE SLIPS
Some lace trimmed, while some are 
trimmed with fagotting. Tea rose and 
white. Regular to $1.95.
A  SPECIAL AT |1 .3 9
-to-Wear
at Special Prices for 
After-Easter Selling
DR. CECIL NEWBY ENTERTAINS
A.Y.P.A. WITH HOME MOVIES
VERNON MAN IS GOVERNOR
OF KINSMEN DISTRICT
On 'Wednesday. April 14, the A.Y. 
P.A. was privileged to have as its guest. 
Dr. Cecil Newby. He showed some 
interesting moving pictures he had 
taken of the ski meet, the regatta and 
numerous other outdoor activities, 
some of which were in colour. In addi­
tion to those taken by ..himself. Dr. 
Newby showed two comedies “Felix 
the Cat” and “Our Gang’.’ which drew 
a good laugh. The final reel was that 
of special scenes from the Coronation 
of 1937. Dr. Ne.wby was thanked by 
the president of the Branch, Ted Har­
dy, after which refreshments were 
served by the committee.
Vernon Kinsmen Ch^ one of the case over to the R.C.M.P.
its mcmboi-s as D^trict Governor. , yjjj-ious adjournments were: granted, 
Five years ago Fred Galbrai h c pending word from. Ottawa as to the 
similar honour. amount of leniency to be granted. The
• decision was handed down, gran 
Scots Wife tto dying husband): “I ’m deduction to whatever time may have
going downstairs now, Jock; if ye.feel been...spent in custody. The original
.voursclf slipping awa’. don’t forget to sentence was $100 fine or three months 
blow out that candle.” in jail.
Two Indians, Henry Pierre and Ar­
chie Eli, of the Westbank Reserve, 
were fined $15 or in default 30 days 
for being drunk recently. They have
. , ----. . . ---------------------„ ---------  ----1 made arrangements for payment of
V c i i    , ting a |'the .fines. The sentence was made
.stiffer than u.sual, as Acting Magistrate 
T. F. McWilliams expressed disbelief 
of the story a.s to the source of the 
liquor.
FINE QUALI'TY RAYON VESTS in siiiaU, 
medium and large sizes. Q C I «
PROMOTION DAYS ............. ........ ! OS/l-
NIGHT GOWNS—Silk crepe and (P-j CYQ 
rayon. PROMOTION DAYS .....
BRASSIERES—A large assortment 
of Brassieres. TO CLEAR. ......... . OJ/C/
WAFFLE KNIT PANTIES AND VESTS—
Such makes as Harvey Woods and 
Moodie’s. PROMOTION DAYS .....
■TAFFETA PETTICOATS to wear with your 
tailored suits. Pleated hem lines, in green, 
cerise, white and black. ^-| pfQ
SILK HOSE—Knee length, full fashioned, in 
semi-service weight. Orient quality. Sizes 
8>1, to 1 0 Regular 75c.
PROMOTION DAYS, per pair .. . tFc/C/
CHILDREN’S SOCKS — y ,  fancy tops, in 
greys and fawns; sizes 6 to "I
per pair ................... ......... ..........
CHILDREN’S ANKLE SOCKS—All colours 
with Lastex tops. A. great assortment "I 
to choose from. TO CLEAR, pair ........ X e )C
DRESSES
ABOUT 30 SILK AFTERNOON DRESSES—
pure silk crepes, fancy prints and fancy plain 
silks; wonderful materials that usually sold 
as high as $23.00. (Sttt
PROMOTION DAYS ....  ..........
Another assortment to sell
at .......... t.... . ..... ................... $8 .95
KNITTED SUITS
Two and three-piece motkels in attractive
$8 .95fine wools, styles that are always useful. SPECIAL, to clear
M ILUNERY $4.95
NEW SPRING HATS, early season models, 
all new styles, in fine and coarse straws. 
See this large assortment. Reg- (Pyj O K  
ular to $6.95. PROMOTION DAYS
A L L  WOOL SWEATERS AND PULLOVERS
—some with contrasting wool embroidery; 
many styles to choose from. . K O
PROMOTION DAYS . ^ X . O ^
WOMEN’S FINE FABRIC GLOVES
Gauntlet style, in fawn, brown and 
navy. Kayser quality. f > 0 ^
PROMOTION DAYS, only, pr. JUUC
WOOL DRESSES
WOOL DRESSES in one large assortment of 
styles. The quality that you know so well. 
Wolman styles. i£ K  O K
PROMOTION DAYS ................
EVENING DRESSES, $2.98
Some satins, taffetas, moires and lace gar­
ments. Take your pick of these (PO  O Q  
at this low price ............. .......
SILK AND WOOL DRESSES, prints and
$2.79plain materials PROMOTION DAYS SPECIAL
VALUES IN  STAPLE 
GOODS
LINEN CLOTHS—Coloured bordered; a very 
fine quality; manufactured in Ireland; size 
52 x 52. (S '! O K
PROMOTION DAYS, each .... dVX .i& p
WHITE FLANNELETTE SHEETS
White Flannelette Sheets in a gqod -| 
large size, 72 x 84. Plain 
hemmed. Promotion Days $ 1 .0 0
COATS A T $13.95
Here is an opportunity to make a saving on 
your spring coats. Beautiful imported tweeds 
and tailored by Printzess; garments that were 
not made for this low price. (^'1 Q  O K  
(Priced to $27.50.) SPECIAL «r X O ,5 7 0
CHEESECLOTH in 5 yard packets. Fully 
bleached and fully absorbent. "B (Cfc«
Per packet........  ......... ............ ....  X I^ X
V
PILLOW SLIPS—Hand embroidered Madeira 
Pillow Slips—a very fine quality, 9 0
PROMOTION DAYS, per pair ....  3^X#0*/
WHITE COTTON SHEETS, hemmed ready 
i’or use. Size 70 x 90.
PROMOTION DAYS, each ................ .. OSl''C
SCHOLLS HEEL GRIPS—^Keep your 
shoes from slipping; per pair .....
SHOE POLISH— Fabric Cleaner
and white Cinderella
Cleaner; per bottle .. v C
SHOE TREES—Made ■with Q  ■
spring; per pair-...... ; y C (KELOWNA), LIMITED
5TS
Good Elastic Sanitary BELTS-
made by Hickory; "I
, each .......... ........ .... .... , X«y{!
Scholls. Zfino, Pads for your ^  
corns; reg. 35c; packet ...... U k
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If you D O N ’T  want that C U T  W O R M  
to thrive, feed him a mixture of
PARIS GREEN, BRAN AND MOLASSES
W e  handle all sizes o f -------
STEEL PIPE AND FLUME
Renr,ember Saturday, April 23rd, your last cliance 
to take advantage of S H E R W IN -W IL L IA M S
P A I N T  S A L E
tUC °t\\
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
THE HOUSE OF SERVICE AND QUALITY 
Free City Delivery Phono 29
I m p o r t a n t
A n n o u n c e m e n t
OW IN G  to the recent retirement of Mr. G. C.Rose from active business, the choice residential 
area in the heart of the city owned by him contin­
uously since 1894^ —forty-four years-^ —and consisting 
of 22 lots, each 50 feet by 120 feet, immediate!/ 
south of the Canadian Legion building on Ellis 
Street, will be sold this year at remarkably lov 
prices for property within four minutes’ walk of 
the new Post Office.
This is the tract upon which the Kelowna 
School Board hdd a verbal option at a price of 
$8,000 for two years prior to erection of the' Junior 
High School, but eventually decided on the present 
site on Richter Street.
This is a unique opportunity that cannot pos­
sibly be repeated, as there is no similar area so near 
the heart of the city. The soil is clay loam, without 
alkali or stones, and all the preparation necessarjr 
for a garden is to have the ground ploughed and 
harrowed and stable manure added to supply humus. 
Short connections can be made to city water, light 
and sewer mains. Building can be commenced at 
once or can be deferred at the buyer’s discretion. 
No building of a less value than $2,000 can be er­
ected.
BUY NOW FOR FUTURE BUILDING
If unable to finance the erection of a residence at pre­
sent, the cost to a purchaser annually in taxes of the lot 
offered this week would be $24.00 approximately.
THIS WEEK’S OFFERING
Corner lot on Ellis Street and Leon Avenue, 
immediately south of the Canadian Legion 
building-—
CASH 5 6 0 0
First applicant gets it. H U R R Y !
Apply:
McTayish & Whillis, Ltd. or E. M. Carruthers & Son, Ltd, 
SOLE SALES AGENTS
Please note that only one lot will be offered each week.
WATER-COLOUR TINTS FOR RESTEUL LIGHTIWG
‘^ CREATE ROOMS—FREE 
from EYE STRAIN'*
" . ^ f a b a & t ln e
''*My customers prefer the water-colour 
riots o f ALABASTINE. The soft, non- 
glare finish is easy on the eyes; It's 
ioexpensive, too!’’
AB338 f '£
SOLD BY
INDEPENDENT HARDWARE CO.
LIMITED
B E R N A R D  A V E N U E  P H O N E  661
SOLD BY
LOANE’S HARDWARE
Don’t forget thrir big Paint Sale is now on! • 
P H O N E  95 K E L O W N A
PEACHLAND COUNCIL SETS TAX 
RATE FOR YEAR AT THIRTY MILLS
I Considerable Work To Be Done 
On Roads And Sidewalk— En­
dorse Ferry Conference
Tin? I’oachlund tax rate wa.s hcL at 
30 mills by the Council when It inel on 
Wedne.sday afternoon lii the Municipal 
Hall. This is 2 mills lower than lust 
year. The 30 mills is made of 15 gen- 
eral, 13 scliools and 2 debentures.
Consitierable work will be done on 
I roads and sidewalks in llie Municipal­
ity it was decided. The possibility of 
having the sidewalks hard .surfaced 
wlien tlie companies doing tliis work 
are in this district was discussed aud 
will be taken up later.
An effort had been made to find out 
what the ICootenny Power Co. arc 
planning to do about coming into the 
district but no information had been 
obtained along this line.
A  complaint from W. Oakley regard­
ing the Trepanier flume crossing Mor­
rison road was discussed. Councillor 
K. Kinchin stated that the Trepanier 
water users did not intend to cross this 
road. To avoid any misunderstanding 
a resolution was passed stipulating that 
I suitable crossings either of an over­
head llurrie or a culvert should be made 
where roads are crossed.
Mrs. A. Smalls and Mrs. T. Redstone 
were present from the Women’s Instit­
ute to ask for the $25 grant for the up 
keep of the Cenotaph and this was 
granted. A request that the bath hous­
es on the beach should be levelled and 
made fit for use was also made.
An inquiry was made regarding the 
I price of the lot at present rented by 
Miss Frith and a price of $400 was set 
with half cash being required. It was 
agreed that Miss Frith should have the 
first refusal in (iase of an offer to buy,
A  letter from the Trepanier ratepay­
ers asked for the cutting down of the 
apples trees on the Thompson lot which 
had reverted to the municipality, and 
I this was gi’anted. A  discussion of the 
rifling of doors and windows from va­
cant buildings led to a resolution ask 
ing for tenders for the sale of all old 
buildings on municipal property.
A  letter was received from a relief 
I recipient near Fernie who stated that 
he had bought px’operty hex'e but would 
I have to have permission before the 
Government would pay his fare and 
that of his family here. No infoi’ma- 
tion was available regarding the pro- 
Iperty which had been purchased but 
the Council were unanimously in fav­
our of refusing to assume the responsi- 
I bility for any such resident.
The Kelowna board of trade letter 
asking for a conference with the min­
ister of public works was endorsed.
The domestic water debentures have 
been sold at 100 it was announced, with 
a Vancouver firm of b ro il's  handling 
I the bonds at that price.
The need of a bridge at the Power 
House was emphasized and it was de­
cided to have this built as soon as 
[possible while a chimney will also be 
built at the Power House.
A  discussion of Monday and Wednes­
day morning power service led to a 
resolution calling for the service to 
I start 30 minutes later at 7.30 and con­
tinue till 11 istead of 10.30. It was felt 
I that this would be more satisfactory in 
view of representations having been 
[ made in favour of such a change.
During the busy months the meetings 
of the Council w ill be held at 7.30 in 
the evening it was decided.
PEACHLAND TO USE 
LOCAL LABOUR ON 
WATER SYSTEM
Tenders All Rejected As 
High— To Use Bulldozer
Too
Apricots are now in blossom here 
and the Rochester peaches are also out. 
A ll indications jpoint to a good crop of 
soft fruit.
Art Topham and John Pasemko left 
on Sunday morning for a motor trip 
to Vancouver.
D. Caldo of New Westminster was a 
visitor in town on Friday, the guest of 
his sister Mrs. T. Twiname.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Maddock have as 
their guest Mr. Maddock’s father who is 
visiting here from Vancouver. '
m * •
Miss Marguerite M. McGregor, Mar- 
velle Ferguson and Master Elmer Fer­
guson of Penticton are visitors at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Ferguson.
• * •
Frank Gillam returned to his home 
here last week after a month spent at 
Oliver and keremeos.
Special Easter services were held in 
the United Church on Sunday with 
special Easter music being furnished by 
the choir of sixteen voices. The regu­
lar service was held in the morning 
while the night service was a song 
service led by the choir who also gave 
anthem selections. ,
A  bulldozer is to be used loiinake 
the trench for the new domestic water 
system and the work is to be done by 
local labour In charge of J. Silver, it 
was decided at a special meeting of the 
Council held on Monday night, April 
IB. to consider the tenders submitted 
for the job. A ll tenders were rejected 
as being too costly and it was felt that 
tlic work could be done more cheaply 
in this way. The bulldozer for the 
work has been secured for early next 
week and it Is expected that work will 
begin immediately.
LODGE CELEBRATES 
24TH ANNIVERSARY
The members of the Rebecca Lodge 
celebrated their twenty-fourth anni­
versary last Wednesday evening when 
about forty of the members enjoyed 
a very lovely dinner, held in the Odd­
fellows’ Hall. The table, in the form 
of a liorse shoe was tastefully deebrated 
with daffodils and Mrs. Barnc, a char­
ter rhember of the Lodge, cut the huge 
birthday cake.
After dinner, the, husbands and 
friends of the Rebeccas were invited 
to enjoy an evening of amusing games 
and contests. Supper was served at 
the close of the evening.
T H E  DARKEST HOUR’ 
IS WELL RENDERED
Passion Music At The Anglican' 
Church Is Impressive And De­
lightful
ROTARY CLUB 
INDULGES IN 
SELF-MARCHING
Founder’s Birthday Marked By 
Dr. L. Panton Reviewing Ob­
jects Of Organization
On Tuesday Rotary lutornaliunal 
marked the seventieth annivensury of 
the blrtli of its founder. Paul Hurrls, 
and the Kelowna club took tive oppor­
tunity for a little soul-searcliing under 
the direction of Dr. L. Panton,
Dr. Paiiton in u thought-provoking 
address reviewed tlie aims and objects 
of the organization. He pointed out 
that Rotary was founded in Clilcago 
in 1905 and that there must be some 
thing behind it as it had enjoyed an 
enormous growth throughout the 
world. 180,000 members live in 07 
countries and this groat organization 
had been built without the services of 
any paid organizers.
Rotary is built on the principles of 
service and outlines four avenues of 
service for the members’ attention 
Club service is to foster friendship and 
good understanding among the mem­
bers of the individual clubs; vocational 
service promotes ethical standards in 
business and professional life, with 
each member doing his job decently 
and honourably with a sympathetic 
understanding for the other fellow; in 
community service the Rotary organ­
izations work for the benefit of the 
community, either by adopting some 
definite enterprise or through the in­
dividuals taking an active part in those 
projects which will benefit the com 
munity: Intei-national service pro­
motes goodwill and understanding am­
ong the people of the world, with Ro­
tary feeling that peace can only be 
maintained when the moral attitude 
of the people of the world is ready to 
denniand peace.
Dr. Panton pointed out that through 
out the entire Rotary organization, it 
is the individual that is stressed. The 
success or failure of the single club 
or the entii-e body depends upon the 
outlook of the individual members
[WOODEN TANK
AREA DEFINED
Delluite action wu.s taken by (he oily 
council lust week as to in what uvea 
wooden septic tanks may be construct­
ed. It was pointed out that it was 
hardly fair to ask a man to iiistul a 
metal tank when his property may be 
linked to tlie sewerage system in the 
next year or so. The attitude was con­
sidered reasonable and it was suggest­
ed tliat in the area between the lalce
and I’endozl and south to the hofjpital, 
wooden tanks may be installed.
Tills wa.s suggested on tlie assump­
tion tlnit the sewerage sy.slem would 
reach the hospital in tliree years. When 
it was pointed out that it was «u o|>- 
timistic view. Mayor Jones stated that 
in his opinion the sewerage system 
certainly should reach the hospital in 
that length of time. He felt that the- 
city was forward-looking enough to 
insure that tlie hospital was a reason­
able objective in tliree years. He also, 
pointed out that the first new con­
struction will cost the most us it lias 
to be laid deeper than, the rest.
BENVOULIN GIRL 
GIVEN SHOWER
On Sunday, April 10, “The Darkest 
Hour’’ (Harold Moore) was rendered 
at St. Michael and A ll Angels’ Church, 
soloists and chorus giving a delightful 
and impressive presentation of the 
sacred words of the Passion.
Master Robert Emslie sang the nar­
rator’s part throughout, a difficult un­
dertaking ifor the little soloist, and yet 
he gave an interpretation which was 
delightful and largely helped to pro­
duce the reverent atmosphere which 
was so noticeable throughout the work.
Henry Tutt kindly assisted with the 
tenor solo parts, and was responsible 
for the part of Our Lord; he gave an 
impressive rendering. Ray Stone and 
Fred Martin took the parts of Caiaphas 
and Pilate in the trial scenes, the short 
dramatic choruses describing the 
Jewish inob being very effective.
The last scene on Calvary closed 
with the male quartette, “And now 
beloved Lord Thy soul resigning,” a 
particularly beautiful piece of writing 
in which the voices  ^of Messrs. Martin, 
Hammond, Walters and Ashton blend­
ed well together.
This was followed by the soprano 
solo “O Perfect Life of Love” and the 
duet and chorus, “O Saviour of the 
World,” sung by Master Emslie and 
Mr. Martin, the work closing with the 
Epilogue. “Let this mind be in you 
which was also in Jesus Christ” (so­
prano solo), and the final chorus “Let 
every tongue confess that Jesus Christ 
is Lord, to the glory of God the 
Father.”
Fred Marriage. presided at the organ 
and added greatly to the impressive­
ness of the whole service. The rector. 
Rev. C. E. Davis, conducted, and hymns 
were interspersed throughout the work, 
in which the congregation joined.
Mrs. C. L. Burtch and Mrs. Archie 
Hardy Jr. acted as co-hostesses last 
Thursday afternoon to a large number 
of Benvoulin ladies at a delightful tea 
and miscellaneous shower given in 
honour of Miss Mary Fisher,
The gifts, which were arranged on 
a tea wagon, were drawn into the 
room by two tiny tots. Joy Hardy and 
Pat Goodkey. A  Jovely solo, sung by 
Mrs. Gladys Reid added greatly to the 
pleasure of the occasion; also a read­
ing by Mrs. DeMara given in her usual 
pleasing style. Miss Fisher was the 
recipient of many useful and pretty 
gifts.
• * *
Mrs. Archie Smith returned last 
Thursday from a three months’ visit
to her home in Aberdeen, Scotland.
• • • ■.
A  group of Benvoulin Young People 
enjoyed a days outing on Easter Mon­
day when they travelled by truck as 
far as the Naramata Road. After a 
lunch of pork and beans the party 
hiked to Rocky Point, and bhek to a 
road side cabin for coffee, returning j 
home in time for supper.
Mrs. F. A. Sniith, who has been vis-^  
iting her sister, Mrs. B. Mclver return­
ed last Saturday to her home in Pass- 
more, B.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Snowsell of Rut­
land have moved into the home re­
cently occupied by the late Mr. Tucker.
SUMMERLAND SETS TAX  RATE
SUMMERLAND.—Last week the 
council finally settled the tax rate one- 
half mill lower than that struck for | 
1937. This year the rate totals 36i/< 
mills. Of this total 9% mills go for | 
general, 8^ mills for debentures and 
181/^ ihills for schools. ^
[DR. ALLEN HARRIS 
HAS APPOINTMENT
W ill Conduct Experiments To  
Find New  Uses For B.C. Wood
Dr. J. Allen Harris, ex-M.LA. for 
South Okanagan, who first became a 
[national figure by his discovery of 
[ Element 62, has been appointed as an 
assistant in the department of trade 
I and industries for British Columbia, to 
find hew uses for B.C. wood.
This announcement was made in Vic­
toria last week, and is the result of 
Dr. Harris’ experiments and investiga­
tions into plastics. Dr. Harris spoke 
at some length on the immense possi­
bilities of the advances in chemical 
science to a Kelowna, audience here in 
February.
Hon. W. J. Asselstine, minister of 
trade and industry, has announced that 
the new study will get under way im­
mediately with the co-operation of 
Federal wood experts.
The young scientist has long urged 
that British Columbia must keep 
abreast of the times, and while here on 
his last visit he suggested boards of 
trade could well devote one meeting 
in four to a study of new industries 
which could be introduced into the 
province.
N E W S
from L o c a l  X ro o p s  <(
1ST KELOWNA TROOP. 1ST RUTLAND TROOP
Orders for the • week commencing 
Thursday, April 21, 1938.
Duties: Orderly patrol for the week, 
Beavers, P.L. Eric Duggan; next for 
duty. Owls.
Rallies: The Troop will rally at the 
Scout Hall on Friday, April 22, at 7.15 
p.m. and Tuesday, April 26, at 7.15 p.m. 
The attendance at Tuesday’s meeting 
was much better, there being 37 Scouts 
present, and most of the time was 
taken up with drill work for the con­
cert. We will require 10 more staves 
so lets see how many wide awake 
Scouts remember to find one for the 
next Tuesday meeting.
There were 27 Scouts and the A.S.M. 
and S.M. present on Easter Monday 
for the Scout Easter hike and we are 
sure the boys will agree with us when 
we say that it was a full day of hiking. 
Leaving the ferry at 9.30 a.m. we had 
hiked about a mile up Bear Creek by 
11 a.m. where we prepared our mid­
day meals before going on. We then 
left our provisions at this base and 
started up the side hill towards the 
Blue Grouse flats, and after gaining 
the highest peak we made a comnlete 
circle covering three other peaks which 
jut out from the flats and then retrac­
ed our steps down the steep incline to 
Bear Creek again. We then took time 
out for a rest period and started for 
the ferry catching the 5.30 home.
Scouts Don and Jack McLennan com­
pleted their second class when they
Orders for the week ending April 
23 rd.
The Troop will parade in the Com­
munity Hall on Friday at 7.45 p.m., 
sharp, in full uniform.
Duty Patrol: Foxes.
♦ >9 ♦
A  practice of the songs and instru­
mental items for • the concert will be 
held at this meeting, and a reharsal of 
the play, so a good attendance is re­
quested, in spite of it being holidays.
At the regular weekly meeting, on 
Friday last, the attendance dropped to 
21, the lowest for some time, due no 
doubt to the fact that it was CJood Fri­
day, and ah oliday. The usual pro­
gramme of physical exercises, relays. 
Scout test work and Scout Law plays 
was run through. The Kangaroos 
maintain their lead in the competition, 
which has only one more week to run.
♦ i(» *
Patrol Competition Standing
Patrol Points.
Kangaroos ............     1773
Foxes ........................   1614
Seals ......... ...:...... ......................  1596
Beavers ........1............ ...............  1297
Eagles .........      1022
passed their, cooking test on this hike. 
Jack Noonan also passed his second 
class cooking test. Leii Wade, Jack 
Perry and Peter Harrison alaq passed 
their fire-lighting test.
For Sale
F U L L Y  M O D E R N  H O U S E  on Glenwood Ave­
nue, hot water heating, 4 bedrooms,, dining room, 
kitchen, living room and den, 2 open fireplaces. 
1 acre lot.
Price $ 3 , 5 0 0 - ® 0 »  reasonable terms.
Or will rent from April 15th at $30.00 a month.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Incorporated 1009
Phone 98 Phone 332
REMEMBER!
E ^ !  E g ^ !
You can do your part today by supporting 
the Hospital in its driye for eggs during
HOSPITAL EGG WEEK
E N D IN G  SA T U R D A Y , A P R IL  23
EGGS WILL BE ACCEPTED AS PAYMENT' ON ACCOUNTS 
— HELP YOURSELF AND THEM —
You may also leave them at these depots— .
D. K. GORDON’S or GORDON’S GROCERY.
! I
H O M E
B u i l d e r s
d
YOUR HOME >
with the reliable
JOHNS-MANVILLE 
ASBESTOS SHINGLES
They are thoroughly reliable 
and fully guaranteed by a 
company of high reputation, 
gained by 60 years of experi­
ence with roofing and other 
building materials.
S .  M .  S i t E i p s o i i s  L t d
LUMBER AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES 
PHONES — General Office, 312; Mill Office, 313 KELOWNA .
B E F O R I YO U  IN S U R E  -  C O N S U L T
CONFEDERATlOll UFE
i v s s o e i i V T i O N r
m HEAD OFFICE
".m.
TORONTO \
N .  E .  D A Y ,  E e p r e s e n ta t iv e ,  E E L O W N A
TIIUnSDAY, APRIL 21. 11)30 T H E  K E L O W N A  COURIER PAGE N IN E
Thu characters and situations in 
tills story are wholly llctional and 
imnj'inary and are not intended to 
liortruy any actual persons or 
events.
Last Issue: The Blakes met the Col­
ters and a sliot rings out of Fred Pot­
ter’s store. Omcer Burke sprints to 
the scene.
CHAPTER II
No more shots were lired, but Ofllcer 
Jim Burke cuuglit a glimp.se of frozen 
drama when he entered Potter’s store. 
Mutual surprise, astonishment, seemed 
to bo written on everyone’s face. Fred 
Potter came to life llrst,
“Now, now, Jim, it’s all right! It’s 
all right!’’ Fred greeted him. "'We juat 
hud a little—’’
"Tlie hell it is! I wisht I ’d killed him! 
I ’ll do it yet!" Paul Colter was al­
most shouting it. He struggled to be 
free, from his father and his sister who 
held him.
“Now. now, gentlemen—let’s all calm 
down—let’s all—’’
Fred Potter and Mr. Blake, Sr., were 
bustling about in a silly manner, both 
talking and both saying nothing that 
aided Officer Burke. Carolee Colter 
pleaded with her brother to be quiet.
The policeman made a quick and 
unexcited sUrvey of the situation, then 
addressed his remarks to a rather hand­
some, well-dressed but somewhat 
bloody young man sitting awkwardly 
on the floor.
“What about you, brother? You shot?
Who’s done what here, anyhow?”
Stuart Blake looked up. He nursed i ed the five pounds of chocolates.
your mime," tlie young man almost 
nuirniured, in liis confusion. “It was 
.ill my fauil. "I didn’t mean to be fresh 
when 1 railed you a j)retty nugget.” 
“You weren’t fresli.’
“Yes, I was. You said so. Anyhow 
it.s tlie wa.v we .say tilings, not what 
we say. that sounds awful sometimes.” 
“But you weren’t. It’s not an insult 
to call a girl pretty. We—we like it!” 
Slie smiled at him then. “I got mad be­
cause I—well, I have had some ad- 
vanlages that Paul and Silas haven’t 
and I won't have them embarrassed 
about it. 'riiey’re good to me. But 
they’re strange boys, men really. And 
we’re pretty desperate about money. I 
mean about this gold rhine. Father 
and the boys bought a map which 
man swore would locale it, and you 
called it a gold brick. I don’t know 
—I was glad enough for a change, but 
Paul and Silas are sensitive about it 
and—”
“I know. I pop off too much. I acted 
like a heel. Miss—”
But the girl didn’t supply a name. 
She just smiled again, turned and 
went away. The two Blakes, Officer 
Burke, even the cab driver, watched 
her re-enter Potter’s store.
“Doggone!” exclaimed the officer, 
“Nothing illegal about that! Her family 
may be from th’ sticks, but th’ girl 
—she shines!”
Five minutes later a drugstore boy 
brought a box of candy into Potter’s 
and presented it to Carolee. “Swell 
looking feller, miss,” the boy announc­
ed. “Said to tell you he was very very 
sorry, ma’am.”
Carolee coloured a little, then open-
his chin in the palm on his hand. Blood 
dripped between his fingers. But he 
gazed at the policeman and grinned.
“Listen, officer,” said he. “don’t ever 
kid q stranger about hunting for gold. 
Might touch a sore spot. And especi­
ally don’t make a pass at his pretty 
sister.”
“Who you been kiddin’?”
Not Stuart Blake’s, but a feminine 
voice, answered the officer.
“He was not kidding!” spat out Caro­
lee. “He was insulting! He got to 
mocking my brother, as if he were a 
yokel. It’s he that ought to be arrested, 
not Paul.”
“Paul now, who’ll he be?” asked Of­
ficer Burke.
“Wait—wait a minute— I^’ll tell the 
whole story, Jim!” Fred Potter had 
collected his wits. “It was what you 
might call an accident. Won’t do to 
have a mess in this store. Everybody’s 
guilty, nobody’s guilty. Blake, here, 
called this man ‘Si’ and acted smart 
without reason, right enough. Happens 
the man is named Silas, and ‘Si’ is a 
sore point with him.
“His brother, Paul, is quick-temper- 
'ed—gosh, man, you’re a fool to be 
shooting like that!—and when Silas 
cut Blake with his fist, Paul jumped 
up and accidentally knocked over his 
rifle. It went off but done no harm. 
T can testify to this accident at head­
quarters, Jim; that is, if Blake here 
sees to it that glass is paid for.”
, Officer Burke has been on that beat 
as long as Fred has been in that store. 
They understood each other.
“ Fred, you’re a damned liar, but I 
believe you! Accident it is. But what’s 
the girl to do with this?”
“Nothing., She was just—”
But young Blake interrupted here. 
“Yes, she had, officer,” said Stuart. 
“ She saved my life! That rifle was 
aimed—I mean it was accidentally fall­
ing right at me when she jerked it 
aside!” _;
“Yeah? Thought you told rrie you 
was gettin’ fresh with her?”
“I was. But I . didn’t mean it. A ll T 
said was, ‘You’ve got one pretty nug­
get in the family already.’ Her bro­
ther took it wrong. I ’m sorry, gentle­
men. and I apologize. I butted in on 
your affairs! I ’m good at that,‘ but I 
don’t oiften get shot at for it.”
Then Stuart \yalked over, to Silas 
Colter and offered to shake hands.
' Silas only glared, motionless. Paul, too, 
was openly hostile. Hatred Shone in 
his eyes. For the Colter brothers, 
young Blake epitomized all that they 
had come to despise. Clannish, unre­
fined, surly, they distrusted anybody 
who clung nearer the other end of the 
social scale.
“Well j —it’s all I can say, now.”
' Stuart was obviously embarrassed. This 
was his first experience at having an 
apology refused. And he, too. was out 
of his accustomed setting. He dropped 
his hand and stared helplessly at the 
Colters. ^
BleSsed be the peacemakers, and 
Fred Potter is one of them. In 10 sec­
onds he had separated the two groups, 
had the Blakes going toward the door 
and the Colters huddled near the stove 
in silence. Only , Carolee Colter’s eyes 
followed the Blakes.
She wore a queer expression as she 
watched them go out. Her face was 
flushed, and lovely. Abruptly she 
glared a moment at her two brothers, 
then with no explanation she herself 
hastened out the door.
The Blakes were entering a taxi­
cab. They had paid Officer Burke two 
fifty-dollar bills for the glass, the old 
gentleman adding a ten-spot “ for 
court costs," with a pat on Jim Burke’s 
shoulder. Jim saluted his thanks re­
spectfully and was about to leave when 
Carolee came up. .
“Mr. Blake. I just wanted to say that 
il’s all right,” she was flushed, but de­
termined. “Paul shouldn’t have acted 
like that, and—well, whenever any­
body apologizes, it’s all right!”
Nobody spoke for a moment. j
“See? See?” Fred Potter was as elat­
ed as if the candy had come for him. 
“What’d I tell you? Everything’s all 
right! Nice young man, that Blake. 
Meant no harm. You folks’ll prob’ly be 
seeing them again. Didn’t they say 
they was going up in the mountain, 
too?”
The Colter men glared at the candy, 
but they said nothing. Other people 
had come in, and the Colters were ill 
at ease under so much attention. The 
old man herded his family back out 
to their rattly car.
A half hour later, when the store had 
cleared momentarily of customers, 
Fred Potter said to his assistant man­
ager, “ Danged if I know what it is, 
but there’s something about Supersti­
tion Mountain, that breeds trouble. It 
dogs everybody that starts up there 
Look at them people this morning.” 
“It’s the Indians’ curse on gold,” the 
assistant quoted sonorously, yet half 
seriously. “Me,. I ain’t going up there.’’
CHAPTER III
At Apach Junction, 36 miles from 
Phoenix, the Colters took the left and 
moved along the road that skirts the 
north base of Superstition Mountain 
The father had made some inquiries 
learning that squatters would be tol­
erated -for a time almost anywhere 
along the mountain slopes. This was 
part of a national forest. They pulled 
oft the main road and drove nearly 
six miles across - the gently sloping 
desert.
When they ma camp for the night 
they were at thi' foot of a cliff that 
must' have been 1,000 feet straight .up 
It somehow awed theni, shrinking 
them to animated minutiae and mak­
ing their khaki tent a mere brown 
speck in the forest.
Carolee threw back her head and 
shouted “HELLO-O-O,” but they were 
too close for an echo.
“Cain’t you help cook no supper? 
her father demanded.
They stayed there three days, while 
the men searched for a more permart 
ent campsite. They wanted to get in 
deeper, and they eventually decided 
to hide the car among shrubbery, buy 
horses which they would need anyway, 
and pack everything up to a high, flat, 
green mesa which they had discovered. 
It would save much chmbing on their 
daily trips and.. incidentally,: get them 
away frona possible snoopers: the Col 
ters, save for Carolee, were never so 
ciable. least of all were they likely to 
be so when hunting for gold.
Toward evening of their third day 
in the temporary camp, however, they 
had a visitor. He came unannounced 
and uninvited. Over his hunched 
shoulders draped’ a colourful blanket. 
He was hatless, his hair exceedingly 
long. Carolee knew him at once to be 
an Indian.
He grinned ever so little, took rather 
elaborate notice of the food that was 
cooking, and" sat down near the camp­
fire without saying a word.
“ How do you do?” greeted Carolee, 
staring at him uneasily.
“Unh.”
His grunt indicated that formalities 
were over. The Colter men arrived 
soon after, but they had no suggestion 
to offer about their guest. To be sure, 
they could have thrown him out, but 
that didn’t seem advisable for a num­
ber of reasons. He only grinned meag- 
erly at any attempts to converse with 
him. . .
In time the meal was ready, and the 
Indian didn’t wait. He reached his 
fingers into every pot and helped him­
self generously, before the Colters 
had served themselves. Nobody said 
anything, but Carolee was enjoying 
the little comedy immensely, especially 
the obvious discomfiture of her father 
and brothers. Neither she nor they 
knew what was going on, but she was 
not taking it seriously. She felt safe 
with her folks there.
When he had eaten—or rather gorged 
—the Indian announced himself offic-
Stuart looked at her in surprise. Un- ally, 
expectedly he was receiving, not O f-i “My name . . . Percy,” said he. halt- 
fering. an apology. j ingly.
She woi-e her best, but she was,not, All the Colters laughed a little at 
dressed well. Nevertheless, her coat Uhat,. and Carolee asked how he got 
and her hat were becoming. . Bobbed that name.
curls peeped out; honey-coloured, col-i “White man in sore,” he said. “He 
legiate curls. Carolee offered sharp no like Horse-With-Crooked-Tail. What
contrast to the others of her family. 
“Sure! Sure, Miss—I didn’t learn
you do here?’
This took a moment of thinking. Ev­
idently he had another name, and some 
American trader had lacked Percy on 
to it. Carolee decided. She elected to 
answer for her family.
“We are camping here, but we will 
move tomorrow, Mr.—er—Percy.” 
“Where you go?”
“Away up there—see?—up in the 
mountain.”
Percy shook his head ominously 
“Bad,” he declared.
“Bad? How .so?”
“Umnih.” He pointed dramatically at 
a skyline to the' westward. It wa.s 
silhouetted then in the .sunset, jagged 
with thousands of small boulders, fan­
tastically shaped, like soldiers in a 
broken, irregular row. “Little Men,” 
rumbled Percy.
Everyone studied the formations.
“By george, they do look like peo­
ple!” agreed old man Colter. Some of 
them had faces, some wdre hats, some 
were, leaning, but they were aptly 
named.
“You mean—they were while peo­
ple, and were turned to stone?” Caro­
lee asked him.
“Unh.” His grunt was affirmative this 
time. He arose slowly as if to go, 
eyeing the last of the food longingly. 
They all looked at him.
Suddenly Carolee entered the tent 
and came back with her box of candy, 
politely offering it to him. It was the 
large box from Stewart Blake, still 
more than half full.
Percy eyed it a moment, theh his face 
shone. He reached out for a piece or 
two. but childishly took the entire 
box.
Carolee was taken aback, and the 
guffaws of her two brothers didn’t 
help any; but she didn’t try to retrieve 
her candy. Percy sat down for another 
gastronomic orgy.
Carolee had been lonely for almost 
any sort of company, and Percy was 
amusing. He seemed to visit strangers; 
he might—maybe—maybe he’d visited 
some other white people. She set in to 
question him. She didn’t know it, but 
she couldn't have made friends better 
with Percy had she deeded him a 
whole ranch; the average Indian will 
sell anything for candy.
“Have you been to other white peo­
ple’s camps?” she asked.
He nodded, still eating.
“Do you know some people named 
— n^amed Blake? Two men? A  father 
and son? "Where are they?”
He appeared bewildered at this.
“One white man has big shoulders 
—so,” she measured generously, “and 
has deep brown eyes, He—” Carolee 
remembered her audience and stopped 
abruptly. She even blushed a trifle! 
Percy didn’t notice, but after a bit he 
spoke again.
“You wantum gold?” he asked.
“Eh?” Old man Colter perked up at 
this.
“ You like get gold?” He motioned, 
in suggestion, to the mountain.
‘‘Yas, yas we do, boy,” said Mr. Col 
ter. “The’s gold up here, ain’t the’? 
You know anything about it?’
“Unh.” Percy appeared totally ig­
norant. Mr. Colter tried several niore 
tacts, doing his best to get information 
from Percy, but enjoyed no success. 
Once Percy pointed again to the Little 
Men, and finally he arose again to 
leave them. He didn’t bother to say 
goodby, he departed as unceremoni­
ously as he had arrived.
“That Redskin mighta knpwed some­
thing,” commented old man Colter, 
“but dang his tight hide, he won’t tell.”
“Acts like he’s dumb, to me,” said 
Paul, and Silas nodded. Mrs. Colter 
took no part in the conversation. She 
rarely said anything in fact; she was 
a dutiful nonentity, long since squelch­
ed by circumstance:
“He didn’t know nothin’,” Silas 
guessed. “There was Redskins in these 
mountains, but not lately. I asked 
about it at that filling station. Th’ 
Reds massacred a big gang of Spani­
ards in here bncet. Th’ Spaniards 
worked a mine. But that was a hun 
dred years or so ago, the man said. 
This Percy wouldn’t a been bom. He’s 
just full of superstition. That’s how 
come the mountain got its name, 
likely.”
This seemed to be a logical summary 
of the situation. The three men turned 
their conversation to Carolee.
“First time I ever see a man call 
on a gal and takp candy away from 
her,” Silas teased. All three of them 
laughed at and with her. '
Then Paul Colter put in a sour note.
He was the most sullen member of 
the family.
“Seems like you’re plenty interested 
in this fellow Blake, Sis. Couldn’t you 
think of no more questions to ask 
about him?”
Her temper flashed quickly then. 
“What if I did ask about him?” she 
challenged. “He’s the only man who’s 
been decent to me since I left school. 
And you even tried to kill him. You’ve 
dragged mother and me a thousand 
miles from home and stuck us up on 
mountain. Do you think I want to 
be a hermit?”
Nobody answered immediately. None 
of the other Colters could keep con­
versational pace with Carolee, whom 
they loved in a strange fashion, enough 
to have sent her through a junior col­
lege, and who had grown too far away 
from them. Old man Colter renewed 
a chew of tobacco, laboured at it and 
spat.
“We are up here after gold,” he re­
minded her, laconically. “Courtin’ 
don’t figger in this.”
(To Be Continued)
COAST WOMAN 
TO CONDUCT 
COOKING CLASS
Margaret Henderson, Of Vancou­
ver Province, 'Will Be In Charge 
Of Two-Day School Here
Women of Kelowna who are inter­
ested In modern cooking methods and 
practical household suggestions will be 
interested to know that they will have 
the opportunity to again hear Margaret 
Henderson, well known home econom­
ics expert of the Vancouver Daily Pro­
vince,
Mrs. Henderson will conduct classes 
in Kelowna for two days, Saturday, 
April 30th, and Monday, May 2nd, in, 
the Oddfellows Hall, Ellis Street. Clas­
ses will commence at 2 p.m.
The school is made possible through 
Jhe co-operation of the Canadian Gen­
eral Electric Company I.,td. and the 
Household Service Department of the 
Vancouver Daily Province. Classes 
.will be conducted along identical lines 
I with those hehl once a w« ek in the 
I Daily Province Modern Kitchen in 
I Vancouver, and will embrace many 
new and pr.'ietieal ideas dev<*loped by 
thi.s popular cooking laboratory. Re­
cipes are kejjt as simjile and economi­
cal as possible so that they may be of 
use in every home.
Be sure to make a jioint of attending 
these clas.ses. You will be pleased and 
interested and eager to try some of the 
delicious dishes which Mrs. Henderson 
will prepare during her demonstration. 
You will be given many new ideas and 
above all, be taught the correct method 
of cooking which gives perfect and 
uniform I’osulls. The demonstration of 
cake and pastry making alone is one 
which will interest ever.v woman who 
is anxious to make light and fluffy
cukes and flaky pjistry.
Bring paper and pencil with you for. 
altliough the new free cook book of 
tested recipes will be distributed, you 
will jirobably want to make notes of 
Interesting information .with which 
Mrs. Henderson sujiiilements her cook­
ing lessons.
Free Drawing For Wa.slicr
Those attending the classes will be 
given an entry form which, when filled 
in, will entitle them to a free chance 
to win a beautiful new General Elei- 
tric Washer. 'J'he G-E washer will be 
drawn for at the conclusion of the 
Cooking School’s tour throughout B. 
C.. and the drawing will be open to all 
women attending a cla.ss in any one of 
the seven or eight cities visited.
In addition to the gland prize a 
daily drawing will be held at which 
the delicious foods prepared by Mrs. 
Henderson will be given away. Both 
drawings will be absolutely free, and 
of course there is no charge for the 
classes.
COULDN'T EAT 
COULDN'T SLEEP
Now Free of Ikul Liver ami Kidncgr 
Trouble and Feelliifl Fine
Here’* MwIlKir ymmtm 
who felt terrible until 
the fouiu] how to get 
back appetite, de^  
aeuiidly, and aecun 
new healtli. Mra. A. 11- 
'‘Iliad veara of Iher 
headaches — bowda 
trouble lea
appetite-
gave me cramps. 1 tried Fniit-a-tives end 
my health greatly improTcd.” Tliese famem 
fruit juice, herh, and tonic tablets cleaaea 
and tircngllicn the liver, help aleinach, kUL 
neyt, inictlinct. Troubles go. Health nuttl 
improve. ZSc. and 50c. All druggitit.
Montreal, write*, 
complaint and dixzy 
irregular, crippled with kidney 
-no —no sleep. Many laxathaa
T R Y  T H E  C O U R IB R  C L A S S IF IE D  A D a
Ford V-8 2-ton and U/z-ton Trucks 
ore bringing’ truck owners and op­
erators a  new le^on in Economy. 
They are showing that work done 
. . .  time consumed . . . and hours 
in service are of primary importance 
in measuring the efficiency of a  
truck.
In 1938 more than ever the Ford 
Trucks do more work, in less time.
make it possible to carry maximum 
loads with maximum safety, and 
with low fuel consumption. And the 
Ford Engine Exchange Plan slashes 
the time the truck is out of service 
for repairs and cuts repair costs.
Ford Economy is on established 
facti proved on the cost-sheets of 
thousands of companies in every 
line of business. That's why there 
at lower cost. From first cost on, were more new Ford V-8 Trucks
TRUCK ENGINE
In the 2-ton fruekt, thh tamout truck-type en­
gine develops 95 horsepower. Because of the 
broad range of speeds over which It makes high 
torque available ItSO to 170 foot-pounds I If Isa  
truly One engine for highway hauling. It Is 
equally good tor such tough service as dump 
truck work. This engine develops 85 horsepower 
In IVs-ton trucks.
they bring you Economy all the 
way.
The speed and power of the V-8 
truck-type engine provide the quick 
ge ta w a y s  and h igh  sustained  
speeds vital to efficient perform­
ance. Chasas_^eagn/^i^^  
teriols and correct load distribution
sold last year than any other make. 
That's why your Ford dealer invites 
you to discover Ford Economy for 
yourself. See him today and ar­
range for on "on-the-job" test—with 
your own driver, and your own 
loads, over your own routes. No 
cost. No obligation to buy.
N e w  1 9 3 8
F o r d  V -8  F e a t u r e s
★  New  styling lor all u^ts.
★  More comfortable cabs — 3 inches
more head room—hondsome new 
interior trim—softer seat cushions.
-k N ew  134-inch wheelbase, with 60- 
inch cob-to-axle measuremient — 
improved load distribution.
-A* For 134-incb and 157-inch trucks, 
new  standard frame width.
•A-Quicker slopping brakes.
i r  N ew  larger spindles.
-fk Easier steering — new roller typo 
with 18-inch wheel.
■1^7.50-20 dual tire and wheel equip­
ment available at extra cost.
1 9 3 8  F O R D  V - 8 2 - T O N  A N D  1^ - T O N  T R O O C S  A N D  C O M M E R C I A L  C A R S
C l e a n s  D i r t y  H a n d s
O R C H A R D  C IT Y
B E R N A R D  A V E .
FORD SALES AND SER¥ICE
P H O N E  352 K E tO W lilA , B.G.
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It's N o  Sorpm e Tbat 
You’ re C o n s ^ a lc d !
I f constipation has you bog(i^ 
down so you fool tired, suidc. all 
played out-lt*s tlmo you osked 
yourself some questional
W hat have you had to cat 
lately? Just meat, brood, cgip, 
potatoes? It’s no sunirlso youTo 
constipated I Tlio ciumcos aro 
you don't get enough “bulk." And 
' '^bulk" doesn't mean a lot of food. 
It's u kind of food that Isn't con­
sumed In tho body, but leaves a 
soft "bulky" moris In the Intes­
tines and helps a bowel move­
ment.
If this Is what you lack, your 
tlekot Is crisp crunchy Kellogg's 
AU-Dron for breakfast every day. 
It contains tlio “bulk” you need 
plus Nature's groat Intestinal 
tonlo, vitamin B|.
Eat All-Uran ovoiy day, drink 
plenty of waten and toko a now 
lease on llfol All-Bran Is made by 
Kellogg In London, Ontario. Sold 
by every grocer.
PLUMBING 
LICENSING 
DISCUSSED!
Plumbers Must Have Special Lic­
ence— Question Of The Public 
Health
The rec|ue.st for u plumbing licence 
by the Bennett Hardware Company 
provoked a lengthy discus.sion in tho 
city council meeting on April 11.
Alderman .Sutherland expres.sed hhn- 
■self a.s of the opinion that the licens­
ing .situation wa.s getting beyond con­
trol and tliat .some means .sliould be 
taken to curtail it. He poititcd out 
tliat :i trade by-law permitted a man 
to .sell anything but that a plumber 
required a special licence.
Alderman Pettigrew pointed out that 
the plumber was similar to the elec­
trical cojitractor. It was nece.ssary to 
see that qualified men installed the 
plumbing for the sake of the public 
healtli.
Mayor Jones stated tliat it was im­
perative that ati authorized person be 
responsible for plumbing installation.
Too much faulty plumbing hod been Journalists all over Canada have hailed
MAKING CANADA
A  B e t t e r  P l a c e  in  W h i c h  t o  L i v e  a n d  W o r k
A Series of Letters from Uisthigiilslicd Caiiadiaas on Vital Problems 
AfTcctlng the Future Welfare of Canada
Specially Wrillen for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association.
Lust year, publisliers of weekly 
newspapers across Canada honoured 
George W. .lames of The Bowmanville 
Statesman with the presidency of the 
Canadian Weekly Newspaper Assoeiu- 
tlori. In keeping with his desire to give 
constructive leadership to this organ­
ization and to be of service to it us 
well as Canada as a whole, he wrote 
to two score of the Dominion’s leaders 
in government, religion, education, in­
dustry, finance, and business. In each 
case he sought their opinions as to 
Canada's greatest needs and the man­
ner in wlilch those needs should be 
met.
To each he put ju.st one question: 
“Wliat can tlie editors of weekly news 
papers do to make Canada a better 
place in which to live and work'/" The
by tlie rural weekly papers. I still 
read Uiein. Tliese publications, being 
rural, are read to u greater extent, for 
the number of copies issued, than any 
oilier class of puper.s.
You liuve asked me far suggestioiis, 
and without giving the matter careful 
thought, the suggestions that come first 
to rny mind are as follows:
1. To encourage the highest regard 
for government, for law and tho en­
forcement of law.
2. That you urge tho election, to our 
different government botlles, men and 
women of the highest character and 
whose purpose will be to servo the 
people of this country unselfishly and 
to tlio best of Uieir ability.
such as salesmen, to whom time means j 
money.
Any effort to Instllute a more reli­
able ferry service is liearllly lauded j 
by me.
Your truly,
JAMES DUNCAN. I
HKIO.
M.S. I IIOPE-A-IIOPE
Okunagun Centre, April f 
Dear Sir,
I am submitting my name for the I 
ferry, which is: The "M.S. I Ilope-n- 
Hope," and the reiison for this Is as 
follows: I hope it Is not going to be
full when I arrive at the dock, and I 
hope it gets me there and buck safely, 
and I hojie I have enougli money to | 
pay for it, and it does not leave with­
out me.
Your truly,
WILLIAM P. PIXTON.
replies of these distinguished gentle- seek to control government for a sel-
EMPUESS OF KELOWNA
* R.R.2, Kelowna.
Dear Sir,
The name I would like to give to j 
this Kelowna ferry is the “Empress of j 
Kelowna,” because it is a name which 
I no other boat has and, that tho word, 
the other hand endc"a~vo~ur’ to break common in all ferries,
down political organizations wliich | Your truly,
LUIGA BARRERA.
men have been studied since by the 
editorial committee of the as.sociation.
Rolp improve your personality 
with Wrfgley's Gum. Keep your 
teeth white, breath sweet, by 
using healthful Wrigley's Gum 
daily— as millions do. The chil­
dren also love the delicious re­
freshing flavor of Wrigley’s Double 
Mint. Take some home today, cs-ss
installed in the city by inconapetent 
men and there must be some means of 
control. However, in tho present case, 
the council wa.s only dealing with one 
case and not discussing the by-law 
whicli left it no other recourse than 
to insist upon a plumbing licence being 
taken out.
The council appeared to be adamant] 
in its opinion that control of plumbing 
was desirable and essential. It had no] 
objection, however, for a man digging 
his own connection to the sewerage 
system as long as a licence plupaber 
installed the traps, etc.
The Bennett Hardware had applied 
for a plumbing licence for T. R; Lew- 
ers, one of its employees.
these answers as a most constructive 
contribution toward the solution of 
many of tho country’s present day 
probl9ms.
Commencing on this page this issue 
we are publishing each week one of 
these letters. We believe that our 
readers will see in these letters the
fish purpose and not for the benefit of | 
the people at large.
3. To encourage people to be self-1 
supporting and to live within their | Dear
means, and wherever possible, to ac­
cumulate. I see no reason for the ex­
tensive dole that seems to exist, not j 
only in our country, but other coun­
tries. There is as good aa opportunity 
today to make a living in Canada as 
there has been any time in the past.
M.S.
Sfr,
FERRY DECEPTIVE
R.R.1 Kelowna.
Commends Weekly 
Newspapers
The “ Courier" For Fine Commercial Printing
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Continent
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vou are ownership- - ^
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can transform
T h e  M a n a g e r  o f  o u r  
branch nearest yea  tv ill 
be g lad  t o  discuss y ou r  
B o rn e  Im p r o v e m e n t  
lo a n a t  any tim e . Ask 
f o r  book le t, ‘ 'Loans fo r  
B orne Im provem en ts ."
T H E
R O Y A L  B A N K O F  C A N A D A
KetOWNA BRANCH - - - F. J. WILUS, Manager
tremendous value that others have I As a matter of fact; I think present 
seen in them. The Canadian Printer conditions are more favourable, 
and Publisher, Toronto, a trade mag- 4. That we secure and maintain an 
azine, describes these letters as “valu- export market. Canada is naturally 
able documents of authoritative obser- an export country and our success de- 
vation." That, in truth is what they pends largely on our efforts along these 
are, for they are written by men who | lines,
5. To build an export market, we ] 
rnust compete in quality, price and ser­
vice. To compete in price we must
Ihave competitive costs, tlterefore, low 
1 costs for the basis of our success.
6. That you encourage a better un­
derstanding between the rural and
I urban districts. Each' of these districts 
are depending on the other. It is only 
through intelligent planning and close 
co-operation of fuTal and city people 
that we can achieve the best results.
7. That you use your best efforts to 
[ eliminate waste, which is ruining this 
country and has put it into a serious 
condition through unnecessary debt.
I The two major sources of waste are 
I the Canadian Natiorial Railway and the 
multiplicity of governments and the 
I unnecessary number of people employ- 
I ed by these governments.
Canada must do a better job than 
I she has done in the recent past if we 
are to meet our obligations and to re­
duce our taxes and get a greater stab­
ility among our people.
Yours very truly, ‘
C. H. CARLISLE, 
President, Dominion.Bank.
I should like to suggest, as a name 
for the ferry: “M.S. Very Deceptive” or 
“M.S. Ferry Deceptive,”
I feel that though it is meant to be 
a ferry, it most certainly is nol:. You 
get taken over or are left watching, 
with no ferry on any scheduled time 
to do its duty.
Your truly,
Mrs. ETHEL GARDNER,
M.S. KATCraFUCAN
Kelowna, April 9, 1938.
Dear Sir,
I suggest the name of our ferry 
should be M.S. “Katchifucan,” for you 
always feel you MUST catch the darn­
ed thing or be stranded.
Your truly,
H. G. M. GARDNER.
OLD HAS BEEN
P.O. Box, 949, Kelowna.
Dear Sir,
My first is in Fatal,
My second in End,
My third is in raspbeRry,
My four is in fRiend,
My fifth is in Yesterday 
Definitely past,
Why not name me “Old Has Been,’ 
I surely can’t last.
I Your truly,
R. W. LUPTON.
1938.
M.S. AMELIO-ARABELL
Westbank, April 9,
Dear Sir,
I  would dub the tub, “M.S. Amelio- 
Arabell.^—^Ameliorable.
Your truly,
JOHN Wm. HANNAM.
C. H. CARLISLE,
President, Dominion Bank.
are leaders in their own particular 
j sphere of activity, successful men who 
have risen to the top by the force of 
[ their own ability and personality.
Among the leaders of our country 
j whose letters will appear from week 
to week are included: Sir Edward
—More About-----
DUBBING 
THE TUB
From Page 1, Column 1
________  have come to The Courier’s attention.
Beatty, President of the Canadian"pa-| a few more along the same
line of thought:
g e n e r a l  SLOCUM '
R.R.1 Kelowna.
Dear Sir,
I would like to suggest the name of j 
“General Slocum” as a dub the tub! 
I name. It is in general use and is al­
lways slow in coming.
Your truly,
PEGGY MILLS.
M.S. NIL DESPERANDUM
V R.E.l, Rutland.
cific Railway; S. J. Huhgerford, Presi­
dent, Canadian National Railways;
Col. J. B. Maclean, Fourider of the 
Maclean Publishing Company; S. H.
Logan, Past President of the, Canadian I Dear Sir,
Bankers’ Association; C. H. Carlisle, In the matter of selecting a title for 
President of the Dominion Bank; W. R. our much-abused ferry-boat, the gen- 
Campbell, President, Ford Motor Com- oral idea seems to be' that the title 
pany; T. A. Russell, President, Massey-I should be something which emphasizes 
Harris Co.; C. L . , Burton, President, its complete unsuitability. Tnadequate’
Robert Simpson Co.; His Excellency tthe editorial inspiration) though aptly I Dear Sit,
THE STILLINGFLEET
Dear Sir,
Woodlawn, Kelowna, April 4, 1938.
I suggest the ferry be given the name ] 
The Stillingfleet”, the reason being,
I believe the lady of that name did so 
much for the Okanagan VaUey.
Your truly,
MkS. C. H. PITT.
M.S. SUPERANNUATED
Kelowna, April 9, 1938.
the Cardinal Villeneuve of Quebec, I and sufficiently comprehensive, strike's 
head of the Roman Catholic Church in me as being, perhaps, a trifle bald.
Canada; V. R. Smith, General Manager, i To it ‘pep’—or even ‘zing’ (a Holly- 
Confederation Life Assurance Com- wood product, which, according to all 
pany; A. A. Dysart, Premier of New j accounts, puts mere ‘pep’ Completely 
Brunswick; W. J. Patterson, Premier jin the shade, being, as I understand, 
of Saskatchewan; T. D. Pattullo^ Pre- the very quintessence of ‘itness’) that | successor, 
mier of British Columbia; Rev. Dr. r ; is lacking?
P. Bowles, ex-Chancellor of Victoria Yet to attack a ‘peppy’ or ‘zingish’
University; B. W. Coghlin, ex-President, j title to a hulk which is being generally
I  beg to submit a name for the ferry 
which I  think may be suitable.
M.S. Superannuated, as her days of 
coihplete usefulness are past and phys­
ically speaking she can soon fold her 
hands and watch the progress of her
Your truly,
MISS E. M. O’REILLY.
Canadian Manufacturers’ Association; j condemned for not being up to its job 
James A. Richardson, Chancellor, j would be perhaps considered too in- 
I Queen’s University; J: S. Woodsworth, j consistent. Anyway, you’ll probably I Dear Sir,
M.S. MALEDICTION
Winfield, R.R.1 April 13, 1938.
Leader of the C.C.F.; Rev. Dr. Hugh j get hundreds of these titles to choose 
Munroe, Moderator, the Presbyterian [ from, if you care, and so—I’ll explore 
Church in Canada; Rt. Rev. Peter other channels.
Bryce, D.D., Moderator, United Church Now, considering that some twenty 
of Canada; A. M. Miller, Director of | years ago when it was built, this un-
Advertising, Chrysler Corporation of | fortunate ferry-boat of ours proved t o ___^____ __  __ ______ _
Canada; Dr. Horace L. Brittain, Direc- be quite adequate and now today is | keeps tourists away from the v^ley; 
tor. Citizens’ Research Bureau of Can- found to be quite the reverse—this | so costly, 
ada; B. W. K^ightley, President, Asso- ®oly shows that all the people who 
ciation of Canadian Advertisers; Har-1 are suffering on this account (Yes, I
say ‘suffering- for
I herewith dub the Kelowna ferry 
“M.S. Malediction,” because it is a 
curse to all who travel in the valley. 
It interferes with business; so the cause 
of niuch loss of valuable time; so in­
adequate for the amount of traffic;]
T U E S D A Y  7 P.M .
"FROM me
HEART O F  m P lR F ”
Trans-Atlantic Broadcast
B E V E R L E Y
B A X T E R
from London, England
CKOV
Alto TOUR OfeNERAL MOTORS DIAIBR
C U R R E N T  BEST SEL- 
"»LERS A N D  R EN TE R S
R E A D  
T H E M  for lOc
“THE LAURELS ARE CUT 
DOWN” —Archie Binns.
(Author of “Lightship.” ) 
“STAR RISING”
—Clarence Buddington Kelland. 
“ACTS OF BLACK KNIGHTS” 
—Kathleen Moore Knight. 
“THE CURIOUS HAPPENINGS 
OF THE ROOK LEGATEES”
—^E. Phillips Oppenheim. 
“WHERE DO I GO FROM 
HERE” —Roger Benton.
(The autobiography of a forger)
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Agents for Vancouver Sun.
LE SS  T H A N  T W O  
W E E K S  T O
F i s l i i i i g
S e a s o n
W hy row when you can 
get an
OUTBOARD
MOTOR
That will fit in the back 
seat of your car.
E L T O  P A L —  $C7.00
weighs only 14 lbs. ®
J O H N S O N  S IN G L E
1938 M.S. Model; $gC.OO  
weighs only 17 lbs. U v
SEE US FIRST  
and you’ll receive 
guaranteed satisfaction.
SPURRIER’S
“The. Sportsman’s Headquarters”
old M. Gully, Vice-President, Silver 
wood’s Toronto Dairy, Limited; Geo. S. 
Hougham, Secretary, Retail Merchants’ 
Association of Canada; Frank Pender- 
gast, Assistant to the President, Imper­
ial Oil Limited; W. A. R. Kerr, Presi­
dent, University of'Alberta; John C. 
Kirkwood, Sales Promotion and Fea­
ture Writer, Toronto; H. Napier Moore, 
Editor, Maclean’s Magazine; A. A. Mc­
Intosh, Editor-in-Chief, ■The Globe and 
Mail; Dr. A. R. Carman. Editor, Mont­
real Daily Star, and several others.
The subjects dealt with include the 
conduct of government, politics, reli­
gion, trade and commerce, social prob ­
lems. unemployment, problems of the 
home, education, health, insurance and 
other matters of national and individ­
ual importance.
In presenting them to our readers, 
we do so with the thought in mind 
that every Canadian should be vitally 
interested in the solution of the great 
problems that confront as, and we feel 
that individually we might be better 
equipped to do our part in bringing 
about a solution after having perused 
the letters of these great leaders in 
the life of our Dominion. The editor 
will welcome comments from readers 
on these letters from week to week. 
C)ften by free, frank and open discus­
sion many helpful points are brought 
to the surface not thought of at first, 
and from people wha seldom appear in 
the limelight.
Letter No. 1
Dear Sir,
I have just received your letter. You 
are in position to give a great servicq 
to Canada. I was raised on a farm 
and know the constructive work done
judging by the 
sounds of anguish it can be nothing 
else) are, after all. only enduring one 
of the penalties of progress or ^s one 
may say, ‘growing pains’! "Which fact, 
on reflection, should be of much com­
fort. Yes, sir! even more than much! 
For does it not show that business and 
trade are increasing by leaps and 
bounds? Yes sir! if such facts were 
only appreciated as they should be, 
prospective passengers, etc., waiting on 
thq wharf, instead of making the very 
air blue with profanity, would be 
leaping and bounding too, with joy. 
Yes sir—with joy—but after reflection, 
of course, only after reflection.
And so, seeing that the word ‘des­
perate’ is in evei-ybody’s mouth at the 
moment—-this—and reference to cer­
tain ‘stones’ unspecified which most 
emphatically must not be left unturned 
impel me to bid for, as a suitable 
title, ‘M.S. Nil Desper*andum’. Because 
I think that this title painted in bold 
white letters on the hull of our boat 
would offer, in a sense, an apology for 
the present state of things, combined 
vvith a hope for a better. Finally, if any 
one objects that the title itself is in 
a ‘dead’ language even ‘deader’ than 
the boat that bears it—well, then, what 
title could be more appropriate?
Your truly,
E. H. EMMENS.
Thanking you and your paper for 
giving the public the opportunity of 
airing their views on the travelling 
public’s No. 1 curse.
Your truly,
MRS. A. M. WILLIAMS.
Of the 42 highest mountain peaks in 
the United States,. 35 are in the state 
of Colorado.
FREDERICK JOUDRY 
Optometrist 
Phone 878 -  - Royal Anne Building
D. CHAPMAN & CO
LIMITRD
Haulaao Contractors. Wsrohouslng 
and Distributing. Wo specialise in 
Pnrnlturo Moving, Contract or Em­
ergent Fruit Hauling. Phono ZN
WE CUT KEYS
for any make of lock.
THOMSON MOTORS
P H O N E  22
KELOWNA STEAM 
LAUNDRY LIMITED
Phono 123
FLAT-WORK; per doz. 50o
T U T T ’S  
T a ilo r  S h op
PHONE 181
See Our Latest Samples in
Spring
Suitings
A G E N T  FO R
ROCK GAS
The Most Economical Fuel 
For Cooking
A. J. JONES
M A C H IN E  SH O P  
A N D  B O A T W O R K S
Phone 172 Water Street
Next to Power House
REFRIGERATION 
REPAIRS AND 
INSTALLATION
Walk-in Cooler Boxes, ice Cream 
Cabinets & Makers, Show Csses
THOMSON MOTORS
Phone 22
REFRIGERATION ENGINEERS
39-26d
STILL IN BUSINESS
Still in business in London is the 
successor of the firm that shipped tea 
to Boston for the historic “party” of 
1773.
To William Noe, San Francisco, is 
attributed the invention of the first va 
cuum cleaner, in 1905.
M.S. APRIL FOOL
Belgo, Rutland, April 1st, 1937. 
Dear Sir,
May I suggest on this appropriate 
day the name of M.S. April Fool. For 
that feiTy is certainly an ApriT Fool’s 
joke on those who are relying upon 
its prompt service and to those people.
SOFT DRINKS
A T  O UR  F O U N T A IN
5 c  10c
See Our Candy Specials —  
always fresh and inviting.
S A P P ’ S
CHOCOLATES
Take home some of these 
famous sweets. *
M E E T
50c
Y O U R  
—  at -
F R IE N D S
C h a p i i f t * s
Y ® i i  D o i i ’ t
G A M B L E
W H E N -—You purchase a B E G G  certified used car.
You Buy at PR ICES  
Based on V A L U E  !!
TODAY’S BEST BUYS
>3g P L Y M O U T H  B U S IN E S S  C O U P E
>30 D O D G E  B U S IN E S S  C O U P E
>35 FO R D  T O U R IN G  S E D A N
>35 D O D G E  T O U R IN G  S E D A N
>37 D O D G E  T O U R IN G  S E D A N
Also Coupes, Coaches and Sedans 
at very low prices.
BEGG MOTOR COMPANY LTD.
BERNARD AVENUE PHONE 232 KELOWNA
m
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Hither And 
---Yon---
MJy.s Shirley WIIIIk 1h apendiruj the 
Eji.ster holldnys with her parents Mi‘.
. and Mrs. F. J. Willis.
• • •
Mis.s Florence IvicCarlhy was u vl.si- 
. lor to Vernon on Good Friday.
• • w
M1.S.S Ozllva Marnnda left for Van-
1 couvcr on Friday cveniru?.‘ • ’w -•
Mr.s. AJ F. Grindon, Provincial Health 
Nurse, left for Vancouver on Friday 
• evening.
-• *• -•
Mr. and Mrs. William Woods accoin 
))anled by their grand daughter Miss 
Gladys Orsi left on Friday evening for 
Los Angeles where they plan to spend
several weeks holiday.• «
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parmley of 
Penticton were v isitors in Kelowna on 
Sunday.
• * «
Mrs. E. O. Hu^h es and her two 
daughters are visiting in Penticton this 
week.
STRANGE WEDDING  
PARTY IS SEEN! H i n t s  O n  F a s h i o n s
■by L IS B E T H -The Barfords Call On Mr. And
Mrs^ H. G. Bowser On Anni-| Stitched Leather Makes An Attractive Trimming For
Clothing Of Younger Members Of The Family
IJcIgc FIuiiiicl Coat With Leather Trim
versary
BON TON
The Fashion Parade
Mr. J. .T. Horn, Superintendent of the 
Canadian Pacific Railways at Revel- 
stoke, was a business visitor in town on 
Saturday.
« • «
Mrs. J. Grant Kinney accompanied by 
her daughter Betty left for the coast 
Friday evening on a two weeks holi­
day.
• • •
Mrs. “Tiny” Walrod was a tea hos­
tess last Thursday afternoon to a num­
ber of friends, at her home on Bertram 
Street.
« * m ■
Mrs. J. P. Hampton-Bole acompanied 
by her daughter left for the coast last
Wednesday evening.
• « *
Mr. J. P. Clarke left for Vancouver
last Wednesday evening.
« • •
Mr. J. Murphy of Vancouver was a 
business visitor in Kelowna last week.
Mr. C. A. Whitelock of the Cunard 
Steamship Line in Vancouver was a 
business visitor in Kelowna last week.
Miss Vivian Noble, who has been a 
member of the staff of the Kelowna 
General Hospital for the past year and 
a half left on Sunday for her home in 
'.Kamloops.
Candid cameras did not catch this 
scone, but the residents near the ilelds 
and byi)aths of Ethel street and Stock- 
well avetnrt! were amazed Tuesday 
evening at the unusual spectacle of a 
bridal parly wending its way across 
the fields.
The "bride,” in Jill her glory of veil 
and blossoms, carried a bouquet of 
carrots, and was accompanied by a 
very young groom and seemingly older 
flower girl. They turned out to be 
Mrs. A. W. Barford, with her son Den­
nis, as groom, and Mr. Barford as the 
(lower girl, calling at the home of Mr.s. 
J. B. Brown, .Stockwell Avenue, where 
her daughlor Mrs. H. G. Bowser and 
Mr. Bowser were celebrating their 25lh 
wedding anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowser were married 
at the First United Church, Kelowna, 
by Rev. Alex Dunn, on April 19, 101.3, 
and have lived in Kelowna practically 
ever since, with the main e.xception of 
the war years, when Mr, Bowser serv­
ed with the Gunners overseas.
panied by their daughter. Miss Olive 
Burns, left last week-erid for Vancou­
ver, where they will spend the sum­
mer. • Ji n
hour on Saturday afternoon 
home on Ethel Street.
• * •
The younger members of the family 
are always in the* front lanks of the 
spring paraders, atid they are a de­
lightful ajiijearing crew in their sjn ing 
finery—(he hope of the future.
Even though it was late this year, 
Easter was a bit chilly in northern 
climes. Therefore a fine light-weight 
wool wrap is in keeping and comfort­
able.
Suits and wraps for these youthful 
paraders are made in the same soft 
wools, in the same colours and with 
the same nice tailoring that is used on 
adults' fine garments.
Princess lines are important for the 
younger set as well ns for their elders, 
and a touch of contrasting trimming 
is very good too.
Wine coloured stitched leather is the 
trimming used so interestingly on this 
double-breasted coat of fine wool in 
light beige—a popular shade for women 
of every age this season.
Smooth fitted linos with a slight back 
dare are smartly highlighted by the 
leather facing of this coat—on pockets 
and high rounded collar, with small 
buttons of the same colour at the 
closing.
at her
Style Whimsies
, , Grosgrain bindings are being used
Mr. W. Forsy the spent the week-end I extensively on both coats and suits, 
in Kamloops. I * * • •
Baum marten or kolinsky scarfs will 
I drape many of the spring suits.
Mrs. O. Jennens had as her house 
guest for several days last week Miss 
Vivian Noble, prior to the latter’s de 
parture for Kamloops on Sunday,
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Chapin had as 
their house guest for several days last 
week Mr. Chapin’s sister Mrs. Harold 
Cribb of Vancouver.
Mrs. “Bob” Phinney of Penticton was
visitor in town last Wednesday.
Miss, Gwen Harding visited in Ver­
non on Good Friday.
Mrs. Bliss returned on Saturday 
morning from a holiday spent at the 
-coast.
Dr. C. D. Newby was a visitor to 
Wedatchee over the week-end.
Mrs. W. A. C. Bennett entertained 
her Sunday School class at the tea
, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Burns, accom-
Mr. Jerman Hunt of Nelson is a
business visitor in Kelowna this week.* * «
Mrs. A. C. Loosemore arrived on 
Thursday morning from a visit to the 
Coast. She was accompanied by her 
sister. Mr.s. J. C. Chamberlain, who 
will reside here with her.
*  *  *  '
Mrs. S. Ackroyd and Miss F. Mc- 
Roberts returned to their home in Van­
couver on Sunday after attending the 
Winter-Campbell nuptials here. Mrs.
F. W. Bowles, of Victoria, is remaining 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Camp­
bell until Friday of this week.
«! • *
Don Horton was a visitor to Pentic­
ton over the Easter week-end.
Doug Burden and Jack Davoren were
visitors to Kamloops last week-end, I bridge club on Tuesday evening at her
A pale pink felt hat bound with 
black ribbon, with a pink and black 
bird in the centre front, reflects the 
trend toward the large silhouette for 
summer.
* * *
Hydrangea blue and cornflower blue 
are important light blues for whole 
frocks to be worn under the navy or 
black tuxedo style summer wool coats.
l.*! ♦
Navy is not so popular as other col­
ours for girls’ coats and suits this 
season. The most important colour is 
roseberry, then aqua and cloud blue, 
and beige.
returning to Kelowna on Monday eve 
ning.
• a v
• n s P im m o M
EM M ESS
F R O M  F IN E S T  FRESH FR U IT S
and Dance
at —
C A N A D IA N  L E G IO N  
T H U R S D A Y , April 28
at 9 p.m.
Only for members of the 
Canadian. Legion and 
Women’s Auxiliary
37-2C
Fred Parker, of Kamloops, 
visitor to Kelowna on Sunday.
was a
Mr. and Mrs. Mort Paige, of Kam­
loops. visited Kelowna on Saturday
SniJlV" 5i£3i^
I home on Manhattan Beach.
nt ♦
The A.G.T.S. Club held its regular 
supper meeting last Thursday evening 
in the parlour of the United Church 
Hall with an attendance of thirty. A  
very interesting debate was held with 
the affirmative team winning by a
LOVELY SPRING 
WEDDING 0NI1__ 
YOUNG COUPLE
Grand Coulee Dam.
' * ■ ♦ *
Miss Claire Brunette returned home 
bn Monday after spending a month’s 
vacation visiting relatives in Cornwall 
and Gananoque. Ont.
Dyrke Reed, Jack Crane and 
Harris, of Rossland, were visitors in 
Kelowna over the Easter week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Tfeadgold were 
visitors to Penticton at the week-end, 
attending the wedding of Mrs. Tread- 
gold's brother, Michael Reid, to Miss 
K. Beasley, of Trail.
omy. Efficiency and Progress, Dictator­
ship is preferable to Democracy.” Mr. 
H. Mitchell and Dr. W. W. McPherson 
were the affirmative team’ and Mr. G. 
Barber and -Mr. Gordon Brown were 
the negative team. Community sing­
ing was led by Mr. H. Mitchell and 
Del and shuffleboard arranged by
Let’.s spend a little time eonsideriiifj | 
tlie latest trend in footwear and in 
handbags—two of tlie most important | 
items in any wardrobe.
Of course, the average American 
suppose.s that sensible footgear for the 
customary early Canadian spring would 
be a pair of hip-boots or at least hij.jh 
lumberjack bools but the ladies de-1 
finitely don’t think so and conseciuently i 
a colourful array in a wide variety of | 
styles have been introduced to meet j 
with the demands of the fair sex.
The first rules are: be comfortable, | 
be colourful.
There is no otlier word for it, the j 
new shoes are pretty!! As colourful | 
and gay as tulips, as soft and pliantly 
fitted as a suede glove. Suede and i 
patent leather combined are “tops” 
lor shoe fabrics, in delectable pastel [ 
shades, vivid and interesting.
The shoes are planned for special | 
occasions and frocks, and most of them 
have handbags to match. Sometimes | 
there’s a scarf in the same tones or a j 
pair of suede gloves.
For morning, there are brilliant san- I 
dais in cloth fabric.s—canvas, linen, or | 
the new slub weaves. These are Ro- | 
man striped or printed with the design 
of your floral ribbon-patterned dress. 
The vamp is high, by the way—and | 
the sandal toeless.
For shopping in town there are i 
simply dozens of suitable shoes. Most 
of them have no toes too!! Saw a very 
smart bag and shoe ensemble fhe| 
other day in green and black plaid | 
patent leather—the bag shut with a | 
zipper to which was attached a large 
patent tassle, the shoes had no back— 
and not much front—and a little) 
turned-down cuff fitted snugly around f  
the ankle.
For the more conservative minded, I 
as well as the business girl, who con­
siders her toes her own affairs, there 
is the classic pumps, and an old fa­
vourite but with new slants. The. new 
glove-fitting pump with V  front is) 
fitted to the foot with invisible lastex.
It’s a boon to women whose insteps I 
always were too high for this type of 
shoe. It comes in patents, with per­
forations and tricky stitchings, in all 
the best colours, but is seen most in 
a rusty tan- that appears every spring 
under a different name. In suede, the f 
ever popular navy is in great demand, 
probably trimmed with a stream-line I 
bow of the same fabric.
For smart luncheons and for later in I 
summer you can get the new beige] 
suede or patent tie, with sleek bag in 
the same colour material, perforated’ to 
match the shoe vamp. This is partic­
ularly good with black , or dark green.
For afternoon, they are showing 
models from the eternal black pumps
Mary E. R. Campbell Becomes a p p l^ d ,  stilt-heeled slippers
a  \xi '  ^ made of suede or patent—or even of 
Bride Of Herbert A. Winter, the fabric of your dress. Plain suedes 
Of ”  ‘ “Vancouver, 
On Saturday
J, Bowering were. played after the 
I meeting,
On Thursday, April 2iBth, the mem­
bers of the Club plan to hold a Ladies 
Night and the meeting on May 5th will 
be International Night.
At Ceremony I are, trimmed with discreet scallops, 
stitchings or fine lines of patent, to j 
catch the light unexpectedly. The gay 
Pink and white hyacinths, early are trimmed with hearts and j
spring flowers, fern and Oregon gj-ang j or van-coloured confetti dots,
fm-mori o t__4-1--...-J I Some are gay enough and yoxmg en-i
Mr. , and Mrs. “Tiny” Walrod enter 
tained a number of friends on Satur 
Mr and Mrs H G M Gardner have I e v e n i n g  at their home on Bertram 
gone to Vancouver to spend the week. I S^ "h^  Fras«
. *Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Matthewson have 
Vancouver Island. ' water tstreei.
Mrs. Ted Lewis entertained her
Miss Jennie Andison is a visitor to I Mr. Harold Winter and Miss Elinor 
Vancouver this week. , | Winter of Vancouver attended the wed­
ding of their brother in Kelowna on
Harry Lawson, Jack Armstrong, Jack | Saturday,
James and Jack Buckland drove to
VancSouver last week-end, the former Mrs. F. W. Boles of Victoria was in
three returning to Kelowna on M o n - l ^ n  over The the
day. and the latter remaining a t  t h e  1 ^ mter-Campbell >wedding.
Coast. ■ ,
• • • Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Neff entertained
Miss Joan List is spending her Eas- number of friends on Saturday even- 
ter holidays at the Coast. ing, at their home on Lawson Avenue,
, , * in honour of Mr. and Mrs. Graham
Sanford Austin and Bill Gaddes | this^mm
drove to Vancouver last week-end to
I^ADIES, Q IRLS
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train bj' same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood, 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
O AO  W. Hastings. Trin. 0 0 0 *7  
OU<J Vancouver B. C.
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C. 
Schools.
spend the Easter holidays.
lit ♦ ■
Mrs. A. S. Underhill is spending this 
week at Grand Forks, visiting her par­
ents. » * *
Bob Taggart is a visitor to Vancouver 
this week.
Alan France left last week-end for
New Westminster, where Mr. Reid has 
been transferred by Swifts Company.
Mr. W. G. Baker, of Saskatoon, was 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hughes 
over the week-end.
• * •
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Winter,, of Van­
couver, were in Kelowna over the 
week-end to attend' the wedding of 
I their son Mr. H. A. Winter to Miss
the Fraser Valley, where he is taking | Mary Campbell on Saturday afternoon, 
part in the junior badminton tourna
ment at Abbotsford.
« • *
Mr. and. Mrs. E. Winter had as their 
house guest over the week-end Mrs. 
Winter’s cousin Miss Edna Perry of 
the Fraser Valley.
' »> ’SI* ♦ ■
Miss Millar of the Kelowna General I 
Hospital staff is the house guest of | 
Mrs. J. W. Hughes this week.
Mrs. Stanley Ackroyd, of Vancouver, 
was a visitor in Kelowna last week to 
attend the Winter-Campbell wedding 
on Saturday afternoon.
Mr. J. C. Perry, of Kamloops, was a 
business visitor in town last week.' ' « « •
Miss Valerie Baldwin left for Vic­
toria last Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dore are spend- Mrs. Williams and Miss Joan Wil­
ing a holiday in Wenatchee and Spok- liams, of Prince George, were visitors
for ed a beautiful setting for the wed­
ding ceremony uniting Mary E. Raines, 
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. 
Campbell, to Mr. Herbert Arthur Win­
ter, of Vancouver, eldest son of Mr. and 
Mrs. T. A. Winter, also of Vancouver, 
which was performed on Saturday af
■ough to double for evening wear. Most I 
of these colourful spring shoes can 
coast into summer which is a break | 
for your budget.
Pastel patents for summer and strip- | 
ed fabrics for informal wear are es-
ternoon, April 16th, at 3 o’clock at the complete your wardrobe,
home of the bride’s parents on Abbott J ^ sy  to clean. In-
Street. Dr. W. W. McPherson officiated 
at the ceremony. __
The bride, who was given in marr-r 
iage by her father, was lovely in a 
white bridal satin gown, featuring a 
charmingly draped bodice, the neck­
line of which was edged with filmy
cidentally the new beach clogs with 
four inch spies are attractive but hard | 
to manage! '
■ '■-----o-
Now just a word or two about hand­
bags. They seem more important in | 
the spring that at any other season, 
folds of fine, old point lace, while the stand out more j
leg-of-mutton sleeves were t r i m m e d  | ®Sainst a suit than th^^ 
with the same lovely lace, forming a " 
pointed cuff over the hands. The grace­
fully full skirt fell from a high point 
in front and ended in a sweeping train 
at the back. The finger-tip length bri­
dal-veil of silk net was held in place
other type of clothes. Just about this] 
time of year you begin to wonder ex­
actly what is “in” in the handbag line. [ 
The present tendency in bags is to­
ward an entirely n^w soft, drapy feel-I 
ing. They are usually of very fine.
by an Elizabethan cap of braided net that while they are
trimmed with orange,, blossoms. She 
carried a ^colonial bouquet of Ophelia 
roses, white iris, lily-of-the-valley and 
maiden-hair fern.
Miss Freda McRoberts, of Vancouver, 
a cousin of the bride, was the only at­
tendant. Her picturesque gown of pale, 
green moire taffeta featured a shirred 
bodice and shirred puffed sleeves while 
her bouffant skirt fell in lovely folds 
to the floor. A circlet of silver leaves 
on her hair and dainty mittens of green 
lace completed her becoming ensemble.
She carried a colonial bouquet of car­
nations in shades of pink, blue iris, 
blue hyacinths and maiden-hair fern.
Mr. Harold Winter, of Vancouver,!,,, a j ry ■»» i
brother of the groom, acted as best | N a ry  |
noticeably big and roomy, they are | 
light to carry. Their lines are soft, 
their silhouettes often ’ unusual. Most ) 
of the outlines are gently curving ra­
ther than tailored, and even the han- | 
die are soft and squashy.
Most of these grand new bags can be j 
matched up with your shoes, thus 
creating a colourful note for your | 
ensemble.
FORMER KELOWNA 
MAN IS MARlUEDi
Beasley Are United In Pentic-) 
ton Ceremony
Oh Easter Monday afternoon at 2.00 
o’clock, in St. Saviour’  ^ Church, Pen­
ticton, Rev. W. S.' Beames united in i 
marriage Kathleen Mary, younger | 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. 
Beasley of Toronto, and Mr. Michael 
Russell Reid, only son of Mr. C. R.
, • -X I Reid of Penticton. The bride was]
groom s mother wore a Incoming after- given in marriage by her brother-in- I 
noon gown of black sheer trimmed |
man.
During the signing of the register, 
Mrs. Stanley Ackroyd, of Vancouver, a 
coiisin of the bride, played “I Love You 
Truly.”
Mrs. Campbell, the bride’s mother, 
chose a floor length gown of navy 
sheer trimmed with effective touches 
of old Spanish lace. Her hat and other 
accessories were of navy and she wore 
corsage of pink carnations. The
?.ne this week. »;:■ Hi' ♦
Miss Grace Perry of the Kelowna 
School Staff is spending the Easter 
holidays .in Vancouver.
»:« # *
Miss Gertrude Chapin visited with 
friends in Summerland and Penticton 
during the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Pettypiece who 
have been the house guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. H. F. Chapin have moved to their 
home on Bernard Avenue. >
♦
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Hall of Vancouver 
are visiting with friends in Kelowna 
this week.
O Hi ♦
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Stewart and fam­
ily are spending the Easter holidays 
in Spokane. O Hi
Mrs. Laurie Scott entertained her
in Kelowna on Saturday.♦ • • , .
Mr. Tim Armstrong was a visitor to
Penticton during the week-end.
• ♦ ♦
Mrs. Anne McClymont is visiting in 
Calgary at present.. >
Guests registered at the Willow Inn 
during the last week include: Mr. and 
Mrs. T. A. Winter, Miss Elinor Winter, 
Vancouver; Mrs. and Miss Olive Bailey, 
Penticton; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Paul, 
Penticton; Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bums 
and Miss Olive Burns, Kelowna; Mrs. 
L. C. Francklyn.
Miss Alice Parker is spending the 
Easter holidays at the coast.• • «
Mr. Alan Cameron, of the Kelowna 
Iii jh School, is holidaying at the coast.
Miss Nancy Gale is spending the Eas­
ter holidays at the coast.
With leaf green and her black hat was 
also trimmed with the same shade of 
green. Her corsage was of creamy 
gardeniak
The bride’s table was covered with a 
lovely Tuscany lace cloth centred with 
the three-tiered wedding cake, embed­
ded in white tulle and flanked by tall, 
pale pink tapers in silver sconces and 
cut glass vases of pale pink snapdra­
gons and fern. Mrs. F. W. Boles, of 
Victoria, presided at the urns while 
Miss Elma Smallman and Miss Elinor 
Winter, of Vancouver, were the servi- 
teurs.
Dr. W. W. McPherson proppsed the 
toast to the bride, which was suitably 
responded to by the ^oom.
For travelling the bride chose a man- 
tailored, navy blue, pin striped suit 
offset by a frilly blouse of sheer Whiter 
Her, .hat was a becoming Maggy Rouffe 
model of navy with a shoulder length 
veil, and her further accessories were 
of black.
Mr. and Mrs. Winter will make their 
home in Vancouver.
Only immediate relatives of the fam-
For her Wedding, the bride wore a 
floor-length dress of yellow lace, with 
short puffed sleeves and high neck 
line. A small cap of yellow velvet 
flowers was worn on the back of the 
head over an elbow length veil of pale 
yellow net and she catried a bouquet 
of cream Joanna Hill roses.
Mrs. Phillip Barron, sister of the 
bride, was matron of honour, and 
chose a floor-length dress of apple 
green organdie, appliqued with rose 
flowers, with a w id e  brimmed hat to 
match. Her bouquet was of rose snap­
dragons and mauve tulips. Mr. Chris­
topher Reid, was best man.
Following a small reception at the 
Hotel Incola for the family and inimed- 
iate friends, Mr. and Mrs. Reid left 
by motor for Vancouver and other 
Coast cities, tUesibride travelling in a; 
champagne-coloured knitted suit, with 
dark brown top coat and accessories. , 
On their return, Mr. and Mrs. Reid 
will reside at Trail, B.C.
ilies were present at the ceremony.
L s a t e w a lY ]
PRICES EFFECTIVE FRIDAY, SAT., and MONDAY—Apr. 22, 23, 25
TOMATO SOUP-'SK;- 2; 15c
GOLD. BANT. CORNi'S' 2> tins O O  1 for
COWAN'S COCOA- rr ;ir  2Sc
AD AltfrTC___  W H IL E  T H E Y  LA ST
(392’s );each  .......... L^Jic
PF A ____ Aylmer, sliced;I 2’s sq.; tin ................... 16c
SALAD O IL- • 29c
MAPLE BUDS- 29c
TOM. J U I C E - 4 22c
JELL-0 CHOC. PUDDING- 7 c
STR A 'W B ER R Y  JAM — Fraser Valley (Pectin) ; 
C A SH M E R E  BOUQUeV SO AP— 2 bars ..
4 lbs. 53c 
.......... 11c
6 bars P. & G. SOAP, and 2 bars K IR K ’S C A ST ILE —  33c
M A R S H M A L L O W  B ISC U IT S— per lb. ......... 25c
B A D E R ’S SH O R T B R E A D — 1 lb. pkg........... .... • 29c
“A IR W A Y ” T E A — per lb ........... .......  45c
“A IR W A Y ” C O FFEE— per lb................ ..... . 29c
N E W  C A B B A G E — per lb........... ......... 5c
Full stock of Local and Imported Vegetables.
M E A T  D E P A R T M E N T
I l o in  r o a s t s —
MUTTON
25c
20c
LA R G E  B O L O G N A — per lb, ....... .......  .... .... 18c
R O L L E D  P R IM E  R IB  R O AST— per lb. ...... ...... 20c
BOIONGBEEF-F . I2c
We Reserve, The Right To Limit: Safeway Stores Ltd.
Coiti Griddle Cakes
Mix and sift 11 cups flour* 2 teaspoons baking 
powder* i  teaspoon salt and i  tablespoon sugar.. 
Add slowly 1 eup milk. Add 1 beaten egg. Beat until 
smooth. Add 1 tablespoon melted shortening and 
blend well. Add 1 20j; oz. tin Royal City Com.
Drop by tablespoons on a hot griddle and bake 
until bubbles form on top, then turn and bake on 
the other side. Serve at onee..
STAGE HUNT FOR AGED MISSING 
, MAN
■VERNON.—Since he disappeared 
from his home' in Trinity Valley last 
March 31, no trace has been found of 
W. Doubeck, aged 77, a pioneer settler 
of that area. ‘
Provincial Police who have been con- 
dyctmg a search in the valley fear that 
Doubeck will never again be seen a- 
hve. 'VThen he disappeared from his 
home about 4 o’clock in the afternoon' 
it was soon discovered that half a stick 
of blasting powder, a fuse, and a per­
cussion cap were also missing.
T H E  F A M O U S  
RUBBING 
L IN IM E N T
Rub on—pain gone. 
Get the new large ecoa-' 
briiy iize^Alsb avail­
able in smaller, regular
l.size,...'-...
PAGE T W E L V E TH E K E LO W N A  COURIER
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CHILDREN FEATURE 
M AY 24 HOLIDAY
Gyroo Plan To Give Kiddies Spot­
light Of Celebration
Tcnt.ttive !urnn('<'inuMla for the an­
nual May 21 celebrations were /nude 
by the committee chairmen of tlie Gyro 
Club on Tuesday eve/iinjt at the ofllce 
of the general cludinian, Ralph Rrown.
Generally spenkin/', this Empire Day 
will be one foi- the youngsters, and 
will b(! featured by mass dis|)lays and 
dunce.s by the school cliildren.
A ccord in g  to the jne liin inary  pro -  
Rromme, the annual ])ct j/arade w ill  
commence llie day 's  activities at 10
o’clock. Amuigemcnts are to be made 
to have a Junior bull game at the city 
park in the morning, commencing 
about 10.30 o’clock.
Tile .sciiool display will last for 
nearly two liours, and will include 
gyinnaiitics as well us maypole and 
otlier dances. A sm.ill track meet, for 
youncslers from 7 years to scliooi |)u- 
pils of 111 years will occuj/y about an 
hour and ilfteen minutes, and the uf- 
ternooii programme will wind up with 
a ball liame, jiossibly between Kelownu 
and licaverdell.
A big holiday dance will bo staged 
in the Oddfellows’ Hall in the evening.
MI.SS Mill Says:
it takes years of study to enable a 
man to jiaint, but women are born 
artists.
PHONE GORDON’S 178 &  179
I-KESH IIAIJIUIT; I C i^
per lb.................................. ....................
MtllVIE FlfiLETS OF COD; "|
per lb.......................................................
I’ACII’IC OCKAN KIPFERS; 1 2C
per lb.......................................................
GRAIN FEW STEER BEEF - CHOICE M ILK  FED VEAL  
FRESH KILLED LAM B - - - GRAIN FED FORK
Manufactured from tlie City water supply. We will 
bo pleased to take care of your requirements.
Asparagus Celery Lettuce Spinach Mushrooms Parsley
Cauliflower Cabbage
HAMS BACONS COOKED MEATS WEINERS BOLOGNA
SALT PORK
IC E
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 178 and 179
O l i v e s !  O l i v e s !
RIPE OLIVE DEMONSTRATION
Drop in and sample these lovely Californian Ripe Olives.
COLOURED—in iall MEDIUM—in tall
tins     .....  ......... O e lL  tins ....... ....
JUMBO-in tall ' Q A if»  MEDIUM—in <1 for
tins    ................. O v L  buffet tins ...
35c ...25c
I i  O
eS lIC bu fet tins ^
The more Ripe Olives you eat, the more you want to eat!
'^ Ripe and green, in one bottle
“is something N O V E L :
COLOSSAL PIMENTO and COLOSSAL QUEEN—
34-ounce bottles, each . . .... .
LARGE QUEEN OLIVES—
34-ounce bottles; each ... ......................... — -....
PIMENTO OLIVES—
34-ounce bottles; each .......................... .....  -....... .
$1.15
75c
80c
Everything in OLIVES—including Chopped Olives 
for sandwiches.
OLIVES ARE NO LONGER A  LUXURY— EVERYBODY
EATS THEM.
PHONE 214
GROWERS ENDORSE 
COMPULSORY PLANS 
FOR MARKETING
Washington Producers Seeking
Compulsory Enactments In Or­
der To Control Marketing
WLNATCHEL, • Already cndor.sed 
by growers of tlie Wenalcliee district 
and by the Weiialeiiee Cliumber of 
Commerce. Grangers and otlior gi'ow- 
ers of Yalcima districts have llir»)wn 
tlieir uiiiteil vveiglil behind Senator 
Jlomer T. Hone’s resolution to make 
ajiple.s a basic commodity under the 
Agricultural Adju.slmenl Act, and per'- 
mil o.slablisbmeiil of sectional market­
ing agreements.
Likewise the Yakima Pomona 
Grange, with but a few di.sseuting vot­
es, went down llie hue for Senator 
Bone'.s resolution at a recent meeting, 
llespoii.sibility for keeping apple.s out 
of the act two years, ago was placed on 
caiitieis and dealer lobbyists.
Censured Oppositlbii
Growers around Cowiche not only 
came to tlie supiiort of the move, but 
strongly eeusured Yaldlna's chamber of 
comnicicc for opposing it. Their sec­
retary, W. F. Praetorius, said that even 
though some bLudness men and certain 
prominent growers may be opposed to 
bringing apj/les under the marketing 
act, “we challenge the right of the 
chamber of commerce to speak for the 
growers. The oi'dinary grower is the 
one most concerned.
“There is a strong grower sentiment 
in favour of making apples a basic 
commodity as attested by definite ac­
tion of a number of granges and by a 
resolution passed by a mass meeting of 
growers.
Who Speaks For Grower?
“As long as the grower is not en­
tirely bankrupt,, the bu.sincss man gets 
his warehouse, cold storage, packing 
and sales chai*ges, even if the fruit 
does not bring the grower a cent. The 
grower is always the goat and is the 
one whose wishes should be consulted 
in this matter. We, therefore, resent 
the action of any group in pretending 
to specie for or in behalf of the grower, 
without first making a real effort to 
determine his unmistakable sentiment.
“Everyone is ready to admit that the' 
I'olling of cars unsold, the quoting of 
varying prices the same day and the 
disposition of culls and low grade 
fruit are problems which must be sol­
ved if the industry is to get on its feet. 
At the same time, nearly everyone is 
ready to admit that to get uniformity 
of action in these matters on a volun­
tary basis is impossible.
Compulsion Necessary
“Some foi-m of compulsion is neces­
sary. This is where the agricultural 
marketing act fits into the picture. It 
will bind all factors in the deal to uni­
formity along lines V whjch would be 
outlined in the marketing agreement 
drafted co-operatively by the industry 
and the administrators. of the act.
“If .some provisions of the previous 
marketing agreement did not work 
satisfactorily, we could profit by that 
experience in the drafting of the new 
one. Why destroy the ^splendid pro­
visions of the arrangement because 
some which can be changed in the new 
agreement were not entirely to ouf 
liking?” • ■
W ANT START ON POST OFFICE 
GROUNDS
The Kelowna Board of Trade has 
written to C. "E. F. Dawson, Dominion 
department of public work architect, 
Victoria, asking that landscaping and 
planting of the grounds around the 
new Kelowna Post Office be started 
in the near future.
BLACK MOUNTAIN IRRIGATION 
ANNUAL MEETING IS QUIET AFFAIR
Trustees Report Suggestion For 
Postponement Of Tax Sales—  
Rutland Enters Team In Base- 
Ball League
Tlie annual meeting of llie Black 
Mountain Irrigation Dl.strict was lield 
in tlie Community Hall on Wednesday 
twening last. The attendance did not 
come up to that of tlie recent siiecial 
ineeling, only 23 w '^kir u.sers attending 
in addition to the lruslce.s. Mr. II. 
Wiglilrnan was elected to the cliair, 
while the secretary of the B.M.I.D., 
Mr. D. McDougall, undertook the dut­
ies of .secretary of tlie meeting.
After routine matters liad been dealt 
witli some discussion arose in regard 
to tlie progress made witli tlie recent 
lilun projiosed by the Dept, of Lunds 
to adjust the debf. Tlie trustees re­
ported that a letter had been sent to 
the Water Board suggesting a revision 
of the plan that would permit of post­
ponement of tax sales to a later date 
by making the amorti.scd taxes payable 
with the tolls, in June, and .sotting 
back the payment of 'the funded taxes 
to, a later period. The meeting approv­
ed tlie steps taken by the trustees and 
passed a vote of confidence in the 
board.
A suggestion was made that a board 
be appointed to review individual 6ase,s 
and arrange to accept crop orders for 
payment of lolls and taxes in cases 
where individuals were able to show/ 
that tliey were unable to raise the casli. 
The trustees reply to the proposal was 
to the effect that no power to do thi.s 
existed under the act.
After a general discussion of the 
situation in which Trustee Harrison 
received a word of appreciation for his 
work in preparing his plan for settle­
ment of the debt, then followed. Many 
expressed regret that his plan was not 
adopted, and it was also pointed out 
that under his proposal the governrhent 
would have received more money than 
under the present scheme. Setting re­
muneration of the trustees at the same 
per diem rate as last year was the 
final business of the meeting, which 
adjourned at the unusually early hour 
of 9.30 p.m.
♦
The base’oall season is now approach­
ing and a few practices have been held. 
On Tuesday evening W. Hardie Ji*. and 
A. W. Gray attended a meeting at Oy- 
ama at which a league to be known 
as the “Central Okanagan Intermediate 
Baseball League” was formed. Rev. G. 
R. Tench of Winfield was chosen Presi­
dent; Mi\ E. Crawford, of 0.yama, vice- 
president; and W;. Hardie Jr., of Rut­
land, Secretary-Treasurer. A  second 
meeting will be h61d May 2nd, at 
which a schedule will be drafted, and 
all team entries, must be made by that
SECOND ACCIDENT 
FOR GLENMORE MAN
Mi.sfortune seems to be follovviiig 
Ernest Tfitc. A few weclis ago wliilc 
worlcing in the busli, lie received a 
Iticic frotn a horse, which cut a bad 
gash in his head. On Wediic.sday, after 
again working in the bush for two 
day.s, lie returned horiic with a broken 
leg ♦
J. N. McFarlano of Montreal was a 
f'ucsl at the home of his brother-in- 
law, R. W. Corner for .several day.s, 
leaving for his Iioine on Tuc.sday.
• « « 4.
Tlie inoiitlily meeting of the W.A. 
met on Tluir.sdtiy of last week, at the 
lionie of Mrs. Archie Rankin, when it 
wa.s arraiigi'd to liold a shower and 
tea ill aid of tlie Preventorium, at llie 
liomo of Mrs. E. W. Ferguson, in blos­
som lime. It is lugied that tlie whole 
community will turn out to help tin's 
worliiy cause. After tiie business of 
llie meeting was over, Mrs. L. E. Mar- 
sliall, on behalf of the members, pre­
sented Mrs. Pound with a wool filled 
quill, while Miss Mildred Hume pre­
sented her witli a bouquet of flowers. 
An amusing feature wa.s tliat .some 
weeks proviou.sly Mrs. Pound had ac­
cepted an invitation to the quilting and 
had Jierself worked on the quilt, not 
knowing that it was later to become 
her own. Rev. Pound tlianked the 
ladies for tlie unexpected gift. The 
no:<t meeting will bo held at the home 
(•f Mrs. G. C. Greenland, on May 13.
tit >{■.
Miss Mildred Hume, who is a pupil 
of the Cornish School of Music in Seat­
tle. sang a solo at the Easter service, 
She left on Monday morning by bus 
to resume her studies.
»i» N: »l‘
Miss Beth Addy of Kelowna is .spen­
ding a few days at the home Of Mr. 
H. J. Harden.
>|i ;!« , >i'/ ,
Mr. John Clark left on Wednesday 
of last week for Vancouver on business.
BITTEN BY “BLACK  W IDOW ”
PENTICTON.—Proof that Black Wi­
dow spiders are already “on the prowl” 
is given in the fact that Dr. W. Roy 
Walker was bitten, by one of the in­
sects recently. While Dr. Walker has 
now fully recovered from the effects of 
the bite, he was ill for some time after 
receiving it. He was temporarily par­
alyzed as the result of tlie poison from 
the insect.
date. The age limit was set at under 
21. ’Teams from Oyama, Winfield and 
one or more from Rutland are assured.
To Conduct Cooking School
i f
MARGARET HENDERSON
Home Economics Expcil of llie Van­
couver Daily Province.
DO NOT READ TRASH 
WARNS SPEAKER
Essential to a pei'son’s cliiiraclor is 
wortliwliile reading. Rev. Dr. W. W. 
McPIierson told llie Y.P.S. of tlie Uni­
ted Churcli on Sunday evening. April 
17.
There is more reading matter than 
ever before but much Of it is trash 
while there is also inucli fine litera­
ture and maiij' noteworthy periodicals. 
The quality of reading matter deter­
mines a ■ person’s outlook and behav­
iour.
The belter type of Journal gives up- 
to-date developments on science, I’e- 
ligion. economics and politics. He men­
tioned the struggle in India for home 
rule whicli has long been a controversy. 
With over thirty times as many people 
as Canada’s 11,000,000, India’s popula­
tion is not enlightened enough to gov­
ern itself, the British Government be­
lieves, arid if given now would result 
in chaos and bloodshed.
With their country only half as large 
as Canada. India’s population is justi­
fied, he believed, in looking wistfully 
at Canada’s rich, sparsely settled mil­
lions of square miles while in India 
most ai'e poverty-stricken.
A big problem which must be solved 
soon to avoid a catastrophe is what 
adjustments should be made between 
the lands like India and Italy, which 
have few resources per capita, and 
others which are endowed with or 
have acquired an enormous amount of 
natural wealth and advantages.
— More About—
WOULD
CONFINE
From Page 1, Column 3 
from tlie .sutige.slion.s of llu- Fruit 
Hoard, on tlie Fruit Hrancli instructing 
in.spcctors cat’ll season to follow regu­
lations us to minimum sizes, as laid 
down b.v tlie Hoard. It was considered 
tliat minimum sizes coulti vary yearly 
according to tlie sizt; of the croji and 
the marketing iiossibilllies, in Cee 
gr/ido.
There arc /lo minimum size or colour 
rcquirenioiits in Cee grade in tlie Fruit 
Branch regulations, these being cover­
ed only by the orders of the Hoard.
Set Minimum Si'zes
MininiuJii sizc.s fbr pears were sug- 
gesied by E. J. Chambers and adopted 
b.v the meeting. Tliis regulation, wlien 
adopted by the Fruit Hrancli, will sliow 
a minimum size for all varieties of 
extra fancy pears of 193 witli 22Us for 
Coe grade Winter Nellis and 210s f/ir 
all other varieties, Cee grade. Mlni- 
imiin size for No. 3, all varieties tyas 
named at 2 1/ill indies in (liamelur.
In tlie Untied Slates there are colour 
requirements on peaclics, var.ying from 
1!) lo 2.'5 to f)0 jicr cent. The Grades 
Committee believed that any steps in 
lliis direction would be too difficult lo 
put into force at this time, but voiced 
tlic opinion tliat tliero is too wide a 
variation in picking methods of peach­
es. More pickings of peaches wore 
advocated, and it was considered llie 
growers should have more uniformity 
of peach practices from thinning right 
down to picking.
Mr. Chambers wislied members of 
the Grades Committee to make a point 
of going tlu’ougli the packing houses 
wlien the peacli season is under way, 
and investigating the situation for 
themselves.
Decide On Oil Wrap.s
P. LeGuen, Vernon, wi.shed that 
some decision be made once and for 
ail, as to the desirability of oil wraps. 
Ho considered this is a mattcA’ between 
the Fruit Board and the shippei’s and 
should not be left to the individual 
shippers’ discretion, as too much money 
was involved.
O. W. Hembling, Fruit Board mem­
ber assented to this idea, and it was 
decided that it should be discussed at 
the next meeting of the Okanagan 
Shippers Federation, and possibly at 
the next meeting of the Grades Com­
mittee, as well as the ’Walker report 
on his investigations of packing house 
practices.
After making a tour of prairie cen­
tres, A. C. Lander,will report to the 
Grades Committee on the success of 
the Sales Service venture into the 
junior Christmas apple box trade. It 
is too early now to decide on the suc­
cess of the deal, Mr. Lander stated in 
a communication. The apples were 
undoubtedly on the large size for such 
a small parcel, but on the other hand" 
it served a useful purpose in getting 
rid of some of the large sized apples.
aiATlNEES 
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2.30 
25c and lOo
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
F R ID A Y  S A T U R D A Y
APRIL 32 -23
H E P B U R N
I All HOWARD HAWKS Produefiott
'S P fN m a
u p d A W
m//) CHARLIE RUGGLES 
Sorry Fitsgarald • May Robson 
Woltor Catlett • Fritz Fold 
Dtreclod' by HOWARD HAWKS 
Atsoolato Producer, Cllll Retd. 
Screen play by Dudley Nichols 
a n d  H a g a r  W i l d e  
t  K O * R A D I O P I C T U R C
----  EXTRA -----
'‘T H E  B O A T  
B U IL D E R S ”
A  Disney Cartoon 
PABAMOUNT NEWS
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
APRIL 25-26
Wednesday and Thursday
APRIL 27 - 28
trUb
TED MICBXY FRANK
HEALY. R O O N EY . JENKS
T lombivro
‘"“.BRRWMORE
Una Merkel, Lynne Overman 
Porter Hall, Edgar Kennedy 
A Wesley Rugsles Production 
Produced by Albert Lewin
------ E X T R A ------
MARCH OF TIME  
NEW AUDIOSCOPICS
See the screen do tricks 
MUSICAL
KIDS! SATURDAY MATINEE AT 1,30 pjn. GEORGE OTBRIEN‘^ PARK AVENUE LOGGER ”
BRING YOUR  
NABOB
C O U PO N S
S h o e s
T h a t  S m ack  o f  T h e
/
'iP? ^
S O M E T H IN G  R E A L L Y  N E W  IN  SH O ES
K E D E T T E S 9 9
W e  have just received a brand new shipment of a new style shoe 
that will gladden the heart of any woman. They are washable, 
have luxurious appearance and comfortable. Here are some of 
the outstanding features of this entirely new footwear:-—■
//
Washability
(a) Whipcord Twill—-All Whip­
cord Twill Kedettes may be 
washed in soap and water. Col­
oured laces should be removed 
first.
(b) Peachskin—Peachskin shoes 
may be cleaned with soap and 
water applied with a soft cloth. 
A  small quantity of white shoe 
cleaner applied with a damp 
cloth is recomihended for white 
shoes or parts so as to retain the 
original whiteness of material.
Insoles
Silky Insoles—Luxurious appear­
ance and comfort. Cool to look 
at and cool to wear.
Shanks
All wood heels are made with 
in-built steel and fibre shank for 
arch support and comfort.
Uppers
All Kedettes are made of Whip­
cord Twill, Mercerized Broad­
cloth and Peachskin.
Heels
Wood heels are College and Cu­
ban heights. Cloth-covered and 
slotted as the highest grade 
leather shoes.
Lining \
All Kedettes, except Peachskin, 
have a bleached drill lining, the 
same as found in the fore part 
of the highest grade leather shoes.
Counters
Counters are our own special 
compounded material which give 
ample firmness to hold the shape 
of the heel and will not curl in 
or warp or Ipse their shape.
Priced at Only
WOMEN’S—
$1.95, $2.19, $2.25, $2.45
CHILDREN’S and MISSES’—
$1.65 and $1.75
W e  can say without contradiction that there will be more of 
these shoes sold in Kelowna than any other style shoe that has
been featured here before. -
GEO. A . M EIK LE, LTD
Q U A U TY MERCHANDISE
P H O N E S : 143 and 215.
SE E  O U R  B E R N A R D  A V E N U E  W IN D O W S
K E L O W N A , B. C.
